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Abstract
Neutrinos are the most abundant particles with non-zero mass in the universe known today
and play a key role in cosmology and particle physics. At the time the Standard Model was
developed, it was assumed that neutrinos have exactly zero mass; however, observations
of neutrino avour oscillations showed that neutrinos must have a nite, non-zero mass.
Thus, an accurate constraint, or even better an exact experimental determination would
go a long way to help discriminate between several proposed theories that extend the
Standard Model. A diverse range of experimental eorts are currently pursued; amongst
these the Karlsruhe Tritium Neutrino experiment (Katrin) has just provided the most
recent and lowest experimental upper limit of m(νe) < 1.1 eV (90 % C. L.).
This limit was derived via high-resolution spectroscopy of the kinematic β-endpoint of the
tritium decay spectrum. As a source, molecular tritium with an isotopic purity of >95 % T2
is injected into the Windowless Gaseous Tritium Source (Wgts). The tritium gas is prepared
in the facilities of the Tritium Laboratory Karlsruhe (Tlk); however due to the separation
process for tritium gas at Tlk, traces of HT and DT in addition to the dominant T2 are
unavoidable, resulting in uctuations of compositions between gas batches. The presence
of these additional tritiated molecules aects the shape of the measured β-spectrum and
thus must be continuously and accurately monitored.
A custom-developed Laser-Raman (Lara) spectroscopic system is used to identify and
quantify all six hydrogen isotopologues. However, for quantitative analysis, a system-
and isotopologue calibration factor is necessary. In the current calibration strategy, these
factors are derived from the measured spectral sensitivity of the setup, and theoretical
Raman intensities based on ab initio calculations. This approach was validated for the stable
isotopologues H2, HD and D2, but is pending for the Katrin-relevant tritiated isotopologues
T2, DT and HT.
The aim of this work was to design, construct and commission a system capable of providing
well-dened gas samples of all six hydrogen isotopologues in chemical equilibrium and to
determine the experimental, isotopologue specic calibration factors for gas monitoring
using Lara.
This new facility, conveniently named TRItium HYrogen DEuterium experiment (Trihyde),
is able to prepare samples with initial molar fractions known to within 1 % by accurately
measuring pressure and gas volume of each component. In order to process the tritium
gases and achieve this accuracy for tritiated isotopologues, several challenges had to be
overcome:
Firstly, the whole setup had to be devised to meet all tritium-related safety requirement,
including material selection and quality, process control, and containment. Based on
the experiences and insights gained during the setup and operation of the predecessor
experiment Hyde, the handling and processing was improved in addition to a general
reduction in systemic uncertainty, e.g. volume determination. Furthermore, the system
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had to be integrated into the closed tritium loop of the Tlk infrastructure in order to
receive high purity tritium as well as to recycle gas mixtures after use to the respective
Tlk facility.
Secondly, a successful commissioning with the stable isotopologues H2 and D2 showed
a threefold reduction in calibration uncertainty, besides the general applicability of the
applied sample preparation procedure.
Thirdly, commissioning with radioactive gases was necessary, in order to account for the
radiochemistry introduced by the β-decay of tritium within gas samples. In contrast to
gas samples comprised of only stable isotopologues, additional processes like impurity
formation and self-equilibration induced by β-decay had to be studied.
It was shown that the inevitable formation of tritiated methane due to interactions with the
stainless steel walls was detectable, but had no detrimental eect on sample quality during
the measurement campaigns. The observed formation rates were very much as expected,
similar to those deduced from outgassing data obtained in past experiments at Tlk.
In contrast to hydrogen and deuterium, no high-purity tritium gas samples with a certied
composition are available. In order to obtain a Lara-independent estimate of the initial
composition, a modied method-of-standard-addition was developed, as no isotopic pure
DT and HT samples are available. By stepwise adding a well dened amount of D2 to the
sample and using the self-equilibration process to form DT, any initial DT concentration
can be derived with rather high accuracy.
Detailed studies of the self-equilibration process in tritiated mixtures allows one to utilise
these reactions in sample production for the heteronuclear isotopologues by choosing
suitable process parameters. This avoided the use of any previously deployed catalyst
or permeator, which could potentially alter the isotopic composition of the sample; thus,
highly accurately equilibrated samples can be obtained. Additional isotope exchange in
gas-wall-interaction were observed, but this process exhibited a time constant of >600 h
and therefore was negligible for sample production in Trihyde.
Based on these samples, the rst direct experimental determination of the Lara-calibration
factors for all hydrogen isotopologues, using both homonuclear samples as well as hetero-
nuclear samples in chemical equilibrium. All obtained values agree with the theoretical
predictions within the stated uncertainties. These complementary ndings validate the
currently deployed calibration procedure used at Katrin. In the case of T2, a twofold uncer-
tainty reduction was achieved, while for the heteronuclear isotopologues the uncertainties
remained unchanged.
In conclusion, utilising the Trihyde facility it has been demonstrated that gas samples of
all six hydrogen isotopologues -including those with tritium content- can be produced with
unprecedented accuracy, on a technical scale. Their availability made it possible to fully
validate the calibration approach used for source gas composition monitoring at Katrin
via Laser Raman spectroscopy, whilst also increasing calibration trueness.
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1 Introduction
Neutrinos are the lightest, massive particle species in the universe known today. Despite
being considered massless in the basic form of the Standard Model of particle physics,
the observation of neutrino avour oscillation implies that neutrinos must have a nite,
non-zero mass [Fuk98b; McD02; Kam08]. This discovery was the rst conrmed evidence
of physics beyond the Standard Model and sparked progress in the elds of particle physics,
cosmology and astrophysics. Nonetheless, it has not answered the question of the neutrino
mass scale [Fae20; Par20].
A direct laboratory measurement of the absolute value of the neutrino mass is thus a crucial
step towards answering fundamental questions in physics, as it helps to discriminate
between several proposed theories that extend the Standard Model [Zub11]. A broad
range of historic [Kra05; Ase11] and current [Gia17] experimental eorts, using dierent
techniques [For12; CUO20], have not yet been able to pin down the eective neutrino mass,
with the most stringent upper limit by a direct kinematic approach reported by [Ake19]
m(νe) < 1.1 eV (90 % C. L.). (1.1)
This limit was obtained by the Karlsruhe Tritium Neutrino experiment (Katrin), by per-
forming high-precision spectroscopy of the β-electrons from molecular tritium decay. The
eective neutrino mass is imprinted in the shape of the β-electron energy spectrum and
causes a small distortion close to the kinematic endpoint [Fer34].
In an eort to achieve the design sensitivity of m(νe) < 0.2 eV (90 % C. L.) [Ang04], Katrin
had to push several technical boundaries, most prominently by constructing (i) one of
the largest ultra-high-vacuum vessels; (ii) a high voltage-system with ppm-stability; and
(iii) a high-luminosity Windowless Gaseous Tritium Source (Wgts), which is activity and
temperature stabilised on the part-per-mille level. In order to account for changes in the
highly puried T2 gas (>95 %) in the Wgts, which can alter the shape of the β-spectrum
and therefore impact m(νe)-measurements [Kle19a], the source gas composition must be
continuously and accurately monitored [Bab12].
Raman spectroscopy was identied as a suitable method for tritium source gas monitoring
as it is capable of unambiguous identication of all six hydrogen isotopologues (H2, HD,
D2, HT, DT and T2) [Sch11]. Since the start of tritium operation of Katrin [Ake20a], a
Laser Raman Spectroscopy (Lara) system developed and built at the Tritium Laboratory
Karlsruhe (Tlk) [Stu10a; Sch12; Fis12; Fis14], which fullled all performance requirements
and has become invaluable in reaching the ambiguous goals of Katrin [Ake20b; Wel20].
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Although Lara is able to detect general variations in the gas composition on a 0.1 %-level
[Fis11], additional system and isotope-specic calibration factors are required for quantit-
ative analysis [Sch13b]. Currently, these values are derived from theoretical calculations
[Sch87] and indirectly veried by depolarisation measurements [Jam13a]. In the case of
the stable isotopologues, the obtained calibration factors have been validated via accurate
gas samples of hydrogen and deuterium mixtures. Due to the relative agreement in the
order of 2 %, the remaining calibration factors were assumed to be correct [Sch14a].
However, a direct measurement and validation of the calibration factors for all tritiated
isotopologues were still missing. As a means to obtain these factors, a dedicated experi-
mental facility, able to provide tritiated calibration gas samples, is required. In addition
to considering the general safety requirements for tritium handling, this facility needs to
incorporate the following capabilities:
(i) Provide both homonuclear and heteronuclear gas samples of all six hydrogen isoto-
pologues in chemical equilibrium,
(ii) Enable detailed studies on the radiochemical impact of tritium on calibration sample
purity and stability,
(iii) Enable in-situ calibration and characterisation of Lara-systems as well as additional
methods used in tritium analytics.
All of these objectives are addressed with the construction and commissioning of the
TRItium HYrogen DEuterium experiment (Trihyde) at the Tlk, which is the main objective
of this work. The thesis is structured as follows:
An introduction to neutrino properties, their oscillation and mass generation mechanisms as
well as recent experimental eorts for neutrino mass measurements is given in Chapter 2.
In Chapter 3, the Katrin experiment and the requirements of a Raman system for source
gas monitoring are described.
The theoretical foundation of quantitative Raman spectroscopy, the implementation for
tritiated hydrogen isotopologues and the calibration strategy are summarised in Chapter 4.
At the end of Chapter 4, the objectives of this work are further rened.
An overview of the design, components and commissioning of Trihyde is given in
Chapter 5.
In Chapter 6, the results of the measurement campaign with the stable isotopologues H2,
D2 and HD are presented.
Chapter 7 presents the commissioning of Trihyde with tritium and describes the measure-
ment results obtained using the radioactive isotopologues T2, HT and DT. The chapter ends
with a discussion of the calibration results in the context of the Katrin-experiment.
A summary and outlook in Chapter 8 concludes this work.
2
2 Introduction to neutrino physics
Since the onset of β-decay studies in 1914 [Cha14], neutrino physics have been a vivid
section in particle physics, with many links and connections to other areas of physics.
Neutrinos are electrically neutral elementary particles that only take part in the weak
interaction; thus, they are hard to detect and study. Although many initially puzzling
features of neutrino properties have been explained, even after a century of neutrino and
weak interaction physics, fundamental questions remain, including [Zub11]:
• Are neutrinos of Dirac or Majorana type, and what is their mass?
• Why is their mass so small compared to other elementary particles and are there
additional neutrino generations?
• How did neutrinos inuence the formation of large scale structures in the early
universe?
This chapter opens with a historic overview of important neutrino experiments and the
neutrinos properties in the Standard Model of particle physics (Section 2.1.1). This is
followed by an introduction to the mechanism of neutrino oscillation and experimental
eorts undertaken in order to establish the mixing parameters. The second part focuses on
the theoretical foundation of neutrino mass generation, experimental methods for neutrino
mass measurements and an overview of current neutrino mass limits (Section 2.2).
2.1 The role of neutrinos in the Standard Model
2.1.1 Discovery and properties of neutrinos
The rst occurrence of neutrino physics can be traced back to 1914, when Chadwick
[Cha14] discovered the continuous electron energy spectrum of the β-decay of 214Pb and
214Bi. This was in contrast to the expected discrete spectrum, similar to the α- and γ-decay.
Two other experiments conrmed the continuous energy spectrum, a blunt breach of
the principle of energy conservation for the two observed reaction bodies [Ell27; Mei30].
In order to solve the puzzle, Pauli postulated a participating neutral, half-integer spin
particle in his famous letter, making the β-decay a three-body process [Pau30]. The particle,
nowadays known as neutrino, is part of the equation rst published by Fermi [Fer34],
A
ZX → AZ+1Y + e– + ν̄e, (2.1)
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describing the β-decay of the mother nuclei A to the daughter nuclei Y . This process is
known today as a weak interaction with a cross section in the order of σ < 10−44 cm−2.
More than 20 years later, the rst experimental detection of the so up to then theoretical
particle was achieved by Cowan et al. [Cow56]. They placed a 200-l water target enriched
with cadmium chloride in the vicinity of a nuclear ssion reaction in order to use it as a
neutrino source. The neutrinos react via the inverse β-decay reaction
ν̄e + p→ n + e+, (2.2)
leaving the resulting neutron in an excited state. When the neutron, which is quickly
captured by a cadmium nucleus, returns to the ground state, photons in the energy range of
(3 to 11) MeV are emitted. These photons were detected using liquid-scintillator chambers
placed around the target, each equipped with photomultiplier tubes. The positron was
promptly annihilated by a surrounding electron and the two resulting photons, each of
511 keV, were detected by the aforementioned chambers. The neutrino event signals were
discriminated from background signal by the photon delay of 17 µs between the neutron and
positron reaction. The experimentally measured cross section was (11.0± 2.6) · 10−44 cm−2,
well in agreement with the theoretical predictions [Bet34; Rei59] and worth the Nobel prize
in physics in 1995 [Nob20c].
After the electron (anti-)neutrino, two additional neutrino avour states, coupling to the µ
and τ , where discovered in subsequent particle accelerator experiments: The muon neutrino
νµ via pion decay at the AGS neutrino experiment [Dan62] in 1962 and the ντ via D-meson
decay in 2000 at the DONUT experiment [Kod01]. During precision measurements at
the e–e+-collider LEP, no fourth neutrino avour state with m(ν) ≤ 104 GeV/c2 was found.
In the same experiment, the measured width of the Z0-resonance is consistent with the
predicted lifetime, assuming only N ν = 3 generations [ALE06].
In the decades after the rst discovery, more and more properties of the neutrino were
investigated in various experiments. An overview of the neutrino properties is collated
in Table 2.1. In the Standard Model of particle physics, the neutrinos belong the group
of leptons and only participate in weak interactions (see Figure 2.1). Wu et al. [Wu57]
was the rst to experimentally show that parity was not conserved in weak interaction by
measuring the emitted electron- and γ-distribution from cold, aligned cobalt atoms in
Co→ Ni + e– + ν̄e + 2γ . (2.3)
The detected anisotropy of the electron distribution lead to the verication that the weak
interaction is violating parity conservation, as proposed by T. Lee and C. Yang [Lee57] and
later honoured with the Nobel prize in 1957 [Nob20b]. This was the rst hint that only
left-handed neutrinos and right-handed anti-neutrinos exist.
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Table 2.1: Overview of neutrino properties This table lists all relevant properties in the Standard Model
of particle physics. All values based are on Ref. [Zub11].
Attribute Property
particle class Lepton
generations 3 (νe, νµ, ντ )
interactions only weak interactions
electric charge 0
spin 1/2 (Fermion)
weak isospina 1/2 for left-handed neutrinos




a inverted for anti-particles
with spin ~s and momentum ~p and observed a value of hν = 1.0± 0.3 [Gol58]. This con-
rmed that only left-handed neutrinos and right-handed anti-neutrinos participate in weak
interactions. Since helicity is not Lorentz-invariant, both left- and right-handed neutrinos
would be observed in case of a non-zero neutrino mass.
In the Standard Model, the particle mass is generated by Yukawa coupling to the Higgs-eld
[Zub11]. In order to produce the neutrino mass in a similar fashion, right-handed neutrinos
and left-handed anti-neutrinos must also exist to obtain the necessary four-component
Dirac spinors (see Section 2.2). Until today, there is no evidence of right-handed neutrinos
or left-handed anti-neutrinos.
These and additional observations led to to the assumption that neutrinos are massless in
the Standard Model (for a detailed overview, see Ref. [Kin08] and references therein). In
subsequent experiments however, the discovery of neutrino avor oscillations indicates that
neutrinos have a non-vanishing mass. This hints that the neutrino mass and its properties
are key to physics beyond the Standard Model, which will be explored in more detail in
the following sections.
2.1.2 Theory of neutrino avor oscillation
This introduction is based on Ref. [Coo97; Kin08; Zub11], if not noted otherwise. Through-
out this text h̄ = c = 1 is used for better readability, i. e. [m] = eV.
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Figure 2.1: Overview of the elementary particles in the Standard Model. This chart shows the masses,
symbols, names, and electric charges of all known particles in the Standard Model. The quark sector
is marked in lila and the lepton sector in green. All particles in both sectors are fermions. The vector
bosons with spin 1, colored in light blue, mediate the strong, the weak and the electromagnetic
interaction. The Higgs boson with spin 0 is marked dark blue. All masses and charges are taken
from Ref. [Par20].
Solar neutrino problem
The observed discrepancy of the expected and the measured solar neutrino ux in early
neutrino experiments lead to the formulation of the so-called solar neutrino problem, which
triggered the investigation of neutrino oscillations [Bah90]. Based on the solar model, the
nuclear fusion reaction in the sun propagates via two chains:
1. The pp-cycle,
2. The CNO-cycle.
In the pp-cycle, hydrogen fuses to 4He in multiple reaction steps, which possibly include
intermediate 7Be, 8B and 8Be stages. This represents the main reaction, with the alternative
CNO-cylce only contributing about 1.6 % to the energy production of the sun. Here the
presence of C, N, and O act as a catalyst for the hydrogen fusion [Wur17].
In both chains neutrinos are generated with characteristic energies and reaction rates,
which range from Eν,pp < 0.42 MeV up to Eν,8B < 15 MeV [Bah05]. Hence, the solar neutrino
spectrum can give insight in the reaction kinematics occurring inside the sun.
The rst experimental observation of solar neutrinos was achieved in the chlorine ex-
periments performed by Davis [Dav64; Dav94] at the Homestake mine, based on the
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reaction
37
17Cl + νe → 3718Ar + e– (2.5)
with an energy threshold of 814 keV [Zub11]. In over 20 years of acquisition time, the
observed ux rate was only a third of the ux rate predicted by the solar model[Cle98].
In subsequent years, additional experiments like Kamiokande [Fuk98b], GALLEX/GNO
[GAL99a; GNO05] and SAGE [SAG02], with detection limits able to detect νpp, conrmed
the discrepancy.
The puzzle was eventually solved by the experimental observation of avour oscillation,
which explains the missing ux because. Although the electron neutrino ux is reduced,
the observed total ux of all avours is in accordance to source production rates.
Neutrino oscillations
Parallel to the aforementioned experiments, Pontecorvo and Gribov proposed a ‘transition’
between the neutrino avours [Pon68; Gri69]. Based on this assumption, a fraction of the
electron neutrinos produced in the sun change their avour state while travelling towards
the earth.
This introduction to the description of these transitions is based on Ref. [Coo97; Kin08;
Zub11], if not noted otherwise. Although some simplied arguments are used, the results
are still representative.
The neutrino avour eigenstates (α = e, µ, τ ) produced by the weak interaction can therefore
be described as weak eigenstates |να〉. For neutrinos with non-zero mass, the corresponding
mass eigenstates do not necessarily have to coincide with their avour eigenstates. This
feature is also known in the quark sector, where the mixing between the dierent states is
described by the unitary 3x3 Cabbibo-Kobayashi-Maskawa matrix (CKM matrix) [Kob73].








with a unitary mixing matrix Uα,i given by
Uα,i =
Ue1 Ue2 Ue3Uµ1 Uµ2 Uµ3
Uτ1 Uτ2 Uτ3
 . (2.7)
This matrix is established as the Pontecorvo-Maki-Nakagawa-Sakata matrix (PMNS matrix)
[Mak62] and often parametrised in the form
U =
1 0 00 cos θ23 sin θ23
0 − sin θ23 cos θ23
 ·
 cos θ13 0 sin θ13eiδ0 1 0
− sin θ13eiδ 0 cos θ13
 ·
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Here the θij describe the mixing angles between dierent avour and mass base and δ is
the CP violating Dirac phase [Par20]. If neutrinos are Majorana particles, i. e. they are their
own anti-particle, two additional Majorana-phases have to be added to the PMNS-matrix
(see Section 2.2.1).
Neutrinos are produced and detected in weak interactions as avour eigenstates, which
themselves are a mixture of mass eigenstates according to Equation (2.6). Since the avour
eigenstates oscillate due to this mixture on the way to the detector, the transition probability
P is an important parameter to gain access to the mixing angles of the PMNS matrix.




Uαi exp(−i(Eit− pix))|νi〉. (2.9)
In case of relativistic neutrinos, the energy Ei of the mass eigenstates can be written as
Ei =
√




In order to obtain the time-dependent transition amplitude between to avour eigenstates,












with the oscillation length L = x = c · t, given by the distance between neutrino source and
detector in vacuum.
Introducing ∆mij2 = mi2 - mj2, the transition probability from one avour to another is
expressed by the squared transition amplitude:
















In today’s experiments, the three avour form of the mixing matrix U must be considered
in data analysis (when neglecting potential sterile neutrinos, see Section 2.2). Given that the
observed oscillation scales of solar and atmospheric neutrinos are separated by more than
one order of magnitude, one can limit the discussion to two mass and avour eigenstates
for simplicity [Par20]. Assuming no CP violation, the mixing matrix reduces to
U =
(
cos θ sin θ
− sin θ cos θ
)
(2.13)
with a single mixing angle θ. The transition probability from avourα to β is then expressed
by the appearance probability





≥ 0 , (2.14)
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Figure 2.2: Overview of the oscillation length and the neutrino energy of current and future neut-
rino experiments. The theoretical ‘neutrino factory’ marked at L ∼ (7000 to 7300) km would
allow a clean measurement of Θ13 with almost no parameter degeneracies [Hub03]. Credit: M
Rayner. Reused with permission from “Tuning in to neutrinos” CERN Courier July/August 2020 p.32
(https://cerncourier.com/a/tuning-in-to-neutrinos/).
while the survival probability is accordingly given by
P(να 7→ να) = 1−
∑
β 6=α
P(να 7→ νβ) ≤ 1. (2.15)
The maximum value of the transition probability is xed by the mixing angle θ, while the
dierence of the mas squares denes the oscillation frequency.
Oscillation experiments can be classied in two categories, depending on the observed
process:
1. Experiments searching for a new avor not present in the initial source are called
appearance experiments,
2. Experiments measuring a reduction in the initial neutrino avour ux due to oscilla-
tion into another avour are called disappearance experiments.
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An overview of recent and planned neutrino oscillation experiments based on their os-
cillation length and sensitivity is given in Figure 2.2, with a more detailed description in
Section 2.1.3.
In general, both types of experiments detect a variation in the observed neutrino ux
relative to the initial ux rate at the position of the neutrino production. The characteristic
oscillation length, which depends on the neutrino energy, the mass square dierence,






For ∆m2 = 2.5 · 10−3 eV2, the oscillation length for reactor neutrinos with energies between
(1 to 8) MeV is about L0 = (1 to 10) km [Par20]. As a consequence, the detector should be
placed in the near vicinity of the source reactor. For accelerator neutrinos with energies
in the 1 GeV region, this distance increases signicantly to L0∼ 103 km, posing some
limitations on optimal placement. In case of solar neutrinos, both source volume and
detector distance are well beyond experimental control.
2.1.3 Overview and current state of neutrino oscillation
experiments
In the past years, various experiments have investigated the components of the PMNS-
matrix, with an overview of the current experimental values collated in Table 2.2. Each
experiment is sensitive to dierent energies, type and baseline, probing the dierent
components mostly independent of the initial neutrino ux. Due to the large dierence in
the scale of the two known ∆m2 by about two orders of magnitude, the determination of the
PMNS matrix splits into two regimes. The rst regime applies to solar νe and reactor ν̄e and
is driven by (∆m221, θ12) mixing parameters. The second regime describes the appearance
and disappearance of νµ and ν̄µ characterised by (∆m232, θ23). [San11]
In order to form a general understanding of neutrino properties, these eorts need to be
combined in a global combination of the three-avour results from dierent experiments.
Here, a brief overview of selected setups and results is given.
Solar neutrinos
As discussed in Section 2.1.2, studies on solar neutrino detection already started in 1970 in
the Homestake experiment, which eventually led to the formulation of the solar neutrino
problem [Dav68; Cle98]. In order to achieve lower energy sensitivities, similar experiments
using gallium instead of chlorine were subsequently built, making (p,p)-neutrino detection
possible. The three experiments SAGE, GALLEX and GNO also conrmed a measured
neutrino ux decite [SAG99; GAL99b].
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Table 2.2: Overview of the currently published oscillation parameter. Most values are derived from
multiple experiments in a global three-avour framework, with their dominant experimental neutrino
sources listed. Since only the∆mass squares, but not their signs, are known, both possible hierarchies
are listed. All numbers are taken from Ref. [Par20].
Parameter Normal hierarchy Inverted hierarchy Dominant experiments
sin2θ12 0.307+0.013-0.012 - solar, reactor
∆m221 (7.53± 0.18) · 10−5 eV2 - reactor, solar
sin2θ23 0.545± 0.021 0.547± 0.021 accelerator, atmospheric
∆m232 (2.453± 0.034) · 10−3 eV2 -2.456+0.034-0.040 eV2 reactor, atmospheric
sin2θ13 2.18± 0.07 - reactor, atmospheric
δ 1.36± 0.17 - accelerator, atmospheric
In order to allow real-time detection, the water Cherenkov detectors Kamiokande and later
Super-Kamikande were built [Fuk03]. These detectors were able to resolve the direction of
the incident neutrino by electron-neutrino-scattering (ES)
να + e–→ e– + να. (2.17)
The recoil electrons are mostly constrained to the direction of the incident neutrinos. In
principle, this reaction is sensitive to all three avours, but due the additional charged-
current reactions the measured events were dominated by electron neutrinos. [Zub11]
Using the angle between the recoil electrons and the sun’s position as discriminator, both
experiments conrmed a decit of the measured ux compared to the predicted ux of the
8B-neutrinos by about a factor of two [Bah01].
The solar neutrino problem was nally solved and neutrino oscillation conrmed by the
Sudbury Neutrino Observatory (SNO), a 1 kt heavy water (D2O) Cherenkov detector [Sin88].
The neutral-current reaction (NC)
να + D→ p + n + να (2.18)
is sensitive to all neutrino avour and was used to measure the total solar neutrino ux.
The experimentally derived neutrino ux of (5.44± 0.99) · 106 cm−2 s−1 is consistent with
the ux predicted by the solar model [McD03]. Based on the charged-current reaction
(CC)
νe + D→ p + p + e– (2.19)
the survival rate of only electron neutrinos was measured by observing the Cherenkov
radiation cone of the fast moving electrons. The NC neutrons were detected in three
dierent phases:
1. In a pure D2O detector conguration, the Cherenkov light from the conversion γ
produced by the free neutron capture on deuterium.
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2. By adding NaCl in a second phase, the free neutrons were mainly captured by the
chlorine which resulted in isotropic γ cascades. These could be separated from the
oriented CC Cherenkov cones on a statistical basis.
3. Last, the neutrons were detected by an array of 3He-lled neutron counters.
The neutrino ux rate in the NC channel was consistent with the results from Super-
Kamiokande and the ux rate observed in the CC channel (solely sensitive to νe) was one
third of the total ux.[SNO01] This enabled rst measurements of the oscillation parameters
∆m21 and θ21, with the recent values collated in Table 2.2.
In order to study solar neutrinos with sub-MeV energy, the ongoing BoreXino experiment
uses a organic, liquid scintillator shielded by a water tank, doubling as a muon veto. Besides
the rst wideband spectrum of solar neutrino activity, including 7Be, pep and pp neutrinos
[Ago19], BoreXino was essential in demonstrating the Mikheyev-Smirnov-Wolfenstein
(MSW) [Wol78; Mik86] eect on survival probability [Bel13a] . Up to this point, only
neutrino oscillation in vacuum has been considered. When passing through an area with
large electron density, an additional potential aects the transition probability of the
electron neutrino given by
V =
√
2 GF ne (2.20)
with the Fermi constant GF and electron density ne [Zub11]. In contrast to the other avours,
the electron neutrinos can participate in a CC coherent forward scattering process, leading
to a reduction in survival probability for high-energy electron neutrinos.
The envisaged SOX experiment [Bel13b], which planned to investigate short baseline
oscillation by placing a neutrino- and anti-neutrino source below the BoreXino detector
and search for deformation of the spatial and/or energy distribution of their interactions,
was cancelled due to source production problems [Nat18]. Currently, BoreXino focuses
on the detection of low intensity CNO neutrinos, with their rst experimental evidence
published in Ref. [Ago20].
Atmospheric neutrinos
When cosmic rays impinge on the upper atmosphere, mesons can be produced which
subsequently decay into muons and neutrinos [Zub11]. As an example the pion decays
via
π+ →µ+ + νµ
↪→ e+ + νe + ν̄µ,
π− →µ− + ν̄µ
↪→ e− + ν̄e + νµ,
(2.21)
which leads to an expected avour ratio R = (νµ + ν̄µ/νe + ν̄e) between the ux rates of
R = 2 [Hir88]. The resulting neutrinos have energies in the GeV-range and the propagation
baseline depends on their point of production. If the neutrino is produced directly above
the detector, the baseline is L∼10 km, while a neutrino produced at the opposite side of the
earth the baseline is enlarged to L∼104 km. This enables to probe the oscillation probability
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as a function P(L/E) by measuring the avour ratio R in dependence of the zenith angle of
neutrino direction.
First investigations were reported by Kamiokande, a 3 kt water Cereknov detector origin-
ally build to search for proton decay events [Ari85]. The neutrino signals were avour
distinguished by their Cherenkov cone shape. In contrast to electron neutrinos, the ring
pattern of the muon neutrinos is much sharper. First results revealed an observable muon
neutrino ux much less than expected (∼60 %), while the electron neutrino ux agreed well
with predictions [Hir88]. The detector was upgraded in the late 1990 to Super-Kamiokande,
a 50 kt detector with a much larger number of PMTs, and was able to conrm the earlier
hints of νµ → ντ oscillations [Fuk98a].
Today, Super-Kamiokande is part of the T2K experiment, an long-baseline experiment
sending a muon neutrino beam 295 km from the J-PARC facility to the detector [Suz10].
Accelerator neutrinos
In accelerator experiments, the neutrino beams are produced by irradiating a target, like
graphite [Nak08] or aluminium [Ahn06], with a proton beam. The produced meson, e.g.
pions, can be charge selected for π+ or π− and collimated, and subsequently decay into
muon (anti-) neutrinos according to Equation (2.21) with energies up to a few hundred
GeV [Zub11]. Experimental challenges include directing and focusing the beam as well
as controlling the neutrino energy spectrum, considering that neutrinos are neutral. The
initial beam of pions is usually focused using one or more magnetic horns with the resulting
neutrino beam equally focused [Ich12]. In order to obtain a monoenergetic energy spectrum,
recent neutrino experiments like T2K and NOνA place the far detector with an oset from
the beam axis [Ayr07]. Although the o-center neutrino ux is reduced based on the
beam’s angular distribution, the energy distribution is compressed as well [Bea95] . This
allows optimising the placement for maximum avour oscillation and reduced neutrino
energy systematics. Typically a near and far detector with baselines from 1 km to up to
810 km are realised [Fel13].
Accelerator neutrinos allow precision studies on neutrino interactions and oscillations due
to the high-intensity neutrino sources, whose beam characteristics can be controlled and
their kinematics include fewer uncertainties compared to other sources. These experiments
can be divided into:
• muon neutrino disappearance experiments like Minos[MIN06], Noνa[Ayr07], and
T2K [Suz10] and
• tau neutrino appearance experiments, like OPERA [Kod98].
In 2014, OPERA reported the rst direct detection of oscillation νµ → ντ oscillation,
conrming the three-avour property of the PMNS-matrix [OPE14].
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Figure 2.3: Overview of the neutrino mass hierarchy. Based on recent published values on oscillation
parameters, two possible mass orders remain: A normal hierarchy and the so-called inverted
hierarchy (see Table 2.2). Figure is based on Ref. [Sal18].
Reactor neutrinos
Since the beginning of neutrino physics experiments, reactors are used as intense neutrino
sources [Cow56]. The neutrinos are produced by cascades of β-decay chains from the
typical ssion products of 238U, 239U, 239Pu, and 241Pu [Zub11]. Since all unstable ssion
products are neutron-rich nuclei, all β-decays are of β- type, resulting in a pure anti-electron
neutrino neutrino ux [Kim13].
Neutrino oscillation experiments using reactor neutrinos are always based on disappearance
measurements, comparing the measured neutrino ux with the expected output based on
the reactor’s operating parameters. Notable experiments include Double Chooz [Dou12] ,
Daya Bay [An16a] , RENO [Ahn12] and KamLAND [Fog03]. At present time, the best limit
of θ13 is derived from direct measurement by these experiments [Par20]. New precision
measurements of θ13 will be performed at the upcoming experiment JUNO, which is
expected to start taking data in 2021 [An16b].
Summary and neutrino mass hierarchy
In conclusion, our knowledge of neutrino oscillation today stems from a global analysis of
various experiments and neutrino sources in the three neutrino avour framework. The
recent values for θ12 and ∆m221 are derived from KamLAND reactor neutrinos experiments
combined with solar neutrino experiments. Values for θ23 and ∆m232 are a combination of
results of atmospheric, reactor and accelerator neutrino experiments; while θ13 is based on
reactor neutrino experiments. [Par20]
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Although today’s experiments have well established the parameter space of neutrino
oscillations, three major questions remain:
(i) CP violating phase:
In order to explain the asymmetry of matter and anti-matter in the universe, CP
violation is one of Sarkharov conditions [Sak91]. CP-violation was observed in the
quark sector, but not conrmed in the non-quark sector. Hence, many eorts are put
into the experimental determination of the CP-violating phase in the neutrino sector
(see Equation (2.8)). Recent observations of neutrino oscillation experiments hint to
a non-zero value of δ = 1.36± 0.17, but are limited to a 3-σ condence level [Par20].
(ii) Fourth neutrino generation (sterile neutrino):
So far only left-handed neutrinos and right-handed anti-neutrinos have been ob-
served, which is a motivation for the zero neutrino mass in the Standard Model. Based
on neutrino oscillations, neutrinos must have a non-vanishing mass, in principle
allowing a Lorentz-transformation to ip the helicity of the particle. This allowes
the possibility of a fourth generation of neutrinos, not participating in any other
interaction; thus, it is named sterile neutrino. Anomalies in the count rates of reactor
neutrino experiments [Den17] and accelerator experiments [Agu10] hint towards a
sterile neutrino, but could also be attributed to uncertainties in the source kinematics.
A variety of experimental eorts, including future experiments like DUNE [Acc16],
as well as existing setups, also within Katrin [Mer15], are ongoing to either validate
or disprove this hypothesis.
(iii) Neutrino mass hierarchy:
In principle, all conceivable orderings are possible for the three neutrino mass ei-
genstates. Based on observations of the MSW resonance on solar neutrinos, the
ordering of m1 <m2 is xed [Zub11]. This leaves two possible hierarchy scenarios,
as illustrated in Figure 2.3:
a) normal hierarchy: m1 < m2 m3,
b) inverted hierarchy: m3 m1< m2.
In order to solve this question, precision measurements of the mixing parameter in
the disappearance channel and matter eects are planned by many collaborations in
either upgrades [Aar17] or new experiments like JUNO and DUNE [An16b; Acc16].
An additional missing link to neutrino properties is the knowledge of the absolute neutrino
mass scale, which is discussed in the next section.
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2.2 Relevance of massive neutrinos in particle physics
and cosmology
As discussed in the previous section, neutrino oscillation experiments are sensitive to the
dierence in squared mass eigenstates, but not the absolute squared mass scale. However,
the observation of neutrino oscillatiosn show that neutrinos must have a non-zero mass.
In this section the framework of neutrino mass generation, its importance in dierent
research topics in particle and astroparticle physics, and experimental eorts in neutrino
mass determination are given.
2.2.1 Theory of neutrino mass generation
This following brief introduction is based on Ref. [Zub11; Moh02], if not noted otherwise.
In the Standard Model of particle physics, Dirac particles obtain their mass from the term
mD in their Lagrangian
L = mDΨ̄Ψ (2.22)
for their given Dirac Spinor Ψ. These can be rewritten using individual Weyl-spinors for






As already introduced in Section 2.1.1, only left-handed neutrinos have been observed;
thus, without extension, the Standard Model neutrino is massless.
One possibility to generate the neutrino mass is to just add the right-handed neutrino
singlet. In this case the Dirac mass mD of the neutrino is interpreted, like for all other
















→ mD,ν = cνv
(2.25)
with h.c. standing for the hermetic conjugate. The mass depends on the coupling constant
cν, which is not predicted by theory; thus, it must be measured experimentally. In case
of Dirac neutrinos, this constant must be many orders of magnitude smaller compared to
other particles, a scenario often described as ‘unnatural’.
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A second possibility to add massive neutrinos to the Standard Model is the assumption
that neutrinos are Majorana particles. Then, neutrinos and anti-neutrinos are the same
particle, but the discrimination in handiness remains. The resulting Lagrangian for the






























A third possibility is a combination of Dirac and Majorana particles, which results in the

























One possible explanation for the small observable neutrino mass is the so-called see-saw-













This would leave m1 in the (sub-)eV-range, while m2 could possibly be in the range of Mev
to GeV, similar to other Dirac particles [Zub11]. Furthermore, m2 can be interpreted as the
sterile neutrino mentioned in Section 2.1.2.
It should be noted that a lot of other theories for neutrino mass generation exist, like an
extended Higgs sector with more than just one Higgs particle [Ant02]. In order to progress
in this eld, an experimental determination of the light neutrino mass scale is essential to
reduce the number of unknown parameters.
2.2.2 Methods of neutrino mass measurement
As already described in Section 2.1.3, neutrino oscillation experiments are only sensitive to
the squared mass dierence, but not the absolute neutrino mass scale. Therefore, additional
experimental eorts are needed to gain insight, which can be grouped into two methods:
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(i) Indirect or model-dependent measurements,
(ii) Direct measurements.
Here, a brief overview of current experiments and derived upper mass limits is given.
Indirect methods
Cosmology: In order to describe the cosmological evolution, neutrinos must by con-
sidered through their contribution to the expansion history of the universe via their energy
density as well as alteration of matter perturbation evolution. Based on dierent mechan-
isms, e.g. CMB lensing [Les06], galaxy clustering [Teg04] and Lyman-α forest [Pal15], the
imprint of massive neutrinos in the cosmologic evolution can be probed [Dvo19]. First, a
cosmological model has to be chosen to describe the early universe. The minimal cosmolo-
gical model ΛCDM, currently providing a good t to most cosmological data sets , assumes
that the only massless or light (sub-keV) relic particles since the Big Bang Nucleosynthesis
(BBN) epoch are photons and active neutrinos [Par20]. After the BBN, the neutrinos
decouple from the thermal plasma and form the relic neutrino background CνB [Irv83].
Although it has not been observed directly, the CνB has been indirectly conrmed by the
accurate agreements of predictions and observations in the power spectrum of the Cosmic
Microwave Background (CMB) and the large scale clustering of cosmological structures
[Par20]. Depending on the model and considered eects, are range of upper limits mtot for
the total sum of all neutrino masses are reported [Pla18]:
mtot =
∑
i mi ≤ (0.11 to 0.54) eV i = 1,2,3. (2.33)
Although cosmological observations currently give the strongest bound on neutrino mass,
the results are highly tentative on the model chosen. In case of the minimal ΛCMB, at
least eight free parameters have to be simultaneously tted; thus, this emphasises the
importance of model-independent measurements.
Supernova neutrinos: In core-collapse supernovae, about 99 % of the released energy is
isotropically emitted within the rst 10 s [Sig16]. Supernova neutrino have typical energies
in the MeV-range and are produced in these processes:
p + e–→ n + νe
e+ + e–→ να + ν̄α
(2.34)
The sensitivity to neutrino mass is based on the energy versus time-of-arrival pattern ∆t
of the neutrinos given by [Abb88]
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The neutrino energiesE1,E2 can be observed by a neutrino detector and the travel distance
L determined by other methods, e.g. gamma rays [Pan05]. The large uncertainty in neutrino
mass limits arises from the model used to determine ∆t0, which describes the supernova
process. SN1987A was the rst supernova that occurred while neutrino experiments with
sucient sensitivity where running [Hir87]. Based on the 20 observed events, an upper
limit of
mν≤ 5.7 eV (95 % (C. L.) (2.36)
was published [Lor02].
On account that neutrinos only participate in weak interactions, they can escape the star
before the photons and the pressure shockwaves reach the surface (see Ref. [Jan17] for
details on transport reaction details). As a result, the neutrinos arrive at Earth before
the emitted photons; thus, they are a suitable indicator for galactic supernova events.
Today’s neutrino observatories are therefore combined to form an early-warning system
for optical observatories [Abe16]. The determination of the neutrino mass in independent
measurements would not only improve in distance-of-travel determination, but also allow
deeper insights in the dynamics of supernovae [Zub11].
Neutrinoless double beta decay: In 1935, Goeppert-Mayer [Goe35] was the rst to
describe the rare process of double β-decay. In general, a decay of a nucleusX only happens
if the binding energy of the daughter nucleus Y is larger, based on the Bethe-Weizsäcker
equation [Wei35]. In case a single β-decay is forbidden, a double β-decay is possible as a
second order process. The two possible processes are described by
A
ZX → AZ+2Y + 2e– + ν̄e,
A
ZX → AZ−2Y + 2e+ + νe,
(2.37)
and are based on the weak interaction, resulting in a very long lifetime (∼1020 yr) of the
nucleus X [Zub11]. If lepton number conservation is violated, an additional process without
neutrino emission is possible, leading to
A
ZX → AZ+2Y + 2e–,
A
ZX → AZ−2Y + 2e+.
(2.38)
This is only possible if neutrinos are Majorana-particles, i.e. are their own anti-particle.
Assuming the double beta-decay proceeds via a virtual intermediate state, the neutrino
produced in the initial β-decay must ip its helicity to be absorbed in the second decay. In
order to change its helicity, a particle must have a non-zero mass and since lepton number
is violated, an experimental observation of 0νββ-decay would lead to physics beyond the
Standard Model.
Several experiments are currently trying to establish limits of the half-lifetime t0ν1/2 of this
process [Dol19]. In contrast to the continuous β-spectrum of the nominal 2νββ-decay, the
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0νββ-decay is distinguished by a mono-energetic spectrum at the Q-value. The majorana-







G0νββ · |M0νββ|2 · t0ν1/2
(2.39)
with the phase space factor G0νββ and nuclear matrix element M0νββ. Since <mββ>2 is
derived by the coherent sum of the mixing matrix elements U i multiplied by mi, individual
contributions can possibly cancel each other out. One of the major experimental challenges
is background reduction due to the long-lifetime of 0νββ-decay. The most recent published
results by CUORE therefore have rather large uncertainty and report a value of [CUO20]
mββ ≤ (75 to 350) meV . (2.40)
Care must be taken when interpreting and comparing these results to other measurements
because:
(i) The Majorana phases are unknown and can lead to cancelled out mass contributions;
(ii) The calculation of the transition matrix elements necessary for analysis include large
theoretical uncertainties [Eng17];
(iii) In principle, if lepton number is violated, many other processes can explain or
contribute to 0νββ-decay, e.g. supersymmetric particles [Päs15].
Direct methods
By investigating weak decays, it is possible to deduce the neutrino mass in a direct, model-
independent way. In general, three types of weak decays exist:
A
ZX → AZ+1Y + e– + ν̄e, (2.41)
A
ZX → AZ−1Y + e+ + νe, (2.42)
e– + AZX → AZ−1Y + νe. (2.43)
In all cases, the neutrino mass is imprinted in the shape of the β-spectrum, with details
given in Chapter 3.





is the incoherent sum of the electron neutrino mass square, with no possible cancellation
of contribution. The decay-energy Q of the β-decay is determined by the mass dierence of
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For a massless neutrino and no excitation of the daughter nucleus, the so-called endpoint
energy E0 can be expressed as
E0 = Q− Erec (2.46)
for a nucleus recoil energy Erec. In case of a non-zero neutrino mass, the shape of the
β-spectrum close to E0 is aected.
There is a long history in using the hydrogen isotope tritium 3H (in the following denoted
as T) as the β-emitter in neutrino mass experiments, for reasons like [Ott08; Bor08; Zub11;
Dre13]:
(i) Tritium has a low Q-value of about 18.6 keV, one of the smallest of known β-emitters.
This makes the eect of the neutrino mass on the endpoint region of the spectrum
comparatively large.
(ii) The half-life of tritium is only 12.3 yr, oering a highly luminous source with a small
amount of material.
(iii) Tritium has an atomic number of Z = 1 and therefore a simple electronic shell. This
minimises Coulomb interaction between emitted electrons and the nucleus, allowing
a detailed theoretical calculation of the process.
(iv) A typical high-purity tritium source usually contains the molecular form T2, whose
simple structure allows for the quantitative calculation of the excited nal states
distribution of the daughter molecule (3HeT)+.
Several neutrino mass limits from tritium β-decay have been reported by past experiments,
e.g. Troitsk [Ase11] and Mainz[Kra05]. Since rst experiments in 1947 [Kon47], signicant
improvements were achieved by using gaseous tritium sources and electrostatic spectro-
meters of the MAC-E-type (see Section 3.2). The latest iteration of this experimental type
is Katrin, which recently published the current value of [Ake19]:
m(νe) < 1.1 eV (90 % C. L.) (2.47)
An alternative concept to determine the shape of the β-spectrum is using Cyclotron Ra-
diation Emission Spectroscopy (CRES), which is currently investigated by the Project8
collaboration [For12]. Strong magnetic elds around the source are used to generate syn-
chrotron radiation from the β-electrons in the radio-frequency range, which can be used to
determine the energy spectrum. At the time of writing, Project8 successfully measured
β-electrons from both 83mKr and tritium and currently aims to implement an atomic tritium
source [Gui20].
Another technique of direct neutrino mass measurements is based on the β-emitter 187Re,
which has the lowest endpoint energy of Q = 2.47 keV [Sis04]. Although this makes it a
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suitable candidate, the relatively long half-life of 4.32 · 1010 yr results in a huge required
source amount. In current 187Re-experiments like MARE [Fer15], the decay energy including
nucleus recoil is detected via cryogenic bolometers.
In another approach, the electron capture of 163Ho with a Q-value of 2.83 keV [Eli15] is
used. Similar to β-decay experiments, the neutrino mass aects the endpoint region of the
observed spectrum. The HOLMES-experiment [Gia17] and ECHo [Gas17] use cryogenic
micro-calorimeters based on transition edge sensors and metallic-magnetic calorimeters to
reach a design sensitivity of <2 eV. Both experiments are currently being commissioned
and aim to start data taking soon.
At present, the most sensitive and advanced direct neutrino mass experiment is Katrin.
As this work is performed within the context of Katrin, the experiment and setup are
described in detail in the following Chapter 3.
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Neutrino experiment (KATRIN)
In order to ll a missing gap in neutrino physics, a model-independent experimental
measurement of the neutrino mass is essential. This chapter gives an overview of Katrin,
whose aim it is to determine the eective (anti-) neutrino mass with a unprecedented
sensitivity of 0.2 eV [Ang04]. In the rst half an introduction of the working principle is
given, followed by a description of the beamline setup and major components. The chapter
concludes with a more detailed look at uncertainties introduced by source gas composition
and how these are addressed to provide the context of the work performed in this thesis.
3.1 Direct measurements of neutrino mass in KATRIN
As mentioned in the previous Chapter 2, the neutrino mass is a missing but important link
in the Standard Model. Based on the experience and insights gained in the neutrino mass
experiments performed in Troitsk [Ase11], Mainz [Kra05], and Los Alamos [Wil91], Katrin
was set up to improve the previous sensitivity of m(νe) = 2 eV by an order of magnitude.
The current value published in Ref. [Ake19] by the Katrin-collaboration is
m(νe) < 1.1 eV (90 % C. L.) (3.1)
The neutrino mass is obtained via high-accuracy spectroscopy in the endpoint-region of
the tritium β-decay described by [Fer34]:
3T→ (3He)+ + e– + ν̄e– + Q(T) . (3.2)
On account that not the neutrino mass, but the neutrino mass square is the observable in
the β-spectrum of tritium (see Equation (3.3) below), Katrin needs an improvement in the
end point measurement by a factor of order 100 to reach the ambitious design sensitivity
of m(νe) = 0.2 eV.
To achieve this goal, the Katrin experiment consists of a highly complex setup featuring
the following key components:
1. A tritium source with a high luminosity of 1011 Bq stable on a 0.1 %-level to acquire
the required statistics [Bab12].
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2. A spectrometer with excellent energy resolution of 0.93 eV around the endpoint
energy of 18.6 keV and ultra-high-vacuum of 10−11 mbar in a volume of 1240 m3
[Val06], respectively.
3. A total of 24 superconducting magnets ranging from (3.6 to 6) T to provide the
magnetic ux tube of 191 T cm2 to adiabaticaly guide the electrons from the source
to the detector [Are18b].
The initial letter of intend was published in 2001 [KAT01], followed by the Katrin design
report in 2005 [Ang04]. Karlsruhe was chosen as a location due to the existence of the
Tlk [Dör08], one of the two civil laboratories worldwide handling tritium on a technical
scale, oering a closed tritium cycle and an inventory permission of up to 40 g T2 [Dör05].
First components like the pre-spectrometer and main spectrometer arrived on site in 2003
[Frä10] and 2006 [Val06]. Preparations for the integration of the Katrin systems with the
Tlk-infrastructure started in parallel [Kaz08b; Stu10a; Fis11]. Construction of the beamline
cryostats nished in 2015 with the delivery of the Wgts and Cryogenic Pump Section
(Cps) [Are16]. Two major commissioning milestones were achieved with the First Light
campaign in 2016 [Are18c] and a 83mKr-measurement program in 2017 [Are18a]. Based on
these results Katrin started tritium operation in 2018 and has since accomplished several
successful measurement campaigns [Ake19; Pri20].
In the following sections, the experimental basics and principles are introduced, followed
by the technical details of the main components.
3.1.1 Physical characteristics of the tritium beta-spectrum
The energy distribution Γ of the β-electron from tritium decay can be calculated using
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(b) inuence of mν on β-endpoint energy
Figure 3.1: Impact of neutrino mass on the tritium β-spectrum. The area of the overall rate given via
Fermi’s golden rule (see Equation (3.3)) is normalised to 1. Depending on the neutrino mass mν the
shape and endpoint of the spectrum is shifted. Figure based on Ref. [Kle19a].
with the factors:
GF : Fermi coupling constant,
Vud : CKM matrix element given by the Cabibbo angle cos(θC),
Mnucl : nuclear transition matrix element,
F (E,Z + 1) : Fermi function to account for the interaction with the nuclear Coulomb
eld,
pe · (E +me) : phase space factor with electron momentum pe–,
ε : neutrino energy E0 − E,
mi : neutrino mass eigenstates mi with i = 1,2,3 ,
Θ(ε−mi) : Heaviside function to ensure energy conservation.
For better readability, natural units (h̄ = c = 1) are used throughout the text.
In Figure 3.1 the overall distribution and the impact of the neutrino mass on the spectrum
endpoint is shown. The neutrino mass not only dictates the endpoint energy, but also
manifests itself in the general shape of the spectrum. Hence the β-energy spectrum from
E0 - 40 eV up to E0+50 eV needs to be measured in the spectrometer [Ake19].
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(a) (b) (c) (d) (e) (f) (g)
Source and Transport section Spectrometer and Detector section
Figure 3.2: Overview of the Katrin beamline components. Tritium is injected into the Wgts (b) and
continuously pumped out at the ends. About half of the β-electrons are guided through the transport-
section comprised of the Dps (c) and Cps(d) towards the detector; in this section also the tritium
molecules are retained. The other half is used at the RS (a) for source activity monitoring and
calibration purposes. The energy of the β-electrons is analysed with the pre-spectrometer(e) and
main-spectrometer (f) and the electrons are counted afterwards by the focal plane detector (g).
Figure based on Ref. [Ake20b].
depending on the total number of tritium atoms N T inside the source and the response
function R of the main spectrometer. The latter is inuenced by the electrostatic potential U.
As a result of Equation (3.4), any uctuations in either N T or U translate into a systematic
uncertainty impacting the observed rate and thus the measured neutrino mass. This places
strict stability requirements on all components which are described in Section 3.2.
3.1.2 Overview of the experimental setup of KATRIN
Basically, the Katrin-experiment setup comprises the 70-m long beamline divided into
two sections:
1. The Source and Transport Section (STS),
2. The Spectrometers and Detector Section (SDS).
Based on the conguration shown in Figure 3.2, the electrons start within the tritium
processing STS and pass the following components:
(a) Rear Section (RS):
The RS performs both the calibration of the overall system (E-gun) as well as activity
monitoring of the source. It also provides the rear wall unit, which inuences the
source plasma potential [Bab12].
(b) Windowless Gaseous Tritium Source (Wgts):
Tritium is injected in the middle of the Wgts and continuously pumped out at both
ends, while the electrons are guided to either the RS or towards the detector. The
tritium source gas is supplied by the Loop system [Kaz08b; Stu10a; Pri15].
(c) Dierential Pumping Section (Dps):
In order to contain tritium molecules within the STS, the rst step in tritium ux
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reduction is a dierentially pumped section of the beamline. The Dierential Pumping
Section (Dps) consists of two major elements:
• turbopumps within the Wgts-cryostat,
• a Ω-shaped section of the beamtube surrounded by superconducting magnets.
While the much lighter electrons can navigate the chicane guided by the magnetic
elds, the neutral molecules collide with the wall and are evacuated [Luk12].
(d) Cryogenic Pump Section (Cps):
For further tritium ux reduction, the Cps beam tube is placed inside a cryostat.
The beam tube is shaped similar to the Dps-section and internally covered with in
Ar-frost layer, acting as a cold trap for the remaining molecules [Gil10].
Since of all these components are in contact with tritium, they are placed within the
monitoring area of the Tlk.
The energy of the transmitted electrons is then analysed via the following components
(e) Pre-Spectrometer:
The Pre-spectrometers lters out low energy electrons to reduce the ux into the
main spectrometer[Frä10].
(f) Main spectrometer:
An electric retardation potential is used as a high-pass lter to determine the β-energy
[Val06].
(g) Focal plane detector:
All electrons with sucient energy to pass the retardation potential are registered
via the focal plane detector [Dun08].
Not shown in the overview is the monitor-spectrometer, tasked with surveillance of the
high-voltage stability. The individual components are described in more detail in the
following sections.
3.2 Description of major components in the KATRIN
setup
3.2.1 Windowless Gaseous Tritium Source and Inner Loop
The Wgts provides the necessary β-electrons, starting in the 10 m long central beam tube
with a diameter of 90 mm. Molecular tritium is injected in the middle via an injection
chamber with 415 orices [Bab12]. At both ends of the beam tube, the gas is continuously
pumped via four turbomulecular pumps to achieve a quasilinear decrease in column density
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along the central beam tube according to the pressure prole shown in Figure 3.3a. The




n(~r, pin, poutT (~r))dz (3.5)
with
n : number density,
~r : spatial coordinate,
pin : injection pressure,
pout : outlet pressure,
T (~r) : temperature prole.
The design specication of a total column density of N = 5 · 1021 molecules/m2 constitute
a compromise, namely the balance between maximum count rate and increased scattering
probability of the β-electrons [Ang04].
The beam tube is placed within a 16-m-long cryostat capable of temperatures down to 27 K
and can be operated in two modes:
1. Tritium operation:
In normal operation the beam tube is cooled to 30 K as a trade-o between Doppler-
broadening of the β-spectrum and cluster formation of tritium molecules.
2. 83mKr mode:
In a second mode, gaseous 83mKr is mixed to the tritium. This enables quantication
of various source parameters otherwise not accessible, e.g. plasma density and e-loss
function [Alt20]. In order to avoid freezing out the Kr, the beam tube is operated at
(80 to 100) K.
In order to control the temperature, a novel two-phase Ne-cooling system made from two
16 mm tubes along the central beam tube is used [Gro08]. In normal operation the tubes
are half lled with liquid neon and kept at a pressure of 2 bar, which corresponds to the
vapour pressure of neon at 30 K. Heat transfer from the beam tube evaporates neon without
temperature increase and the helium vapour is re-condensed via a heat exchanger along
a gaseous helium loop at about 25 K. In order to adjust the amount of neon evaporation,
four heating wires with a capacity of 2 W each are installed along each tube. The system
has the advantage that no mechanical pumping is necessary and is described in detail in
Ref. [Gro08; Gro09]. Temperature monitoring is done via 24 Pt500-sensors, ensuring the
required temperature stability of 0.1 % along the beam tube.
In order to provide the magnetic ux of 191 T cm−2, three superconducting magnets with a
eld up to 3.6 T are placed within the cryostat in a liquid helium bath at 4.2 K. An inner
shield, supplied by the aforementioned neon heat exchanger, separates the magnets and
inner beam tube to keep both temperatures stable. Around the whole system an outer
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(b) WGTS and Inner Loop
Figure 3.3: Simplied diagramm of the Wgts central beamline and the Inner Loop. Tritium in
injected into the middle of the Wgts via the pressure controlled buer vessel and a capillary system.
In order to achieve the pressure prole (a), the gas is pumped on both ends via turbomolecular pumps
(here only two are shown for clarity). Decay-helium and impurities are removed by a Pd-permeator
and the gas composition is subsequently monitored via a Lara-system. The impurities are processed
in the Outer Loop and the recycled gas is re-injected into the buer vessel. Figure based on Ref.
[Ake20b].
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shield at 77 K, operated with liquid nitrogen, reduces the heat load from the cryostat wall,
which is at room temperature.
The tritium gas is provided via the Inner Loop: the general ow chart of the Loop system is
given in Figure 3.3 [Kaz08b; Stu10a; Pri15]. In order to achieve the stable injection rate
on a 0.1 % level, the tritium is transferred from a pressure controlled buer vessel. For
the purpose of avoiding thermal load inside the cryostat the injection capillary is thermo-
coupled to the two-phase neon cooling system. The tritium pumped out of the Wgts passes
through a Pd-permeator to remove decay helium and impurities like methane from wall
interaction [Kaz08b]. These contaminants are transferred to the Outer Loop, where the
gases are separated and the remaining tritium content recouped [Wel17]. Processed gas
together with stored tritium gas from the Tlk infrastructure is re-injected into the Inner
Loop via a buer vessel.
In order to verify a tritium content of at least
εT > 95 %, (3.6)
the gas is pumped through the Lara-cell and constantly monitored via the optical Lara
system before transferred to the pressure controlled buer vessel [Ake20b]. Since com-
position uctuations are a major uncertainty in neutrino mass measurements, the gas
composition needs to be monitored with 0.1 % precision. The operation and calibration of
Lara systems is part of this thesis and will be discussed in detail in the next chapter (see
Chapter 4). The whole loop system is capable of a throughout of up to 40 g tritium per day
in normal operation[Wel17].
3.2.2 Calibration and monitoring section
Upstream of the Wgts is the RS, which contains several calibration and monitoring devices
for the Wgts column density and the overall beam line performance.
The beamline is terminated by the rear wall, a Au-plated stainless steel disc with 14.5 cm
diameter. A superconducting magnet of up to 4.7 T is mounted behind the real wall to
ensure that the rear wall is hit by the whole magnetic ux tube originating from the Wgts;
thereby the plasma potential should be dened via the rear wall potential [Ang04; Röl15b;
Kuc18]. Hence the work function of the rear wall has to be homogeneous with temporal
and spatial uctuations of less than 20 mV [Sch16]. In order to remove built-up space
charges in the plasma, the rear wall can be illuminated by UV light to create low-energy
electrons via the photoelectric eect.
The source activity is monitored via two Beta Induced Xray Spectrometry (Bixs) sensors
[Röl15b]. The incoming β-electrons are stopped within the Au-surfaces and emit the
corresponding bremsstrahlung. These X-rays are transmitted via two Be-windows, which
are translucent for this energy region and detected via a Silicon Drift Detector (Sdd)
detector. The acquired bremsstrahlung spectrum intensity is proportional to the source
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activity and allows monitoring with a sensitivity of 10−3 in less than 1000 s [Röl15b]. An
additional design for a Bixs inline monitoring cell, which was used within this work, is
given in Section 5.4.3.
For measurements of the column density inside the Wgts and energy loss function through-
out the beamline, a dedicated electron gun is installed on the far end of the RS [Bab14]. The
e-gun produces monoenergetic electrons by UV illumination of a cathode and subsequent
acceleration via electrodes. These electrons are magnetically guided into the beam tube via
a 5 mm aperture in the rear wall. The beam oers an energy width of ∼0.2 eV and a pitch
angle of less than 4° [Bab14].
3.2.3 Transport section
The transport section has to full three tasks:
(i) Reduce the tritium ow rate towards the spectrometer in conjunction with the Wgts
by 14 orders of magnitude,
(ii) Adiabatically guide the electrons towards the SDS,
(iii) Block and analyse ions travelling in the same direction.
These capabilities are provided by two system sections:
DPS2-F: The DPS2-F beam tube is made up from ve segments each tilted by 20° to its
neighbouring element, arranged in an ‘Ω’-shape. Each element is enclosed by a supercon-
ducting magnet with a eld strength of up to 5.7 T [Are18b]. Between the elements, pump
ports with a total of four turbomolecular pumps continuously transfer the gas to the Loop
system for recycling.
Since the nal state of the molecular tritium decay is a charged (3HeT)+ ion, dierent
ions like T +2 , T +3 , T +5 , . . . can form via ionisation or chemical processes [Ubi09]. These ions
are guided in the same way as the electrons and can reach the spectrometer, where their
subsequent decay would cause an unacceptable background rate as well as contamination of
the components [Ang04]. For ion blocking and removal, the Dps deploys two ion-removal
aids:
• Two ring electrodes set on a positive blocking potential,
• Four dipole electrodes to deect the reected ions from the ux tube via the ~E × ~B
drift towards the wall where they are neutralised.
During the First Light and tritium campaigns, this dual ion blocking procedure was suc-
cessfully tested [Hac17; Kle19b; Are18c].
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Figure 3.4: Working Principle of a MAC-E lter. The minimum of the magnetic eld coincidences with
the maximum of the retarding electric potential, the so-called analysing plane. Figure based on Ref.
[Ste13].
Cryogenic Pump Section (Cps): The second part consists of a similar Ω-shaped beam-
line section made from ve segments titled by 15°. In contrast to the Dps the segments
are placed inside a cryostat and cooled down to the level of 3 K via liquid helium. The
electrons are again adiabatically guided via magnetic elds, and the elements are tilted to
increase the probability that any neutral molecule hits the inner beam tube wall. The inner
surface is Au-plated and covered with an Ar-frost layer, acting as a cold trap for the tritium
molecules via cryosorption [Kaz08a; Gil10; Jan15]. After 60 d of Katrin tritium operation,
the Cps accumulates a maximum of 3.7 · 1010 Bq and requires regeneration. The beam tube
temperature is increased and the system purged with helium, removing the argon together
with the tritium. Afterwards a new layer of Ar-frost is prepared with details found in Ref.
[Jan15; Röt19]. During the rst campaigns, measurements and simulations demonstrated
that the eective reduction factor exceeded the totally required 14 orders of magnitude of
tritium ow reduction [Röt19].
3.2.4 Spectrometer and detector section
Both spectrometers of Katrin are operated as Magnetic Adiabatic Collimation combined
with Electrostatic Filtering (MAC-E) lters to analyse the β-electron energy in order to
achieve the required energy resolution. The detector principle was rst proposed in 1980
[Bea80] and instrumentation based on this principle was already successfully deployed
in previous neutrino mass experiments [Kra05; Ase11]. In general, the lter consists of a
vacuum vessel combined with two strong magnets arranged as shown in Figure 3.4. The
resulting lter displays the following properties, making it particularly suitable for the
measurement principle of Katrin:
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(i) Adiabatic guidance of electrons:
The arriving electrons perform cyclotron motions around the magnetic eld lines





= E‖ + E⊥. (3.7)
This is the result of the isotropic character of the β-source in the Wgts with the
angle θ between the magnetic eld lines and decay direction. The transverse energy
of a cyclotron motion for an electron with magnetic moment µ and constant Lorentz





Hence, in order to minimiseE⊥, the magnetic eld strength needs to be minimised as
well. This is done by the strong magnetic eld at the spectrometer entrance, which
drops by several orders of magnitude towards the middle of the MAC-E lter unit.





it is maintained based on the conservation of angular momentum ~L. Due to en-
ergy conservation, all perpendicular energy is transformed into the parallel energy
component at the middle of the spectrometer, the so-called analysing plane. As the
perpendicular component should be close to zero at the analysing plane, this allows
for the highest possible energy resolution.
In reality the magnetic eld BA does not vanish completely, limiting the energy







For the Main Spectrometer this results in an energy resolution of ∆E = 0.93 eV at
18.6 kV [Sei19].
(ii) Electrostatic lter:
The total electron energy is analysed by applying a negative high potential U 0 to
the spectrometer parallel to the magnetic eld lines, creating a high-pass lter. Only
electrons with an energy of E‖ > |qU 0| can pass the potential barrier and continue to
the detector. As mentioned before, this method only allows to measure an integral
energy spectrum since all electrons with sucient energy can pass the lter. In
order to acquire the shape of the β-spectrum, the voltage U needs to be scanned
accordingly [Kra05; Ang04; Kle19a].
Additional eects like magnetic trapping, background reduction as well as the general
response function need to be considered in the spectrum analysis. For a detailed description,
see [Val10; Frä11; Gro15; Kra16; Sei19].
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Pre-Spectrometer: The main purpose of the Pre-spectrometer is the reduction of the
incoming β-electron ux by rejecting most of the lower-energy electrons outside the
endpoint region. This is done by a blocking potential of ∼−10 kV. Using the expression for
the energy resolution of a MAC-E lter and the maximum eld strengths of up to 4.5 T of the
used solenoids results in an energy window of∆E = 70 eV at 18.6 keV. A picoampermeter
connected to the inner electrode system allows in-situ monitoring of the residual ion ux
into the spectrometer section [Kle19a].
The tandem setup of the spectrometers can lead to Penning traps lling with electrons,
increasing the background rate [Val09]. In order to reduce this background, Penning wipers
are installed between the twospectrometers [Pra11; Pra12].
In order to achieve the necessary ultra-high vacuum conditions, several turbomolecular
pumps and non-evaporable Getter (NEG) sorption layers are deployed in both spectrometers
[Are16].
Main-Spectrometer: Based on the constrains imposed by target sensitivity and required
sensitivity, the main spectrometer is a vacuum vessel, with a length of 23 m and a diameter
of 10 m, which has a total volume of 1240 m3. The whole vessel can be heated up to 200 °C
to reduce the outgassing rate from the inner surface.
Inside the vessel a double layer of electrodes is installed in order to provide the necessary
retarding potential as well as reduce the background rate originating from the vessel walls
[Har15]. The spectrometer is surrounded by 15 air coils to adjust the magnetic eld gradient
along the main axis. An additional 26 current loops are installed to compensate the earth
magnetic eld and stray elds of the components in the vicinity of the spectrometer. These
elds are constantly monitored via two mobile and 36 stationary Hall sensors [Erh18].
Focal Plane Detector: Before reaching the detector, the electron ux is bundled by a
pinch magnet with 6 T and accelerated by a 10 keV electrode towards the sensor plane. The
detector is a segmented silicon PIN diode with sensitive area with a diameter of 90 mm,
divided into 12 rings of 12 pixel each, and a bullseye of 4 pixels [Sch14b]. This arrangements
provides an energy resolution in the 1 keV-range [Ams15]. Not that, in order to achieve
the required background rate, the acceleration electrode shifts the electron energy to a
region with less detector background and
Monitor-Spectrometer: In order to ensure the stability requirements for the high-
voltage are fullled (compare Section 3.1.1), an additional spectrometer analogous to
the pre- and main spectrometer, is connected to the same high voltage system via a voltage
divider [Erh14]. The monitor spectrometer is not used with a tritium source but connected
to an implanted 83Rb/83mKr source. The K-32 electrons emitted by 83mKr have a well-dened
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energy of 17.83 keV, near the endpoint energy of tritium. By continuously sampling the po-
sition of this K-32 line with potential proportional to the beamline spectrometers potentials,
any shift due to voltage uctuations can be corrected [Are18a].
In summary, the Katrin-setup consists of several complex components with stringent
design and operational requirements in order to to achieve the design sensitivity of
m(νe) = 0.2 eV [Ang04; Sei19]. The focus of this work is the provision of high purity tritium
gas from the Inner Loop to the Wgts; therefore, some additional sensors and monitoring
systems attached to the beamline as well as software tools are not described here, but
can be found in the respective publications, e.g. [Chi10; Val11; Bau14; Ams15; Ake20b;
Ake20a].
3.3 Composition monitoring of source gas using
Raman spectroscopy
As described in the previous section, the stability requirements of the source gas in the Wgts
is crucial to reach the target sensitivity of (m)(νe) = 0.2 eV. Besides the already mentioned
contributions from Doppler broadening and e–-T2-scattering, the absolute values of the
molar fractions of other tritiated isotopologues introduce additional uncertainties:
(i) Recoil eect:
Not considered in Equation (3.3) is the recoil of the daughter molecule (3HeT)+ for
T2 and (3HeH)+/(3HeD)+ for HT/DT due to the emission of the β-electrons. This
manifests itself in a reduction of the electron endpoint energy and is given by




for energies close to the endpoint [Ang04]. Considering the large mass dierence
of the hydrogen isotopologues, the dierence in endpoint energy is signicant. In
the presence of HT and DT, the measured β-spectrum is actually a superposition of
several spectra with dierent endpoint energies, weighted by the molar fractions of
the individual isotopologues.
(ii) Final states distribution:
Considering the energy of the nal states of the daughter molecule Vf , Equation (3.3)













Pf · (ε− Vf ) ·
√
(ε− Vf )2 −m2i ·Θ(ε−mi − Vf ) ,
(3.12)
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Figure 3.5: Final states distribution of T
2
andDT.The states are summed over the initial angular momenta
states 0 < J < 2 for the population at a temperature of 30 K. This gure is based on Ref. [Dos06]
with data from Ref. [Dos06; Dos08].
including the individual transition probability Pf for each nal state. As shown in
Figure 3.5, the lowest rotational and vibrational excitation energies (see Chapter 4) are
about 2 eV and can be excited by the nuclear recoil [Dos06]. Again, this distribution
is specic for the individual isotopologue due to the large mass dierence and thus
the source composition aects the measured β-spectrum.
Due to gas processing in the Inner Loop as well as gas-wall interactions during transfers,
HT and DT will be present in the source gas (see Chapter 5 and Ref. [Stu10a]). In order






must be constantly monitored as an input parameter to the gas dynamical model of the
Wgts [Käf12; Höt12]. More details on the necessary precision and trueness requirements
of Katrin and the current achievements are given in the next chapter (Chapter 4).
Raman Spectroscopy is an optical analysis method based on analysing the scattered light
from a sample excited by a laser light source. Depending on the isotope specic energy
level transitions, the shifts in the scattered light contains information for identication
and quantication of the molar fraction. Due to the large mass dierence, these shifts are
prominent for the hydrogen isotopologues, making Lara a suitable tool for the source gas
monitoring required by Katrin:
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1. All six hydrogen isotopologues can be identied simultaneously and unambiguously
[Stu10b].
2. It oers contact-free and in-line gas sampling. This avoids taking a radioactive
sample that need to be disposed of afterwards [Fis14].
3. Other than the sample cell, no components come in to contact with tritium, making
the system easy to maintain and operate with tritium.
4. The system has no moving or mechanical parts, providing highly reliable monitoring
during the Katrin measurement campaigns [Ake20b].
In the next chapter, the basics of Raman spectroscopy of hydrogen isotopologues and the
setup of the system used at Katrin are described. Besides the already excellent performance
of the system during the last campaigns [Wel17; Wel20; Ake20b], open questions related to
calibration remained; the work described in this thesis is meant to ll these gaps and thus
contribute to the overall goal of Katrin to measure the neutrino mass.
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Raman spectroscopy proved to be a suitable tool for gas composition monitoring crucial
for the Wgts operation in KATRIN, oering contact-less, in-line, non-destructive and near
real-time sampling of all six hydrogen isotopologues [Ake20b]. In the rst part of this
chapter, the theoretical basics of molecular transitions and the resulting spectrum of Raman
scattered light are discussed. Subsequently, the experimental setup of the system used for
quantitative composition measurements at KATRIN is described and the applied calibration
strategy to achieve quantication is outlined. The chapter closes with associated issues
currently open and how this work helps to address the remaining questions for successful
Lara-system deployment as well as reduction of calibration uncertainty.
4.1 Introduction to quantitative Raman spectroscopy
In this section, the scattering interactions between diatomic molecules and photons are
covered. In 1923, the inelastic scattering of photons from molecules was predicted by
Smekal [Sme23] and experimentally validated by C. V. Raman and K. S. Krishnan [Ram28];
for this work C. V. Raman was awarded the Nobel Prize in physics in 1930 [Nob20a].
On account of the inelastic scattering process, energy is transferred between the photon and
molecule, the latter changing its excitation state. The energy dierence between the initial
state ‘i’ and nal state ‘f’ is linked to the photon energies expressed in either wavenumber
ν̃ or wavelength λ = 1/ν̃:









(Ei − Ef ) .
(4.1)
Here, the molecule is exited by a laser of wavelength λL, leading to a scattered wavelength
λs. In order to compare the experimentally derived wavelength representation, which
is usually conducted in air, to the wavenumber quantum representation in vacuum, the
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Due to the quantised nature of the molecular energy levels, only discrete changes in energy
are possible.The resulting change in photon energy is called the Raman shift and gives
insight into both abundance and structural properties of the molecule ( see e. g. [Jon19]).
This section gives an overview of the dierent energy excitation levels relevant for calcu-
lating the Raman shifts of hydrogen molecules and the derived Raman spectrum observed
when irradiated with a monochromatic light source. It concludes with a description of
how the spectra can be evaluated quantitatively to use this method for gas composition
monitoring.
4.1.1 Rotational and vibrational states in diatomic molecules
The following introduction to molecular excitation and the Raman eect uses a semi-classic
approach and is based on the textbooks written by Long [Lon02], Atkins et al. [Atk06],
Telle et al. [Tel07] and Hermann Haken [Her06] and Haken et al. [Hak13]. Although a
full quantum mechanical description would account for energy levels that are more precise,
these are not warranted by the experimental precision and resolution necessary for the
work described here.
In order to understand the structure of the Raman spectrum obtained for the six hydrogen
isotopologues (H2, HD, D2, HT, DT and D2), a conceptual description of the energy levels
of diatomic molecules is introduced.
In general, the possible modes of excitation include rotation, vibration and electronic states.
Due to their respective energy scale necessary for excitation, only the former two are
considered, while electronic excitation is outside the energy range and thus omitted (see
[Sch87; Hub79]).
Rotational energy states: A generic model for the rotating, diatomic molecule is the
rigid rotator, assuming the two nuclei are connected via a massless rod xed at the equilib-
rium distance RE rotating around the centre of mass. The quantised eigenenergy spectrum
F̃ (J) for a given rotational quantum number J is given by
F̃ (J) = B · J · (J + 1) B = h
(8π2c) ·Θ
(4.3)
for J = 0,1,2,. . .with the mass-dependent moment of inertia Θ. Equation (4.3) is derived
from solving the Schroedinger equation for potential energy V = 0, and exploiting the
transformation from energy Eigenvalues (in eV) to energy values (in cm-1, i.e. F̃ = E/hc)
.
This model is a suitable but coarse approximation, which is not sucient to account for
the centrifugally stretching of the internuclear distance R at higher J-values.
This can be corrected by replacing the rod with a spring, describing the stiness of the
connection via a spring constant k. As a consequence of this force constant, the system
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(b) Vibrational Raman spectrum
Figure 4.1: Vibrational energy levels of a diatomic molecule in an anharmonic Morse potential.
In contrast to the equi-distant levels in the quadratic potential, the level distance compresses for
the Morse potential for increased distance from the equilibrium distance Re. The variable energy
dierences lead to multiple lines in Raman spectroscopy.
experiences (quadratic) potential energy Espring = 1/2k(|R|-Re)2. Solving the Schroedinger
equation including this potential energy, and applying a Taylor expansion of small dis-
placements around the equilibrium distance Re, in rst-order approximation the modied
term values are given by
F̃ (J) = B · J · (J + 1)−D · J2 · (J + 1)2 (4.4)
with the so-called centrifugal constant D. Even though higher order correction terms
can be added, which results in better energy precision, these are not relevant within this
work.
Vibrational energy states: The general approach to describe the vibrational states of
a diatomic molecule is an approximation of the harmonic oscillator, assuming a linear
restoring force between the nuclei. This results in an energy spectrum





characterised by the vibrational quantum number v = 0,1,2. . . . The constant ωe contains
the reduced mass µ of the molecule as well as the aforementioned spring constant k. This
results in an energy spectrum characterised by equi-distant energy levels and is shown in
Figure 4.1a.
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Similar to the approach to the rotational levels, additional correction terms can be intro-
duced for improved accuracy.
The harmonic oscillator is only valid for small values of v and does not account for the
dissociation of the molecules when reaching the nite binding energyEB of the molecule.
In order to introduce anharmonic oscillations, the Morse potential based on the molecular
specic constants EB, RE and potential width a can be used, as shown in Figure 4.1a. This
results in an rst-order correction term which modies the energy spectrum to
G̃(v) = ωe(v + 1/2)− xeωe(v + 1/2)2 (4.6)
adding the anharmonicity constant xe. As seen in Figure 4.1b this causes the former
equidistant energy levels to compress at higher v which results in varying ∆E for each
transition.
Ro-vibrational energy states: As already indicated by the common spring constant
k, the rotational and vibrational excitations are not decoupled from each other, i.e. the
inuence of rotational excitations need to be considered in vibrational levels and vice versa.
In general, this is necessary for Raman applications beyond pure rotational spectroscopy.
For accurate rotational-vibrational energy states, the increase in the mean internuclear
distance <R> for higher v introduced by the Morse potential, leading to a shift in the
rotational energy levels, needs to be considered.
Since the vibrational energy levels are commonly two to three orders of magnitude more
energetic, the coupling is, in general, expressed as a functional dependence of the rotational
constants B and D on the vibrational quantum number v. Assuming a Morse potential
and only including rst order corrections this substitutes
B 7→ Bv = B −
α
2
(v + 1/2) (4.7)
D 7→ Dv = D − β(v + 1/2) (4.8)
with molecular specic constants α and β.
This results in the general expression for the energy levels T̃ (in cm-1) for coupled rotational-
vibrational excitation of a diatomic molecule
T̃ (v, J) = G̃(v) + F̃ (v, J) (4.9)
= ωe(v + 1/2)− xeωe(v + 1/2)2 +Bv(J)(J + 1)−DvJ2(J + 1)2. (4.10)
This equation is sucient to calculate the energy levels for the transitions relevant in the
studies performed in this work. Further correction details can be found in Ref. [Her89].
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4.1.2 Basic principles of the Raman eect
Based on the term values established in the section above, light can interact with the
molecule via absorption, emission or scattering. The Hamiltonian for general interactions
between the electric dipole moment ~p of the molecule and the electric component ~ε of the
photon eld is given by
H = −~p · ~ε (4.11)
In case of a permanent dipole moment one photon can be absorbed or emitted in a rst
order process if the condition ∆E = h ·ν is fullled.
For photon scattering neither a permanent dipole moment is necessary nor must the energy
condition be fullled. In this case the incident photon eld polarises the molecule and
generates an induced linear dipole moment in addition to any permanent one, according
to
~pind = α · ~ε (4.12)
which then interacts with the electric eld according to Equation (4.11). The resulting
second order process is characterised by the polarisability tensor α describing how strongly
the specic molecule reacts to an external eld.
Using a classical approach as outlined in Ref. [Lon02], it is assumed that the molecule
is free to vibrations around the equilibrium position but does not rotate. In this case, a
Taylor expansion of the components αp,σ with respect to the normal coordinates Ql,Qk of
a vibration yields




















QkQl + . . . (4.13)
where the index ‘0’ indicates the equilibrium state.
Again, neglecting higher than linear orders and assuming only a single vibration mode
k = i simplies Equation (4.13) to
αi = α0 + α
′
iQi, (4.14)
using the equilibrium and derived polarisability tensors α0 and αi.
Assuming a simple harmonic oscillation around the equilibrium state allows one to insert
Equation (4.14) in Equation (4.12) which results in
Qi = Qi,0 cosωit+ δi (4.15)
with oscillation frequency ωi and arbitrary phase δi. For the irradiating eld, one can
assume an oscillation given by ωext 7→ ~ε = ~εoωext which extends Equation (4.12) to
~pind = α0~ε0 cos(ωextt) + α
′
iQi0~ε0 cos(ωit+ δi) cos(ωextt) (4.16)
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Figure 4.2: Overview of Rayleigh and Raman photon scattering bymolecules. For a laser source with
constant wavelength λL the laser photon connects with the initial state |i〉 to a transient ‘virtual’
state |r〉. Depending on the energy of the nal state the molecule either looses, gains or keeps its
energy. This energy dierence corresponds to a wavelength shift of the scattered photon.
Using the trigonometric identity cosAcosB = 1⁄2(cos(A+B) + cos(A-B)) this can be transformed
to
~pind = αRay~ε cos(ωextt) + αRam,i~ε cos((ωext ± ωi)t± δi) (4.17)
αRay = α0 (4.18)
αRam,i = 1/2 · α′iQi0 (4.19)
This expression describes the three possible dipole moments originating from the interac-
tion with an external photon eld as shown in Figure 4.2:
1. Rayleigh scattering without change of photon energy (ωext)
2. Raman Scattering in which the molecule can
(a) gain energy via Stokes Raman (ωext + ωi)
(b) loose energy via anti-Stokes Raman (ωext − ωi)
It is important to mention that the Raman-related dipole moments only contribute if at











Although these statements are derived via classical approximations, it is in principle also
valid using the quantum mechanical approach by replacing the polarisability tensors
with their corresponding transition polarisability tensors (see Ref. [Lon02] for detailed
derivations).
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Figure 4.3: Spectrum of generic photon scattering on a diatomic molecule. The S0-, O0-, S1- and O1-
branches exhibit (normally) resolved rotational substructure, annotated with the quantum number
J′′ of the initial energy level; the Q1-branch is much more compressed, and its structure is normally
not resolved. Note that the red ‘envelop’ lines represent the (thermal) level-population probabilities.
Along with the general process description, certain selection rules need to be obeyed in
order to calculate a scattering spectrum. In each process the photon carries a spin of S = 1,
which leads to a rotational selection rule of ∆J = 0, ±2 for the associated lower state J ′′
and excited state J ′. For the vibrational transitions, in case of the harmonic oscillations,
a selection rule of ∆v = 0, ±1 is given. Although overtones with ∆v =±2, ±3. . . are in
general possible, these are heavily suppressed [Dem10]. A summary of the selection rules
and the associated nomenclature scheme are collated in Table 4.1, while a generic Raman
spectrum for a diatomic molecule is shown in Figure 4.3.
4.1.3 Raman line intensity
Based on the selection and transition rules derived in the previous section, the parameters
determining the Raman line intensities can be obtained. For quantitative composition
monitoring on tritium-containing gases, these line strength functions are essential and
have a signicant impact on the calibration eort.
According to [Lon02], the intensity of Raman scattered light is expressed as
I(ϕ, θ)ps,pi = kν̃ · ν̃4s · ni · Φ(ϕ, θ,α, γ)ps,pi · I (4.21)
with the individual factors described below. This general expression is only valid if the
power of the scattered light is measured. In case the number of scattered photons is
monitored, which is usually the case for most detector setups, the expression needs to be
modied [McC06]. The signal intensity for a given molecule and transition is then given
by
I(ϕ, θ)ps,pi = kν̃ · ν̃0 · ν̃3s ·Ni · Φ(ϕ, θ,α, γ)ps,pi · I (4.22)
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Table 4.1: Selection rules and nomenclature for Raman transitions. Depending on the change in
vibrational and rotational quantum number, the Raman spectrum shows dierent branches. The
nomenclature within this work is based on Ref. [Lon02], which uses O, Q and S to denote ∆J and
the index of each letter indicates the ∆ν value. Vibrational overtone branches with ∆ν ≥2 are
indexed with the relevant ∆ν-value.
∆ν ∆J Branch Raman shift ∆ν̃ scattering type
0 -2 O0 −∆ν̃rot anti-Stokes
0 0 Q0 0 Rayleigh
0 2 S0 ∆ν̃rot Stokes
1 -2 O1 ∆ν̃vib −∆ν̃rot Stokes
1 0 Q1 ∆ν̃vib Stokes






































Figure 4.4: Scattering angles for Raman emission relative to the polarisation plane. In order to
minimise the collection of non-Raman light, a 90° setup is chosen in this work. Figure adapted from
Ref. [Sch13a] with permission from John Wiley & Sons, Inc.
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using the following factors:
(ϕ, θ)ps,pi : These angles describe the angular distribution between the scattered beam
(s) in relation to the scattering plane (i) for a given polarisation state p =⊥, ‖. An
visualisation of the angles and planes is given in Figure 4.4.





including the permittivity of vacuum ε0.
ν̃0, ν̃s: The wavenumbers of the irradiating beam (0) and scattered light (s), which is given
by
ν̃s = ν̃0 −∆ν̃i (4.24)
for a given Raman shift for the molecular state i.
Ni: The number of molecules (population) N in an initial state i given by
Ni = N




N : total number of irradiated molecules,
kT : thermal energy,
Ei : rotational and vibrational energy of the initial state,
Z : molecular partition function,
gi : statistical weight.




gj · exp (− Ej/kT) (4.26)
with the Boltzman factor exp (− Ej/kT) describing the thermal population of the
ro-vibrational states. The partition function will become important again at a later
stage to obtain the chemical equilibrium constant (see Chapter 6 and Ref. [McQ00]
for details).
The statistical weight gi depends on the individual weights of the vibrational and
rotational states according to
gi = gv · gJ ′′ (4.27)
In case of a diatomic molecule gv = 1, on account of the non-degeneracy of the
vibrational states.
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The rotational statistical weight depends on the nuclear spin degeneracy and the
quantum number J ′′ according to
gJ ′′ = gN · (2J ′′ + 1) (4.28)
For gN , the symmetry of the molecule wave function needs to be considered, which
takes the nuclear spin statistics of each nucleus into account. Based on the Born-
Oppenheimer approximation, the total wave function is given by the product
Ψtot = Ψspin,nuc ·Ψel ·Ψvib ·Ψrot (4.29)
of the nuclear spin, electronic, vibrational, and rotational wave functions. For the
homonuclear molecules with fermionic nuclei (H2, T2), the wavefunction needs to
be anti-symmetric under inversion according to the Pauli principle. In contrast,
the wavefunction of the homonuclear molecule with bosonic nuclei (D2) has to be
symmetric. In case of the heteronuclear isotopologues, no parity can be dened, thus
gN = 1. A summary of the spin statistics and properties of the hydrogen isotopologues
is given in Table 4.2
Φ(ϕ, θ,α, γ)ps,pi : The line strength function dependson the polarisation angles on incident
and scattered beam. According to [Lon02], the function is given by the isotropic
squares of the transition polarisation tensor components. In case of a diatomic
molecule, these can be expressed by the mean polarisability a = 1/3(α‖ + 2α⊥ and
the anisotropy γ = α‖ − α⊥ [Lon02]. Assuming perpendicular polarised irradiating
light pi =⊥i, the line strength functions for ps =⊥s and ps =‖i are described by
Φ(ϕ, θ,α, γ)⊥s,⊥i = a









Φ(ϕ, θ,α, γ)‖i,⊥i = a






3 + cos(θ)2 sin(ϕ)2
)
(4.31)




J ′′(J ′′ + 1)
(2J ′′ − 1)(2J ′′ + 3)
(4.32)
for rotational states J ′′ in the Qv branch.
I: The irradiance in the incident excitation light, which cancels out in relative Raman
intensities but plays an important role for the signal-to-noise-ratio.
The intensity expression in Equation (4.22), given in terms wavenumber, can be converted
to wavelengths which derives the Raman intensity for a given isotopologue x by
IRaman,x(λs,Nx) = C · λ−10 · λ−3s ·Nx · Φx · I (4.33)
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Table 4.2: Nuclear properties of hydrogenmolecules and their inuence on rotational Raman line
intensities. For the homonuclear molecule, the spin statistics inuence the spin degeneracy of the
rotational energy levels and their population. In contrast, the heteronuclear isotopologues are not
aected. Based on Ref. [Lon02].
H2, T2 D2 HD, HT, DT
Parity of total wave function Ψ -1 +1 not dened
Nuclear spin of each nucleus 1/2 1 (1/2, 1), (1/2, 1/2), (1, 1/2)
Number of nuclear wave functions with
P = 1 3 6 -
P = −1 1 3 -
Nuclear spin degeneracy gN
J ′′ odd 3 3 1
J ′′ even 1 6 1
with the following factors:
Φx : line strength function for a xed polarisation conguration,
C : all remaining coecients,
Nx : molar number.
This equation is used in the subsequent chapters to dene a response function, linking the
individual line strength of an isotopologue to the corresponding molar fraction.
4.1.4 Raman spectroscopy on hydrogen isotopologues
Since the three hydrogen isotopes display a large relative mass dierence, the shifts in
molecular energy levels are signicant and result in distinct as well as separated lines,
making Raman spectroscopy suitable for quantitative composition monitoring of all six
hydrogen isotopologues.
In the following section, a brief history of using Lara to monitor tritiated hydrogen
molecules is presented. The rst published experimental determination of the molecular
constants of T2 was accomplished by Edwards et al. [Edw78]. A decade later, Veirs et al.
[Vei87] studied the Raman shifts of all six hydrogen isotopologues with an accuracy better
1 cm−1. At Tlk, rst experiments using hydrogen isotopologues and tritiated methane were
performed by Engelmann et al. [Eng92], [Jew97]. During the 90’s, a collaboration between
the Tritium Engineering Laboratory in Japan and the Los Alamos National Laboratory
developed and deployed a Lara-system at the Tritium Systems Test Assembly (TSTA)
facility [Oku91; Ohi92; Ohi95; Ohi96].
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Figure 4.5: Overview of a basic Raman system. A 90°-setup has the advantage of reduced excitation
light being scattered into the collection optics. All collection components have an impact on the
wavelength-dependant response function of the system necessitating individual calibration.
First developments towards the Katrin Lara system started by Taylor et al. [Tay01]1 and
were extended by Lewis [Lew07], monitoring a continuous ow of stable isotopologues
as proof of principle. In order to meet the design requirements, the experiments were
extended to static samples and extensive investigation of systematic eects [Stu10a; Sch11;
Fis14]. In 2010 the rst operational test, a circulating tritiated gas sample was monitored
under Katrin-like conditions over 60 days, was done within the LOOPINO experiment
[Fis11]. During this eld test campaign, it was shown that the design relative precision of
0.1 % within 250 s was achieved, which was later improved to 60 s [Sch14a].
The system performed without major issues during the rst tritium campaigns of KAT-
RIN[Ake20a], meeting all operational and stability requirements [Ake20b].
Further studies for improved limit of detection and reduced measurement time, using a
capillary Raman system, were carried out by Rupp et al. [Rup15a; Jam15; Rup15b; Sch15a].
In order to overcome the limitation of Raman spectroscopy to molecules because of the
necessary ro-vibrational transitions, investigations to use electronic excitation of 4He
induced by β-electrons were started in 2015 with promising results [Sch15b].
Based on these developments and achievements, one can summarise that Lara has become
a valuable tool for gas composition monitoring in Katrin, and further applications and
improvements are promising.
The general schematic of a basic Lara-system is shown in Figure 4.5 and typically consists
of the following components
1. Excitation laser source,
2. Sample cell,
1In this work, a proof of principle for hydrogen monitoring using Lara in the context of nuclear fusion was
performed. Subsequent sample cells were further developed from this setup.
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Q1-branches of hydrogen isotopologues
Figure 4.6: Spectrum of the Q1-branches in an equi-concentrated sample of all six hydrogen iso-
topologues. The species can be dened via the line position given by Equation (4.10). Although
the sample has equal parts atomic H, D, and T the resulting mixture in chemical equilibrium in




For composition monitoring using hydrogen isotopologues, the focus is on the Q1-branches
with no change in rotational quantum number J , thus J ′′ = J ′. These oer several
advantages [Sch14a]:
1. Adequate distance between the individual isotopologues for straight forward identi-
cation and quantication.
2. Sucient distance from the laser wavelength typically used in experimental applica-
tions of λL = 532 nm.
3. Although the Q1-branch has a substructure, this is typically not resolved by a medium
resolution recording system. Using the integrated peak intensity oers a higher peak
intensity and is virtually temperature independent.
4. Minimal interference from parasitic spectral features, originating from fused silica
windows necessary in the setup [Fis14].
A typical spectrum of the Q1-branches of all six hydrogen isotopologues, as acquired and
analysed within this work, is given in Figure 4.6. As described theoretically, the branches
are well separated and suitable for individual peak identication. Although certain overlaps
exist, e.g. the S1(J=2)-line of T2 overlaps with the Q1-branch of DT, these can be corrected
for composition monitoring [Stu10b].
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In summary, Lara is a valuable technique for monitoring tritiated gas samples oering the
following advantages:
1. Only the optical LARA-cell comes into contact with tritiated gas, all other compon-
ents are outside the second containment for easy adjustment and maintenance (see
Section 5.2.3);
2. Unambiguous identication and quantication of all six hydrogen isotopologues;
3. Suitable limit-of-detection and measurement time for near real-time gas sampling.
In the next section, the optimisation of the detection setup and the necessary calibration
steps to derive the molar fractions from the recorded spectrum are presented.
4.2 Experimental setup of the KATRIN LARA system
4.2.1 Overview of Components
The development and general setup of the LARA3-system used at Katrin is well described
in Schlösser et al. [Sch11], Schlösser [Sch14a], Fischer [Fis14] and Aker et al. [Ake20b]
and thus are only briey summarised here.
The beam path, shown in Figure 4.7, can be divided into three parts:
(i) The 532 nm excitation laser beam is guided via mirrors to an optical isolator and
a λ/2 plate. These are necessary to ensure the laser has a single polarisation plane
vertically from the breadboard to maximise Raman light intensity. The beam is then
focused into the tritium gas lled LARA-cell inside the second containment (details
in Chapter 5). After passing through the cell, the beam is back-reected to increase
irradiance of the sample. In order to avoid damage of the laser from the backgoing
beam, the optical isolator deects the beam towards a beam dump as well as a laser
power meter and a photo diode for beam diagnostic.
(ii) The scattered Raman light is collected via the collection optics L3 and L4 which
focus the light into a slit-to-slit bre bundle xed onto the breadboard. A linear
polariser sheet ensures the polarisation plane of the scattered light to unambiguously
determine the line strength functions necessary for calibration.
(iii) Coming from the bre, the light passes a long pass lter to suppress the laser and
Rayleigh light before entering the spectrometer, which projects the spectrum onto
the attached CCD detector.
A more in depth description of the setup used in this work and the dierences to the LARA3
system is given in the next chapter (Section 5.4.2).
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Figure 4.7: Overview of the LARA3 setup used at KATRIN. The excitation laser beam is focused through
the Lara-cell before being back-reected into the cell for increased signal strength. In order to avoid
damage of the laser an optical isolator (OI) deects the backgoing beam into a laser power monitor
(LM) and photo diode (PD) for beam monitoring and safety interlocks. Additional components are:
M1, M2, M3, M4 = high-reectance laser mirrors; L1, L2 = focusing lenses; L3, L4 = collection optics
and P1 = polarise sheet. Figure based on Ref. [Fis14].
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4.2.2 Description of spectrum analysis
In order to convert the raw signal acquired by the CCD into a Raman spectrum suitable
for quantitative analysis, several processing steps are performed. All steps are executed
within the LARAsoft-software, an in-house development written in LabVIEW. Details of
the individual steps and their parameters are described in detail in Ref. [Sch11; Jam13c;
Fis14] and [Ake20b] and are only briey summarised here.
(i) Dead pixel removal:
If a pixel signal constantly deviates signicantly from the mean value of the surround-
ing pixels or demonstrates a high dark current, the pixel is removed from analysis
and the mean value of the neighbouring pixels is used.
(ii) Cosmic ray removal:
A passing muon through the CCD-sensor causes a signicant increase of a single
pixel intensity between two measurements. These temporal changes can be detected
and the signal removed [Sch13b].
(iii) Baseline subtraction:
Due to background intensity, light leaks or laser induced uorescence in the Lara-cell
the baseline of the system must be corrected. A Savitzky-Golay Coupled Advanced
Rolling-Circle Filter (scarf) is applied, as described in Ref. [Jam13c].
(iv) Response function correction:
In order to normalise the peak intensities to the corresponding molar concentration
the individual sensitivity of the system for each isotopologue must be considered.
Details of the response function are given in the next chapter.
For an in-depth review of the performance of the software during the KATRIN measurement
campaigns see [Ake20b].
4.3 Calibration strategy for the KATRIN LARA system





which considers all wavelength dependent transmission and sensitivity properties of the
setup. Here the numerator and denominator are associated with the measured and expected
(according to Equation (4.21)/Equation (4.22)) intensities, respectivly.
Combining this function with the molecular- and transition-specic constants one can
dene a global response function R of the Raman system
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This gives the isotopologue-, transition and experiment-specic response function Rx
which connects measured signal strength Sx and molar number N x for each isotopologue
via
Sx = Rx ·Nx (4.36)
This can be simplied to the relative Raman signal intensity that corresponds to the molar







j=1 Rj · Sj
(4.38)
This has the advantage that inevitable uctuations in laser power I and wavelength ν̃0
cancel out in the ratio.
The individual response function can be decomposed into two contributions, according
to
Rx = Rx,spec ·Rx,theo (4.39)
with
Rx,spec : spectral sensitivity of the setup,
Rx,theo : theoretical Raman intensity of the individual transition,
which will both be explained in detail in the next section.
This leads to two possible, complementary calibration strategies, which are illustrated in
Figure 4.8:
(i) Separately measuring the experiment specic spectral sensitivity and combining that
with the general theoretical intensity of the isotopologues;
(ii) Using accurate gas samples of all hydrogen isotopologues to determine the individual
response function.
For method (ii), it is essential to analyse a mixed gas sample, not a single pure gas species.
Although pure gases are commercially available for the homonuclear stable isotopologues
H2 and D2 as well as potentially feasible for HD [Wen49; Mir20], an isotopically pure sample
does not provide insight into the relative calibration factors needed, see Equation (4.38).
The obtained single sensitivity factor would be sensitive to response function variations, e.g.
laser power uctuations, which cancel out in relative intensity measurements. In addition,
isotopically pure samples of all tritiated isotopologues are neither available nor stable (for
details see Section 7.3.1).
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Figure 4.8: Calibration strategy for LARA-systems for KATRIN. Method (i) depends on a luminous
spectral standard and known theoretical intensity factors for each isotopologue. While the calibration
via (i) can be performed with the setup in place, is is based on ab-initio calculations and extrapolations
[Ryc80; Sch87]. Thus, method (i) needs to be veried via method (ii) with accurate gas samples,
which is the main objective of this work.
(a) NIST 2242 Standard (b) Calibration cell
Figure 4.9: Image of NIST traceable luminous spectrum 2242 and calibration cell holder. The stand-
ard (a) generally used for system calibration [Etz05] can be mounted (b) inplace of the gas sample
cell to evaluate the systems spectral sensitivity. Note that the standard has been polished at KIT due
to the excitation beam entering from the lateral side in contrast to the intended front illumination
[Sch15c].
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Figure 4.10: Certied spectrum of NIST SRM2242 luminous standard. Irradiated by a light source
of 532 nm, the emitted spectrum can be approximated by a 5th-order polynomial, which is valid
within the veried region and its related condence interval [Nat19]. All Q1-lines of hydrogen
isotopologues are well covered by the standard except H2 which is in the extended region with
higher uncertainty.
4.3.1 Inuence of spectral sensitivity
The optical transmission and detection eciency are both wavelength dependent and are
inuenced by various components, including:
• Arrangement of the collection optics and focussing onto the ber bundle,
• Mechanical stability of the ber bundle mounts,
• 2-dimensional spectral sensitivity of the CCD detector.
In order to account for these variations, a traceable luminous standard SRM2242 provided
by National Institute of Standards and Technology (nist) is used to determine the spectral
sensitivity of a given setup (see Figure 4.9) [Nat19]. The standard can be mounted inside
the second containment in place of the gas cell.Irradiated by the laser, the standard emits
a certied spectrum (shown in Figure 4.10) which can be used to determine the spectral
response function of the setup.
Detailed investigations for adapting the standard to the 90°-scattering setup used at TLK
and inuence of the exposure to tritium atmosphere have been performed in Ref. [Sch14a;
Sch15c]. Studies related to the uncertainty budget of the calibration procedure and com-
ponents used were carried out by Zeller2.
2G. Zeller: ‘Development of a calibration procedure and calculation of the uncertainty budget for the
KATRIN laser Raman system’. Master’s thesis. Karlsruhe Institute of Technology, EKP, 2017, available at
katrin.kit.edu.
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Although the luminous standard is operated under slightly dierent conditions then spe-
cied, it was shown that this procedure can be performed inside a glovebox environment
necessary for tritium operation and fulls all repeatably requirements. But this method
includes one caveat: As shown in Figure 4.10, the Q1-branch of H2 is within the extended
region of the certied spectrum, which suers from an increased uncertainty.
4.3.2 Inuence of theoretical intensity
In addition to the experiment-specic spectral sensitivity the general, isotopologue-specic
theoretical intensities must be known to obtain the full response function (see Equa-
tion (4.39)).
These isotopologue-specic factors can in principle be gained via the two tensor invariants
α and γ (see Equation (4.13)). Up to now, these invariants were derived by Schwartz et al.
[Sch87] for all six hydrogen isotopologues using quantum mechanical ab-initio calculations
and extrapolations (polarisability tensors based on Ref. [Ryc80]). Although a numerical
value was reported, no condence interval and thus trueness level of the tensor invariants
were stated.
This issue was addressed in depolarisation ratio measurements for all six isotopologues.
the associated tensor invariants were re-calculated for 532 nm laser excitation by LeRoy3
The validation showed that all calculated depolarisation ratios agreed to within 5 % of
the experimental values [Sch13b; Jam13a; Sch14a]. Therefore, in this work the reported
theoretical intensities for Lara-calibration were used in the application of method (i).
4.3.3 Status of the calibration for quantitative analysis and the
need for a dedicated experimental calibration facility
For Katrin to achieve the design sensitivity on neutrino mass of
m(νe) = 0.2 eV (90 % C. L.) (4.40)
several accuracy targets must be met in regards for the monitoring of the source gas
[Ang04]. In the context of accuracy, one has to distinguish between
1. Precision:
The repeatability or reproducibility of the measurement. It is also a indicator sensit-
ivity changes.
2. Trueness:
The proximity of measurement results to the true value.
3R. LeRoy: ‘Recalculation of Raman transition matrix elements of all hydrogen isotopologues for 532 nm
laser excitation’. Personal communcation. Department of Chemistry, University of Waterloo, ON, Canada,
2011.
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The combination of both is considered the accuracy of the measurement (based on ISO
5725-1:1994(en) [ISO94]).
In order to account for changes in the source gas composition throughout the measurement
campaign, a precision of
∆specεT ≤ 0.1 % (4.41)
is required to detect shifts in concentration, which was already achieved in 2012 [Sch12].
The ratio κ between HT and DT as well as the overall molar fraction trueness needs to be
known with a trueness of [Bod15]
∆trueκ ≤ 10 % (4.42)
Using the calibration approach method (i), as reported in Ref. [Sch14a], it was demon-
strated that a general trueness of better 3 % was achieved, exceeding the broader KATRIN
requirements by a factor of three. In general, method (i) has several advantages:
• The optical system can be conveniently setup where needed;
• Only a single measurement is necessary to verify and periodically check the spectral
sensitivity;
• No tritiated samples need to be handled and transferred to the system.
Nonetheless, the factors derived with method (i) need to be veried using method (ii) for
ascertained trueness [Nie18].
This was done for all the three stable isotopologues, achieving an accuracy for the general
response function R on a sub-percent level [Sch13c], and the deviation between the
methods of (1.9± 3.1) % [Sch14a]. However, the verication of the theoretical intensities is
aggravated due to the H2-line positioned in the extended region of the SRM standard with
increased uncertainty.
Up to now, this verication for the radioactive isotopologues was missing. Although tritium
samples are commercially available, these are usually used for calibration of tritium-in-air
monitors specialised for trace amounts of T2 [Dea15]. Hence these samples contain only
minute amounts of tritium in a carrier gas, e.g. N2 [Otl05], and are not suitable for the task
of calibrating a monitoring system demanding highly tritiated samples. Therefore a new,
clean-sheet experiment was called for to ll this missing link.
4.4 Objectives of this work
As mentioned in the section above, a suitable calibration strategy for the Lara system
used to monitor the gas composition of the Wgts of Katrin relies on two complimentary
components:
(i) Spectral sensitivity of the setup,
(ii) Theoretical intensity of the specic molecular transition.
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The spectral sensitivity is obtained by a certied spectrum from a luminous standard, a
procedure which was successfully demonstrated [Sch15c].
The theoretical intensities, which depend on the molecule specic polarisation tensor
invariants, were calculated for 532 nm laser excitation4, based on the original ab initio
quantum calculations by Schwarz and LeRoy for 488 nm laser excitation [Sch87]. These
tensor values were experimentally veried using depolarisation ratios. The obtained
measurement uncertainty of ≈5 % is used as an uncertainty estimate on the theoretical
intensity values [Jam13b; Sch13a].
This calibration strategy was veried using accurate gas samples prepared in the HYdrogen
Deuterium Equilibrium experiment (Hyde) with an accuracy of <3.1 %5.
Note that this was only done for the stable isotopologues on account of the limitation of
Hyde to H2 and D2. Due to the good agreement between both methods, the theoretical
intensities for the tritiated isotopologues were assumed to be true as well [Sch13c].
In order to independently conrm these crucial yet missing calibration factors for Katrin,
accurately mixed gas samples of the radioactive isotopologues are mandatory. These should
be provided by the new TRItium HYrogen DEuterium experiment (Trihyde), which has
the following objectives to address the remaining open issues:
1. Enable gas sample production of all six hydrogen isotopologues in chemical equilib-
rium;
2. Verify the theoretical intensities for tritiated hydrogen isotopologues;
3. Reduce the calibration uncertainty related to theoretical line intensities.
The addition of T2 to the gas samples introduced signicant challenges, e.g.
• Radiochemical reactions within the gas sample [Sou86; Uda92a];
• Limited initial T2-gas purity [Dör05];
• Production of decay-3He;
• Gas-wall-interactions via both isotope exchange reactions and impurity production,
e.g. methane [Pra61; Kan64; Nas65; Mor77];
• Extensive material and safety requirements due to the radiotoxic properties of tritium
[Aka91; Man93].
In order to characterise the tritiated gas samples, all of these issues must be addressed and
the experimental eort is described in the subsequent chapters. The general concept and
design requirements of Trihyde are given in Chapter 5.
4R. LeRoy: ‘Recalculation of Raman transition matrix elements of all hydrogen isotopologues for 532 nm
laser excitation’. Personal communcation. Department of Chemistry, University of Waterloo, ON, Canada,
2011.
5S. Rupp: ‘Proof of concept of a calibration method for the laser Raman system for KATRIN based on the
determination of the system’s spectral sensitivity’. Master’s thesis. Karlsruhe Institut of Technology,
2012, available at katrin.kit.edu.
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Details on sample production and the calibration model functions are presented in Chapter 6,
together with the results for the stable isotopologues.
Chapter 7 provides an in-depth study on the radiochemical implications of tritium in
calibration gas samples and the derived theoretical intensity factors of the radioactive
isotopologues. All ndings are then discussed within the context of Katrin and their
possible impact in m(νe)-measurements (Section 7.5).
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facility TRIHYDE for LARA-calibration
For accurate calibration of the Lara-systems used at Tlk, gas samples of all six hydrogen
isotopologues are indispensable. This work is based on the experience gained during
operation of the predecessor Hyde using the three stable isotopologues H2, D2 and HD.
In this chapter the basic working principle and experiment setup are described. It also
covers implications and operational challenges introduced by tritium on gas sample pre-
paration. The chapter concludes with a description of selected key components and the
commissioning with respect to the experiments performed in the the later Chapters 6
and 7.
5.1 Experimental goals and working principle
The main objective of Trihyde is the experimental cross-check of the theoretical intensity
factors needed for Lara calibration. This necessitates the two basic functionalities:
1. Provide gas samples of all six hydrogen isotopologues in chemical equilibrium with
relative uncertainty <1 %.
2. Provide the capability for in-situ calibration of any attached Lara system.
These samples need to be available in both binary forms of homonuclear mixtures H2:D2,
H2:T2 and D2:T2 as well as tertiary samples including the corresponding heteronuclear
isotopologue. In the tertiary sample the following equilibrium reactions for hydrogen
isotopologues are encountered [Jon48; Jon49]:
H2 + D2 2 HD (5.1)
H2 + T2 2 HT (5.2)
D2 + T2 2 DT (5.3)
T2 + HD HT + DT (5.4)
H2 + DT HD + HT (5.5)
D2 + HT HD + HT (5.6)
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Figure 5.1: Overview of a basic manometric-volumetric mixing setup. The molar ratio of the sample
is given by the pressure-volume-temperature ratio of the gas mixture(s) inside V1 and V2 before
circulating via a pump.
In Trihyde, these samples are prepared using the manometric-volumetric method, analog-
ous to the Hyde experiment; this method is based on DIN 6146:2018-10 [DIN18]1.
A basic setup is given in Figure 5.1, consisting of two volume calibrated vessels, two gas
inlets, a circulation pump and analytical tool. The molar ratio of the sample is given by
the pressure, volume and temperature ratio before circulation using the ideal or real gas
law, depending on the used conditions. After circulation is started the sample ratio will
homogenise to the given ratio and in case of a stable sample the ratio is constant. For
radioactive samples, at start of circulation the exchange reactions between both components
will also start.
These samples can then be used to determine the absolute correction factors as well as the
theoretical intensity factors necessary for calibration (see Section 4.3 and Section 6.2)
Besides the aforementioned goals, the experiment needs to address the following additional
tasks:
(i) Incorporate capabilities to guarantee the purity of gas samples, e.g. to remove decay-
3He from T2-sample and to determine gas purity before sample preparation.
(ii) Include additional analytical methods and tools developed at Tlk for in-situ bench-
marking and characterisation.
(iii) Provision of gas samples to other experiment, for either further studies like tritium
loading in materials or round robin test of Tlk analytics .
(iv) Analysis of provided gas samples
Using all implemented analysis tools the system should allow for analysis of gas
samples from other experiments, e.g. process gas from Katrin loops, Catalytic
Permcat Puricifation Experiment (Caper) or purge gas from Dps.
1During the conception phase DIN ISO 6146:1983-04 [DIN83] was valid, which now has been superseded
by the 2018-issue [DIN18]. The major changes in the current issue are associated with the uncertainty
calculation in accordance with the Guide to Uncertainty Measurement (Gum)[ISO08].
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Figure 5.2: Overview of the A-Loop and the P-Loop tasks. The P-Loop provides T2 to the A-Loop which
prepares and analysis the gas sample. All exhaust gases are then transferred back to the P-Loop.
(v) Connection to existing Tlk infrastructure and providing additional processing re-
sources. New or smaller experiments demanding tritium should be able to use
TRIHYDE as an interface for a straight-forward setup. Using TRIHYDE as a backup
system integrated with the TLK systems should also make the closed tritium pro-
cessing loop of Tlk more reliable for uninterrupted Katrin-operation.
Providing all these capabilities makes Trihyde a permanent user facility at Tlk. To full all
aforementioned requirements Trihyde consists of two interconnected but independently
operable parts:
• Analysing-loop (A-Loop):
All tasks related to gas sample preparation, mixing and analysis are performed in
the analysing loop.
• Processing-loop (P-Loop:)
This part is the connection to the Tlk-infrastructure [Hut95] to deal with gas inlet,
exhaust gases as well as removing decay helium.
Figure 5.2 gives an overview of all the necessary capabilities while their implementation and
design implications regarding tritium operation is discussed in the following sections.
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5.2 Design considerations of TRIHYDE
5.2.1 General design considerations
In general, tritiated gas samples can be produced using two main methods:
(i) Continuous mixing via ow control [Hor83],
(ii) Pressure and volume controlled mixing (manometric and volumetric respectively)
[Blo67; Jar16].
Using ow control a sample can either be mixed by simultaneous ow of both constituents
or by diluting an initial sample by maintaining a controlled ow [Le 78]. While this
method can provide highly-accurate sampling using e.g. heat-capacity ow controller
(katharometers), it is unsuitable for Lara-calibration. Due to the continuous ow the
chemical equilibration of the sample, either by a catalyst or other reaction chain, cannot be
facilitated while at the same time analysing the binary sample.
In contrast, the volumetric-manometric procedure method uses a batchwise sample pre-
paration using calibrated mixing volumes [Otl05] or e.g. a syringe pump [Bie18]. Despite
being dependent on more components compared to the ow-method which all contribute
to the uncertainty budget, this method is favoured for tritiated gas sample for the following
reasons:
• Easy sampling of gas before circulation, enabling measurement of initial gas purity;
• Well dened time when gases mix to both analyse the binary and tertiary mixture;
• More economical because no continuous tritium ow necessary.
Conventionally, the procedure is called a purely volumetric method when two or more
very precisely known volumes of dierent gases but at the same pressure are combined
[Sch15d]. Otherwise, it is referred to as the manometric method.
The manometric method can be implemented using only a single mixing volume to cancel
out uncertainties in volume and pressure sensor calibration, as described in DIN 6146:2018-
10 [DIN18]. For tritiated mixtures this has the disadvantage that the mixed gases start
already to interact while lling the second gas, making analysis of the binary and tertiary
mixture impossible. Using more than two mixing vessels only makes the setup more
complicated while bringing no advantage. For gas samples using more than two gas species
the sample can be prepared step-wise using one of the vessels as a storage vessel in each
step.
The system needs to operate in a pressure range of (1 · 10−3 to 900) mbar with consistent
accuracy to allow for experiments with highly tritiated samples as well as samples with
only trace amounts of tritium. This dictates the choice of pump and pressure sensor
selection. For higher pressure the Lara-signal quality improves, in general because the
SNR increases, but additional systematics might be introduced for tritiated samples due to
exchange interactions.
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5.2.2 Improvements over the predecessor experiment HYDE
Based on the experience gained during the Lara calibration using samples produced within
the Hyde[Sch14a] the following identied improvements were implemented:
(i) Optimised mixing vessel design for improved gas homogenisation:
The gas ow through the T-shaped mixing vessels in Hyde created a ‘dead volume’
which suppressed gas mixing. This negatively impacted sample preparation. Trihyde
uses vessels with a straight-ow-through design to eliminate this possible inuence
(see Section 5.4.1 for more details).
(ii) Reduction of inner surface:
Reducing the inner surface reduces possible gas-wall-interactions and their inuence
on sample composition, especially considering tritiated samples [Mor77]. This can
be realised by reducing the overall piping length, which is a trade-o to usability of
the loop. During construction all components were positioned to provide convenient
handling while also reducing piping length to a minimum. The nal inner surface
area is comparable to Hyde while oering more analysis capabilities. In addition, all
connections are outlaid to minimise ‘dead volumes’ during circulation.
(iii) Improved catalyst design:
For better temperature control the new catalyst setup is equipped with accurate
gas temperature sensors at inlet and outlet as well as multiple temperature sensors
along the heating sleeve. For further studies the catalyst setup can be replaced
with minimal eort. Compared to Hyde the maximum temperature is limited to
<200 °C for components not enclosed by a dedicated insulation vacuum. This is
due to the elevated tritium permeability through the vessel walls [Aus72]at higher
temperatures.
In addition, the Trihyde design includes the following general renements:
• Reduced mixing vessel volume by a factor of 2 for better tritium economy,
• Reduced volume uncertainty by a factor of 2,
• Addition of temperature sensors in the mixing vessels and along the circulation loop,
• Initial gas purity verication using both Quadrupol Residual Gas Analyser (RGA)
and Binary Gas Analyser (Bga),
• Three pumping stages for reduced minimal residual pressure.
5.2.3 Considerations for T2 handling
In order for Trihyde to process tritiated gases additional safety related design requirements2
need to be addressed, namely:
2The tritium related design requirements are disclosed in Tritium Laboratory Karlsruhe: Technical
terms of delivery and acceptance of TLK. 2016
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Figure 5.3: Gas handling of TRIHYDE with TLK infrastructure. Exhaust gases from the P-Loop are
distributed depending on the composition: radioactive mixtures of only hydrogen isotopologues
are transferred to the Iss, tritiated mixtures with impurities to Caper and low activity mixtures to
the Central Tritium Retention System (Zts). The second containment (dotted line) activity level is
controlled by cycling via the Tritium-Retention-System (Trs).
(i) Construction materials:
Due to the aggressive and corrosive properties of tritium all wetted materials must
be metallic [Bel93]. In case of non-avoidable polymers only halogen-free, radiation
resistant materials with low hydrogen content must be used. All materials must be
referenced with a material certicate according to DIN 10204:2004 [DIN05].
(ii) Second containment:
As a consequence of the high permeation of hydrogen through stainless steel as
well as containment in case of a system leak, the tritium bearing primary system
must be enclosed in a glovebox. The glovebox pressure is kept below atmospheric
pressure to have a positive pressure gradient in case of leakage. To ensure that no
mixture of hydrogen and oxygen can occur forming an explosive atmosphere the
second containment is ushed with nitrogen and the oxygen level is kept below 2 %.
The operation within the glovebox poses additional consideration with regards to
positioning, operability, maintainability and replacement of components.
(iii) Safety interlocks:
In order guarantee safe operation, reliability and high-availability (i.e. suciently
high uptime), an industry-grade process control system must be used. To maintain
compatibility to the existing Tlk process control system a Siemens Simantic S7-300
is used for operation and sensor readings. All safety related interlocks, e.g. pump
over-pressure or temperature control were implement based on extensive HAZOP
deliberation in accordance to DIN EN 61882 [DIN17].
In Figure 5.3 the basic gas ow integration of Trihyde with in the Tlk-infrastructure
is given. The initial T2 gas originating from either the Isotope Separation System (Iss)
[Nef98] or the General tritium storage facility (Tlg) [Bes92] is transferred via the Tritium
Transfer System (Tts) [Sch91] to a buer vessel in the P-Loop. Within the P-Loop the
gas can be processed via a permeator to remove non-tritium impurities. This T2 gas is
transferred to the A-Loop and combined with stable isotopes from an external supply to
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prepare the calibration gas sample. During sample preparation possible impurities like
tritiated methane can form [Kan64; Mor77]. The resulting gas mixture is pumped back to
the P-Loop. Depending on the general gas composition the exhaust gas is distributed via
Tlk’s closed tritium loop as follows:
(i) Highly tritiated mixtures with negligible non-hydrogen components are transferred
to the Iss for direct isotope separation;
(ii) Tritiated mixtures with signicant non-hydrogen components (>1 %) are processed
in Caper;
(iii) All other gases with trace amounts of tritium are transferred to the Zts. [Bes08]
The activity level of atmosphere in the second containment, enclosing both loops, is
constantly monitored and controlled by cycling via the Trs [Vol95] while the glovebox
pressure is maintained by venting to the Zts.
Gas samples for and from other experiments can be transferred via three double-door
transfer systems. Within both the A- and P-Loop, various buer vessels, evacuation lines
and component bypasses for maintenance purposes are built-in.
5.2.4 Evaluation of the uncertainty budget
The ultimate goal of Trihyde is to achieve a relative uncertainty of the sample molar
ratio of 1 % or better. To quantify the uncertainty requirements of individual components
an uncertainty budget based on the principles described in the Guide to Uncertainty
Measurement (Gum) is prepared.[ISO08]. This is accomplished by the following seven
steps, as described in Ref. [Kes02]:
1. Basic description of the measurement procedure to determine an arbitrary measure-
ment entity Y .
2. Description of the model function y = f(x) combining all input quantities x.
3. Collection of all available information about the input quantities x.
Within the Gum framework two types of uncertainties are distinguished:
(i) Type A are all uncertainties originating from repeated measurements;
(ii) Type B uncertainties contain all other contributions, including calibration
certicates, manufacturer specication and general knowledge.
4. Conversion to standard uncertainties using xed rules.
In order to combine uncertainties σx of input quantities of Type A and B, all uncer-
tainties need to be adjusted to so-called standard uncertainty u(x̄).
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(i) Type A uncertainties from a series of n measurements follow a Gaussian distri-






(xi − x̄)2 (5.7)
is used as standard uncertainty u(x̄). If the sample n is small (degrees of freedom
ν =n -1<40), then the associated correction factor tp(ν) from the Student’s
distribution needs to be applied.
u(x̄) = tp(ν) · σx (5.8)
(ii) Type B uncertainties σx do not necessarily follow a Gaussian distribution, but
can have a range of possible probability density functions. Possible functions
include rectangular distributions, often used for calibration certications, and
linear distributions, for example for temperature drifts in many pressure sensors.
In case of a Gaussian distribution, the uncertainty σx,Gaussian is treated analogous
to a type A uncertainty. In order to convert an non-Gaussian uncertainty
σx,non−Gaussian to a standard uncertainty u(x), the underlying distribution needs
to be identied. Based on the distribution, an associated weighting factor G is





For a complete list of possible distributions and associated weighting factors,
see Ref. [ISO08].
5. Propagation of input uncertainties to the relevant output quantities.




(ci · u(xi))2 (5.10)





6. The combined uncertainty U(y) for the measurement result y is given by
U(y) = k · uc(y) (5.12)
using the so-called coverage factor k = 1, 2, . . . . In order to obtain a 2-σ coverage
interval, a coverage factor k = 2 is used. If not otherwise noted a coverage factor of
k = 1 is used throughout this work.
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7. Reporting the nal result in the form
Y = y ± U with k = 1. (5.13)
Here Y is the measurement entity, y the best estimate given by the model function
f(x) and U the combined uncertainty for a coverage factor of 1.
In Trihyde the measurement entity is the number of moleculesN inside the mixing vessels,
given by the ideal gas law3. The related model function is
N =
(p± δp) · (V ± δV )
kB · (T ± δT )
(5.14)


















= − p · V
kB · T 2
(5.17)
An overview of the resulting uncertainty contributions in Trihyde is given in Table 5.1,
which are described in detail in Ebenhöch4. The main contributions are the uncertainty
of the volume and pressure measurements; they need to be addressed already during the
conception phase to keep them as low as possible, on principle. A description of both the
volume measurement to achieve the required uV = 0.2 % and pressure instrumentation is
given in Section 5.4.1
For reduced uncertainty of the particle number ratio it is benecial to ensure all gases have
identical temperature which can be veried by both absolute temperature and pressure
measurements (see Chapter 6 for details.)
To achieve the relative uncertainty target of 1 % based on Table 5.1 it is paramount to
quantify the initial gas purity which is time-variant and not stated a priori for all tritiated
mixtures. Although estimates of eects like isotope exchange reactions and gas-wall
interactions were done, these must be veried experimentally within the loop. These issues
are addressed in Chapter 7 by sampling the gas prior to each measurement and carry out
additional estimates of gas purity evolution during circulation.
Based on the uncertainty estimations, the target accuracy of the experiment can be sur-
passed for stable isotope mixtures and can be achieved for tritiated gas mixtures pending
experimental verication.
3The ideal gas law be assumed for all gases and pressure regimes used in this work; results using Van-der-
Waals equation dier by <0.01 %.
4S. Ebenhöch: ‘Conception and test of an experiment to produce mixtures of gaseous hydrogen isotopo-
logues with high accuracy’. Master’s thesis. Karlsruhe: Karlsruher Institut of Technology, 2015.
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Table 5.1: Uncertainty budget of anA-Loop gas sample in a single vessel. The individual contributions
are either from datasheets entries or ‘sub-budgets’ of the individual measurement.
Standard uncertainty Parameter Uncertainty contribution
gas puritya up, H2 1 · 10−4 % · p
up, D2 2 · 10−6 % · p
up, T2 xb % · p
gas-wall interactionsb up,desorption <2 % · p
pressure sensor readingc up,accuracy 0.12 %· p
pressure sensor zeroc up,zero 0.002 % ·pFS ·∆T d
pressure sensor spanc up,span 0.015 % ·pFS ·∆T d
pressure average up,s s(p̄)f
signal converter pressure signalf up,S7 0.05 % · pFS
mixing vessel volumeh uV,k=1 0.25 % · V
temperature sensor PT100h uT,PT100 0.15 + 0.002 · T i
temperature average uT,s s(T̄)f
signal converter temperature signalg uT,S7 0.5 % · T FS
a gas purity certicate provided by Linde, veried via mass spectrometer
b see Chapter 7
c datasheet MKS 627D
d Full scale of sensor, i. e. 1000 mbar and 2.6 mbar
e dierence from zeroing temperature, usually 25 °C.
f arithmetic average
g datasheet Siemens Simatic S7-300
h see Section 5.4.1
i [T ] in °C
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(a) P-Loop (b) A-Loop
Figure 5.4: Image of the glovebox containing the P- and the A-Loop. In front of the A-Loop, the LARA2
setup is attached to the glovebox appendix.
5.3 Description of the TRIHYDE setup
This section describes the basic setup and operation of the A- and P-Loops necessary for
sample preparation. A photograph of both loops within the second containment is shown
in Figure 5.4.
5.3.1 The analysing loop (A-Loop) for gas sample production
For gas sample preparation and analysis the A-Loop contains the following main ele-
ments:
• two mixing vessels,
• gas inlet for stable gases,
• tritium transfer line from the P-Loop,
• Lara system,
• circulation pump.
A simplied ow diagram is given in Figure 5.5.
Before each run the loop is evacuated via the P-Loop. If necessary the catalyst and the
mixing vessels can be heated up to 200 °C for improved outgassing. The stable isotopes
are supplied by external gas bottles and can be extended to use additional gas species.
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Figure 5.5: Simplied overview of the A-Loop. All external gases (H2, D2, He) are guided through a
getter lter before entering the primary system. The pressure inside each mixing vessel (BV005 and
BV006) is measured by two pressure gauges (RP) with overlapping measuring range. The sample can
be circulated (using vacuum pump VA005) either through the catalyst or bypassing it (passes (ii) or
(i), respectively). While circulating, the gas sample is in-situ analysed via Lara, Ionisation Chamber
(IC), Binary Gas Analyser (Bga) and Bixs. Due to the lower operating pressure, the gas sample for
the Quadrupol Residual Gas Analyser (RGA) is extracted via a dosing valve and a turbomolecular
pump (VA0004) into a buer vessel (BV004). Here, only the key components and valves for loop
operation are shown. Not shown are components like additional instruments and safety devices
present in the actual setup.
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He-supply is provided by the central-He-distribution of Tlk. To guarantee no tritium
leakage from the primary system outwards a system of check valves and automatic valves
maintain a positive pressure gradient towards the primary system. All gases are ltered
using gas lters5 to ensure the certied gas purity is maintained within the loop. Installed
ow controllers can be used to either ush the system or to prepare samples using the
continuous ow method as described in Section 5.2.
After lling the mixing vessels BV005 and BV006 to the target molar ratio the gases can be
circulated through the catalyst (pass (i)) or bypass it (pass (i)). While circulating the gas, its
activity (a) and composition (c) is continuously monitored a chain of in-series tools:
• Laser Raman Spectroscopy (Lara) - composition monitor [Fis11],
• Ionisation Chamber (IC) - activity monitor [Wag11],
• Binary Gas Analyser (Bga) - composition monitor [Löf03],
• Beta Induced Xray Spectrometry (Bixs) - activity monitor [Röl13].
These tools can operate in a pressure range of (1 to 900) mbar. With the RGA system
requiring a maximum operating pressure of 1 · 10−3 mbar or below, this device needs to
be actively pumped. The inlet pressure is controlled by an all-metal manual gas dosing
valve6. BV004 is used as a buer vessel to operate the turbopump VA004 independent of
the vacuum pumps of the P-Loop.
The sample port for accepting gas samples and all analytical tools are on the suction side of
VA005 in order to avoid unacceptable pressure peaks. Sample ports for prepared samples
and BV005 are downstream of the pump to enable gas compression into sample cylinders.
Not shown in the overview are auxiliary components, i.e.
• General instrumentation for loop operation,
• Redundant safety sensors in case of over temperature and pressure,
• Bypass valves for maintenance,
• Additional piping for individual component evacuation,
• Check valves and pressure gradient monitoring at gas inlet.
5.3.2 The processing loop (P-Loop) for tritiated gas handling
The P-Loop operation can be grouped into the following tasks:
1. Vacuum pumping against atmospheric pressure,
2. Tritium supply for the A-Loop,
3. Removal of non-hydrogen impurities.
5SAES Group, 20045 MI, Italy. Type MC50-*FV 902 & 904
6Pfeier vacuum 420VED016, All-metal gas dosing valve, manually actuated, DN 16 CF-R
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Figure 5.6: Simplied overview of the P-Loop. This view omits components like valves, instruments and
safety devices present in the actual setup. Specications of the pumps is given in Section 5.3.2.
Table 5.2: Selected specications of used pumps.
Pump Manufacturer Type Compression ratio Min.pressure (mbar)
VA001 Siemens Interatoma IAS 1 · 101 <500
VA002 Normetexa M15 2 · 104 5 · 10−3
VA003 Pfeier HiPace80b 1.4 · 105 <1 · 10−8
VA004 Pfeier HiPace80b 0.4 · 105 <1 · 10−8
VA005 Senior Metal Bellows MB601 ≈1 · 101 100
a at present not commercially available.
b not all-metal wetted surfaces.
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Based on these tasks the main components are:
(i) Vacuum pumps:
A total of three vacuum pumps in series are used for gas transfer within the system,
and for evacuation of individual parts:
• Metal bellows pump (backing pump),
• Scroll pump (roughing pump),
• Turbomolecular pump (vacuum pump).
All pumps are oil free and with the exception of the turbomolecular pumps all-metal.
Using all pumps, a minimal residual pressure of well below 1 · 10−4 mbar can be
reached in all parts, sucient for Lara calibration sample preparation.
(ii) Pd-Permeator:
In order to remove non-hydrogen impurities, a permeator made from eight ⌀1.33
mm× 144 mm Pd tubes, each with 0.1 mm wall thickness, is operated, analogous to
the design used in the Katrin loops [Pen97; Wel09]. The membranes are heated
to 400 °C to suppress metal hydrate formation and avoid hydrogen embrittlement.
During operation the gas can either be ‘pushed’ or ‘pulled’ through the membrane,
similar to the Katrin feed loop and circulation loop. The bleed gas from the permeator
is collected in BV002 and can be cycled through the permeator.
(iii) Buer vessels:
For gas storage during measurement campaigns or operational reasons three 7 l
vessels made from o-the-shelf CF-components were constructed.
In normal operation a tritium batch used in a measurement campaign is transferred from
the Tts via a double-wall-pipe into BV003. Depending on gas composition the received
gas can be guided through the permeator before reaching the buer vessel BV003. This gas
is then expanded into the A-Loop as needed for sample preparation. The exhaust gas from
the A-Loop is collected in BV001 and then distributed to either Zts, Caper or Iss via Tts,
depending on gas composition (see Figure 5.3).
5.4 Overview of selected components
5.4.1 Mixing vessels
Selection of Components
For the manometric mixing the two mixing vessels should ideally have identical volume,
with their pressure and temperature monitoring sucient for the uncertainty goal as
described in Section 5.2.4. In order to full these as well as requirements for tritium
operation the mixing vessels are set up as follows:
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(i) Shape and components:
Building the vessels from o-the-shelf standard components has the advantage of
consistent parts dimensions and straightforward material and design certication.
Therefore, both cylinders are made from standard CF63 and CF40 anges and con-
nectors supplied by VACOM7.
In contrast to Hyde the volume was reduced by 50 % to better match sample volume
demand and improve tritium economy. The overall shape is cylindrical with minimal
possibility for ‘dead volume’ with suppressed gas mixing.
At the design stage it was considered using oxygen-free copper as main material
for vessels and piping8. This would result in much reduced impurity build-up due
to suppressed interaction of tritium with copper [Nis00; Per08]. Due to limitations
in certied connection techniques all piping was laid out in stainless steel VCR-
ttings manufactured by Swagelok9. Applying a Au-coating to the mixing vessel’s
inner surface to reduce memory eects [Röl15a] was considered. However, this was
not implemented because the relative small contribution of the coated surface and
therefore limited eect.
(ii) Valves:
The main isolation valves of the mixing vessel are all-metal bellows sealed manual
valves with spherical stem tip supplied by Swagelok. To enable precise pressure
control each vessel’s inlet valve has a SS316 cone-shaped regulation stem tip, oering
a precision in pressure regulation of ∼1 · 10−3 mbar.
(iii) Pressure sensors:
To meet the trueness requirements laid out in Section 5.2.4 each vessel is equipped
with two temperature-stabilised, all-metal capacitive pressure sensors of type MKS
627D Baratron
10. These sensors oer gas species independent pressure measurement
with an uncertainty of 0.12 % of reading over three orders of magnitude. To cover
a wide pressure range both a 1000 mbar and a 2.67 mbar (=2 Torr) full-scale are
integrated to cover six pressure decades with a sensible overlap. Each can be regularly
zeroed within the setup.
(iv) Temperature sensors and control:
Each vessel includes a custom-build temperature sensor constructed from a class A
Pt100 probe contained in a stainless steel cylinder and placed within the gas stream.
The sensor fulls all tritium related requirements for a primary system according to
[Tri15]. The sensor is read-out by a 4-wire circuit and has a specied uncertainty
7VACOM Vakuum Komponenten & Messtechnik GmbH, 07751 Großlöbichau, Germany
8A. Rein: ‘Estimation and analysis of impurities in calibration gas mixtures for the Tritium-Hydrogen-
Deuterium-Experiment (TRIHYDE)’. Master’s thesis. Karlsruhe Institut of Technology, IEKP, 2015.
9Swagelok Company, Ohio 44139, USA
10MKS Instruments Inc, Massachusetts 01810, USA
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Figure 5.7: Volume determination setup of mixing vessels. In order to achieve the required volume
accuracy of the mixing vessels, a dedicated measurement setup based on the method described in
Ref. [Köl11] was build. After evacuating the whole system, either the mixing vessel or reference
chamber was lled with helium. The subsequent gas expansion measurements were repeated with
and without the reference body inside the reference chamber. Based on the reference body geometry,
which was milled with high accuracy, the inner volume of the mixing vessels was derived from the
gas expansion measurements.
according to DIN EN 60751:2008 [DIN08] of:
σ(T ) = ±0.15 °C + 0.002 · T . (5.18)
In addition, a heating sleeve (controlled by two built-in Pt100 sensors) can be used
for bake-out of the vessel to temperatures up to 200 °CThese can be used also be used
for temperature stabilisation of the mixing vessels above glovebox temperature.
A CAD rendering of the mixing vessels is given in Figure 5.7.
Experimental determination of the inner volume
Common methods to determine the inner volume of a vessel include:
• Geometric calculation by component dimensions,
• Weighing the vessel lled with a dense medium,
• Filling the vessel with a uid and determine the used uid volume.
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Figure 5.8: Uncertainty of volume determination depending on reference body. In contrast to the
optimised setup (solid line) the uncertainty of the existing setup by [Köl11] (dotted line) does not
meet the Trihyde requirement of 0.2 % for a volume of ∼800 cm3. In method (A) gas is expanded
from the sample volume, in method (B) from the reference volume.
The latter two methods are unsuitable due to the sensitive membranes of the pressure
sensors and the non-guarantied removal of all uids before vacuum operation. The rst
option does not provide the required uncertainty level based on variety in connection
dimension as well as manufacturer data.
A suitable method for vacuum systems is volume determination by gas expansion. By
expanding gas into or from a known reference volume V R the unknown volume V v is given
by:






with the initial ll pressure pi and equilibrium pressure peq.
The achievable uncertainty is limited by the pressure readout and reference volume. In Ref.
[Köl11] an alternative method is described: one or two reference cylinders V R are used
which can be machined with high accuracy to reduce the reference volume uncertainty. By
using an expansion measurement with and without a reference cylinder (Vi; Vj ) present in
















In Figure 5.8 the achievable uncertainty of the existing setup at Tlk is given (based on Ref.
[Köl11]), as a function of on the unknown volume The uncertainty is inuenced by whether
gas is expanded from (method A) or into (method B) the reference chamber. In general,
neither method generally oers the required uncertainty of<0.2 % using the existing setup;
an optimally adapted setup11 is required to estimate volumes of about 800 cm3.
An overview of the volume measurement setup is given in Figure 5.7 and contains:
(i) A reference cylinder:
A milled aluminium cylinder with a total volume of (4380.20± 2.35) cm3 including
three ‘feet’ with an diameter of 2 mm to avoid gas trapping below the cylinder. The
body is placed in the reference chamber using a suction knob.
(ii) A reference chamber:
Constructed from standard CF components with an empty volume of ∼59 000 cm3.
When performing multiple gas expansion measurements the volume varies as a result
to opening and closing the chamber cancel themselves out.
The pressure and temperature readings are performed using the mixing vessel instrument-
ation as well as a dedicated pressure sensor of the same type.
Based on the uncertainty calculation according to Gum the volumes are determined to
V BV005 = (809.1± 2.0) cm3 (5.23)
V BV006 = (810.8± 2.0) cm3 (5.24)
both identical within the uncertainty margin and comparable to the value expected from
geometry.
5.4.2 LARA2-Setup
Overview of components and setup
This section provides a brief overview of the setup of the LARA2-system which is described
in detail by Schlösser [Sch14a] and Fischer [Fis14]. In Figure 5.9 an image and schematic
of the optical setup is given including the following main components (technical details in
Table 5.3):
11S. Ebenhöch: ‘Conception and test of an experiment to produce mixtures of gaseous hydrogen isotopo-
logues with high accuracy’. Master’s thesis. Karlsruhe: Karlsruher Institut of Technology, 2015.
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Figure 5.9: Beam path of LARA2 setup. The laser beam is guided via mirrors through a Glan-Taylor
polariser (GTP), the gas-lled LARA-cell to a beam dump. A beam-splitter (BS) reects 10 % of
the beam to a photo diode (PD) which controls the shutter via the interlock in case of intensity
loss. The Raman-scattered light is focused by the lens pair L1+2 onto a bre bundle and guided to
the spectrometer and CCD below the optical table. The polariser P1 improves the Raman signal
discrimination over ambient light. For improved ambient light suppression the appendix is covered
in optical cloth, in addition to the Lara-cell enclosure made from dark anodised aluminium elements.
Additional elements are M1, M2, M3 = beam steering mirrors; PSU = power supply unit; Permanent
pinholes for beam alignment are not shown.
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Table 5.3: Overview of LARA2 components.
Device Model Manufacturer Specications
Laser GEM532 Laser PL = (50 to 2000) mW (CW)
with
MPC6000
Quantuma ND:YVO4 2nd harmonic (TEM00)
Chiller P103 Thermotekb stability = ±0.2 K
Glan-Taylor polariser GT5-A Thorlabsc extinction ratio 1 · 105:1




Thorlabsc AR Coating (400 to 700) nm
Raman lter RazorEdge Semrockd T > 0.97 for λRaman= 532 nm
LP03-532RU T < 10−6 for λL = 532 nm
Fibre bundle Custom CeramOptece 48 individual bres, core = 100 µm
‘slit-to-slit’ Bundle height = 6 mm
Spectrometer Acton SP
2150
Princetonf f =150 mm with aperture F/4.0
grating 600 g/mm
λrange = (500 to 750) nm
CCD-detector PIXIS:400 Princetonf back-illuminated
1340x400 pixel array
pixel size 20 µm x 20 µm
TCCD ≤70 °C
Dark noise ≈10−3 e–/s/pixel
Acquisition software LARAsoft in-house Version 1.2g
written in labVIEWhi
a Laser Quantum Ltd, Stockport, England
b Thermotek AG, Baden-Baden, Germany
c Thorlabs Inc., Newton, New Jersey, USA
d IDEX Health & Science LLC, Rochester, New York, USA
e CeramOptec GmbH, Bonn, Germany
f Teledyne Princeton Instruments, Trenton, New Jersey, USA
g The current version 2 was not available at the start of the measurement campaign
h National Instruments, Austin, Texas, USA
i LARA2 driver limited to 32-bit systems
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1. Laser source:
Due to the direct proportionality of laser power and scattered light intensity and
the reduced Raman cross-section below ambient pressures inside the LARA cell a
high-power 2 W diode pumped solid-state laser is used. The single transverse mode
laser is water-cooled to a temperature stability of ∆T =∼0.1 K for power stability
during operation. In accordance with safety regulations the laser outlet is protected
by a shutter connected to an interlock system. If the optical enclosure is opened or
beam power at a control photo-diode is lost the shutter is locked closed.
The beam is guided via mirrors through a Glan-Taylor polariser(to improve the
polarisation cleanliness) and a λ/2-plate (to turn the polarisation plane from horizontal
to vertical), before it is focused into the Lara-cell.
After traversing the cell the beam is split to the interlock photo-diode and a beam
dump.
2. Raman cell:
The Raman cell consists of a metallic cube with 5 cm edge length, two manual valves
for gas in- and outlet and four fused silica windows bonded into CF-16 anges
provided by CCFE12[Eng92]. Both laser windows are anti-reective coated optimised
for 532 nm while the perpendicular Raman light collection windows have a broad-
band AR coating for nearly lossless transmission of the scattered light [Tay01].
The Raman cell is the only part of the Lara-system in contact with tritium, making
the setup convenient to adjust and maintain. The interface between the optical setup
and the second containment is the appendix which includes three AR coated windows
for laser and scattered light transmission as well as ambient light suppression by
enclosing the cell in dark hard anodised aluminium shields. To avoid laser back
reection the windows are tilted by 1.5°. For consistent placement the cell has a
dovetail joint to a clamp-like mount inside the appendix which connects to the base
plate of the external optical setup.
3. Light collection optic and bre:
Two achromatic doublets, one focused to the scattering region within the cell and one
focused to the inlet of the bre, transmit the scattered light towards the spectrometer.
A long-pass lter is used to suppress light originating from Rayleigh scattering;
reections from within the cell and uorescence in the cell windows; all can be of up
to three orders-of-magnitude higher intensity than the Raman light intensity.
The alignment and position of bre, collection optics and lter are one of the primary
contributors to the spectrally varying sensitivity of the setup necessitating calibration
after each modication.
4. Spectrometer:
For composition monitoring it is sucient to record and analyse the Q1-branches of
12Culham Centre for Fusion Energy, Special Techniques Group, OX14 3DB Oxfordshire, UK
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all six hydrogen isotopologues, which fall within the spectral range (612 to 680) nm
[Stu10a]. The setup is not optimised to single-line detection because the integral
peak signal is used for higher absolute signal intensity. A wavelength calibration
was performed for initial peak identication using a Ne hollow-cathode lamp.
5. CCD array detector:
The spectra is recorded using a detector with a back-illuminated CCD sensor of size
1340x440 pixel, operated at −75 °C for reduced dark noise. Using on-chip binning re-
duces the readout to 20 ‘lines’ rather than the parent 400 pixel lines; this signicantly
cuts down on readout noise.
All subsequent data acquisition and basic processing was done in LARAsoft as described in
Ref. [Jam13c]. These steps included e.g. :
• cosmic ray removal via time correlation;
• baseline subtraction via rolling circle lter;
• spectral sensitivity correction based on NIST SRM2242;
as described in Section 4.2.2.
Dierences to KATRIN LARA-system
The general setup of LARA3 used for Wgts source gas monitoring is similar to the LARA2
system, but includes some iterative improvements from lessons-learned building previous
systems:
1. Laser Power:
LARA3 deploys a 4 W Laser Quantum Finesse laser with identical wavelength to
LARA2. The increased power yields higher Raman intensities and is especially suit-
able for the low pressures of ∼150 mbar used in Katrin [Sch11]. This is comparable
to the cell pressures used during the Trihyde-campaigns hence the LARA2-system
would benet from a higher power laser.
2. Back-reection of the laser beam:
In LARA3 the laser beam after passing through the cell is collimated, reected and
refocused into the cell. The beam is then deected away from the incoming beam
via an optical insulator to avoid performance instabilities and damage to the laser
head[Fis14]. By double-passing the beam through the cell the scattered light intensity
is doubled, increasing the SNR.
Additional minor dierences in component selection and setup, e.g. database connection or
beam monitoring exist but are of lesser importance. It should be notes that, while slightly
dierent in their setup, the calibration procedures, analysis methods and basic optical setup
are identical for both LARA2 and LARA3 systems.
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Table 5.4: Overview of selected Loop instrumentation parameter.
Parameter RGA BGA BIXS
manufacturer MKSa SRSb TLK
model HPQ3S BGA244HP TRACE2.0
method mass
spectrometer
speed of sound x-ray
spectrometer








max. pressure 1 · 10−3 mbar 170 bar 1000 mbarg
min. pressure 8 · 10−11 mbar <344 mbarf -
operating temperature (10 to 40) °C (−20 to 70) °Ce −40 °C
measurement frequency 1 min−1h 4.4 Hz 1 min−1h
a MKS Instruments Inc, Massachusetts 01810, USA
b Stanford Research System, California 94089, USA
c in general limited to two components
d Amptek Inc, Massachusetts 01730, USA
e cavity stabilised at 45 °C
f depending on gas species
g dierential pressure at Berylium x-ray window
h user selectable, depending on target accuracy
5.4.3 Additional analytical methods
In this section, a brief overview of selected additional methods currently installed in
Trihyde is given, summarising their important operating parameters in Section 5.4.3. All
systems were connected to a dedicated NPT-server synchronised to the DCF77-signal13
to ensure time synchronicity among the various components. These methods have the
common task of further improving sample composition monitoring.
Mass spectrometer
For identication of non-hydrogen components in the loop a quadrupol mass spectrometer
is used as residual gas analyser (RGA). Although mass spectrometers are successfully used
in tritium analytics [Ich85] they have some limitations:
1. Low maximum pressure:
Despite the ability to discriminate between all hydrogen isotopologue ions, the
maximum gas pressure of usually 1 · 10−6 mbar is a major disadvantage [Cal01]. Due
13Meinberg GmbH, Bad Pyrmont, Germany. Model DCF600
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to the low pressure, a pumping or expansion arrangement must be implemented for
process monitoring, which can alter gas composition.
2. Peak overlaps:
Due to several overlaps of key mass signal, e.g. 3He, HD and T+ at 3 u or 4He, D2
and HT at 4 u, a high resolution system is necessary to discriminate the individual
isotopes. These systems usually use either soft ionisation [Yu16] or long quadrupol
lters [Kle16]. Although commercially available, in general these systems are limited
in maximum pressure and mass range (typically (1 to 20) u).
In Trihyde, the main purpose is identication of gas impurities above 9 u and therefore
require a mass range of at least (1 to 100) u. The focus is not the quantication of hydrogen
species, but qualication of heavier components, preferring a higher operating pressure to
limit pressure dierence between process gas and gas sample. From initial experiments the
limit of detection for tritiated methane of the existing setup is ∼0.3 % 14.
The RGA is controlled via the supplied MKS Process Eye software in version 5.81 and initial
calibration was done using a CO2 He N2 reference sample. During the measurement
campaigns the inlet pressure was kept constant at 1 · 10−4 mbar using the manual inlet
valve and a MKS 627D Baratron with 1 · 10−1 mbar full scale.
Binary Gas Analyser
In general, the speed of sound co of a gas mixture is a function of the molar fraction xi,
molecular weight Mi and heat capacity Cpi at constant pressure of each component i is
given by [Löf03]:







with absolute temperature T and universal gas constant R0. In case of a binary mixture
of known constituents Equation (5.25) can be solved to obtain the molar ratio. Common
applications for these measurements include:
• Leak detection in cryogenic storage facility [Alh15],
• Gas quality analysis in medical or petrochemical industries [Dou16].
This approach, in general, has several advantages[Sta16]:
+ Typical accuracy of about 0.1 % (dominated by pressure reading),
+ No moving parts,
+ High time resolution,
+ High zero and drift stability of 5 ppm/yr
+ Tritium compatible material and no possible ignition sources .
14A. Rein: ‘Estimation and analysis of impurities in calibration gas mixtures for the Tritium-Hydrogen-
Deuterium-Experiment (TRIHYDE)’. Master’s thesis. Karlsruhe Institut of Technology, IEKP, 2015.
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But associated with the basic measurement principle the method suers from several
disadvantages.
- No gas species identication:
The gases used must be know a-priori to solve Equation (5.25) for a given ratio.
- Only binary mixtures:
Using only the speed-of-sound measurement, the molar ratio can only be determ-
ined for a binary mixture, even if further information about the gas composition is
available.
In Trihyde, the system is predominately used to conrm the initial gas purity and verify
the homogenisation time constant of the calibration gas sample. The system is especially
useful to detect nitrogen contamination due to the large dierence in speed-of-sound of N2
and hydrogen isotopes (349 m s−1 vs. 1270 m s−1[Zuc02]). Studies of speed-of-sound proper-
ties in tritiated mixtures are ongoing providing experimental verication to theoretical
calculations [Ma20].
In order to measure the speed-of-sound, the gas is guided through a cylindrical cavity within
the Bga. The cavity has acoustic resonances whose frequencies are proportional to the
speed-of-sound in the cavity. On both opposite ends, an acoustic transducer is coupled to
the cavity. At one end the transducer functions as a speaker and emits a broad-band signal
from ∼(0.5 to 10) kHz. At the other end, the transducer functions as a microphone and
measures the transfer function through the cavity. The resonant frequencies are determined
by Lorentzian line shape ts to the spectrum and used to derive the speed-of-sound of the
gas [Sta15].
In order to normalise the speed-of-sound under measurement conditions to standard
conditions, the experimental pressure is measurement by a Honeywell SPT 0015P pressure
sensor directly connected to the Bga.
Beta Induced X-Ray Spectrometer
The basic principle of Beta Induced Xray Spectrometry (Bixs) for activity monitoring
in tritiated gases was rst described in Ref. [Cur72] and is based on the detection of
bremsstrahlung originating from attenuated beta electrons. The spectrum intensity is
depending to the tritium activity but inuenced by gas pressure and setup. Bixs is a
promising tritium sampling technique, which is currently in use for inline process control
[Röl15a], tritium depth proling in material [Mat02] or tritiated water [Nie15]. It is also
deployed for activity monitoring of the Wgts[Bab12] and Cps purge gas at Katrin. These
examples illustrate the wide application range of Bixs, spanning high tritium content in
the Wgts; tritium traces in helium in Cps; and emphasise the necessary wide concentration
range of gas samples provided by Trihyde.
A basic setup for a gaseous Bixs cell, based on the TRitium Activity Chamber Experiment
(Trace), is shown in Figure 5.10 and is assembled containing the following components:
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(b) detector stack of TRACE2.0
Figure 5.10: Setup of the BIXS experiment TRACE2.0. The detector is placed inside the containment
for optimal x-ray detection eciency but at a sucient distance from the sample chamber to keep it
within the temperature specication of the electronics during bakeout.
(i) Au-coated sample chamber,
(ii) Au-coated Be window,
(iii) Silicon Drift Detector (Sdd) for x-ray detection,
(iv) Second containment in case of window failure and to prevent detector contamination
when used inside a glove box.
Process gas ows through the sample chamber where decay beta-electrons are stopped
in the chamber walls; the subsequent bremsstrahlung is transmitted via a Be-window to
the detector. The acquired spectrum is aected by the spectral distribution of the tritium
beta-electrons; the transport function of the setup; the detection eciency of the detector;
and the characteristic x-ray lines of exposed materials.
The cell used in Trihyde named TRACE2.0 is a design iteration of TRACE1516 with the
following improvements:
(i) reduced sample chamber volume,
(ii) simplied detector containment,
(iii) designed for bake-out of sample chamber up to 200 °C17.
15S. Ebenhöch: ‘Systematische Untersuchungen eines Röntgendetektorsystems zur Überwachung der
KATRIN-Tritiumquelle’. Bachelor’s thesis. Karlsruhe: Karlsruher Institut für Technologie, 2012.
16D. Walter: ‘Charakterisierung einer BIXS-Messzelle zur Bestimmung der Tritiumkonzentration in Prozess-
gasen mittels statischen und dynamischen Messungen’. Bachelor’s thesis. Karlsruhe: Karlsruher Institut
für Technologie, 2014.
17M. Oehler: ‘Construction and setup of an optimised BIXS measuring device and temperature depend-
ent measurements of the detector performance’. Bachelor’s thesis. Karlsruhe: Karlsruher Institut für
Technologie, 2015.
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During the measurements performed in this thesis work, the cell was used for basic activity
monitoring. For a more in-depth performance characterisation of the design, further studies
will need be performed in future work.
5.5 Commissioning of TRIHYDE
Before the two measurement campaigns using stable and radioactive isotopologues com-
menced an extensive process commissioning was performed. During this phase func-
tionality and correct positioning of all components were veried including the following
steps:
(i) Helium leak testing to <1 · 10−9 mbar l s−1 for all individual connections;
(ii) X-ray quality testing of >50 % of all welds;
(iii) Inspection and testing of electrical safety;
(iv) Signal integrity check for all measurement system cabling;
(v) Calibration and plausibility check of all sensors;
a) Matching of all pressure sensors by lling both loops with N2 at various pres-
sures,
b) Verication of the ow controller by lling the mixing vessels and comparing
the pressure increase vs the ow rate,
(vi) Pump direction, performance and achievable minimum pressure;
(vii) Conrmation of all safety interlocks;
a) Disconnection of all possible ignition sources,
b) Pump shuto in case of over pressure,
c) Positive pressure gradient at gas inlet.
After the successful basic commissioning the rst measurement campaign using stable
isotopologues was performed. These measurements were all performed without closed
second containment and connection to the tritium processing part on Tlk-infrastructure,
using a scroll pump in place of the Zts and guiding exhaust gases directly to a vent.
Prior to tritium operation, the integrity of the second containment leakrate of ≤0.1 % h−1,
the functionality of the Trs, and the system maintaining an inert-gas atmosphere in the
glovebox were veried (details in Section 7.1.2).
Based on the design and setup of Trihyde the system performance exceeds the predecessor
Hyde-experiment and is able to provide gas samples of all six hydrogen isotopologues with
sucient accuracy for Lara-calibration. A basic summary of the process parameters and
capabilities is given in Table 5.5.
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Table 5.5: Summary of general TRIHYDE components and capabilities.
(i) Experimental capabilities
Parameter Capability
gas species H2, D2, T2, Hea
pressure range (1 · 10−3 to 900) mbar
temperature range (20 to 200) °C
mixing volume max. 1.6 litre
volume uncertainty <0.25 %
pressure uncertainty <0.15 %
temperature uncertainty <0.2 %
a expandable to other gas species









b includes e. g. temperature
sensors and activity monitors
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In order to process tritiated gas samples, a detailed commissioning of Trihyde using
the stable isotopologues is required. The rst part of this chapter describes the sample
preparation process as well as the analysis strategy using Trihyde, including the signal
processing of the obtained Lara spectrum. In the second part the results of the LARA-
calibration for both binary H2 D2 as well as tertiary H2 HD D2 samples are discussed
and compared to the results obtained using the predecessor setup Hyde. The conclusions
drawn from these Trihyde studies with stable isotopologues are of great relevance for
the investigation of tritium-containing samples. It is paramount to evaluate the system’s
properties before the introduction of tritium, in order to understand the impact tritium
might have on the preparation of samples and their evolution over time. All operations
with tritium are more demanding, due to limited access to many of the system components
and the required safety measures. Hence, it was deemed necessary to characterise full
performance and handling procedures prior to T2 measurements.




The mandatory process commissioning of the Trihyde-experiment was carried out with
N2 before starting with H2-D2 measurements. During this phase all system components
were tested whether they reached and fulllled their specied performance. Also, all safety
interlocks were checked for full functionality.
The ultimate goal of the subsequent scientic commissioning was the proof of readiness
for tritium operation, and includes the following steps:
1. Characterisation of the setup systematics, e.g. homogenisation time and achievable
gas purity;
2. Preparation of stable gas samples of H2 and D2 both for binary mixtures (containing
only homonuclear molecules) and tertiary mixtures in chemical equilibrium (featuring
heteronuclear HD as well);
3. Determination of the Raman calibration factors Rx.
A more detailed overview is provided in Figure 6.1.
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System ready for commissioning with radioactive isotopologues
Figure 6.1: Overview ofmeasurement steps in H
2
campaign. All steps are required to verify the general
system performance and readiness for subsequent tritium operation.
For all measurements, the Trihyde-setup was disconnected from the tritium-processing
Tlk-infrastructure and exhaust gases were removed via a dedicated pumping system, which
was only used during the non-radioactive campaign.
The results and experience gained can be compared to those from the predecessor ex-
periment Hyde in order to verify the results reported in Ref. [Sch13b]. Furthermore,
one can estimate the achievable accuracy of the calibration factors for the radioactive
isotopologues.
6.2 Experimental determination of the calibration
factors
In the rst half of this section, the sample preparation procedure is described, followed by
an overview of the signal analysis and determination of calibration factors.
6.2.1 Description of experimental procedure and analysis strategy
Each sample was prepared using the procedure summarised in Table 6.1. The full step-
sequence was executed to ensure that
• the residual gas inside the loop and wall deposits from previous samples did not
inuence the molar ratio;
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Table 6.1: Overview of the measurement procedure for calibration-gas samples with stable isoto-
pologues. The components are named according to the owchart shown in Figure 5.5.
Step Procedure
1.1 Evacuate complete vacuum system to <1 · 10−3 mbar
1.2 Cool down all components to glovebox temperature
2.1 Flush gas lters to remove trace amounts of N2 or other impurities in H2
2.2 Fill BV005 to target pressure with H2 (range (100 to 900) mbar)
2.3 RGA measurement of gas purity
3.1 Evacuate piping to <1 · 10−3 mbar
3.2 Flush gas lters to remove trace amounts of N2 or other impurities in D2
3.3 Fill BV006 to target pressure with D2 (range (100 to 900) mbar)
4.1 Circulate via bypass as well as catalyst for <20 min to prime the system
and catalyst
4.2 RGA measurement of gas purity
5 Repeat steps 1 to 3
6.1 Circulate via bypass for >20 min and record Lara-spectra with 60 s acquis-
ition time
6.2 Stop circulation and perform RGA measurement
7.1 Open valves to catalyst, close inlet valve of bypass, and circulate for >20
min
7.2 Stop circulation and perform RGA measurement
8.1 Increase catalyst temperature to 50 °C, and circulate for >20 min
8.2 Stop circulation and perform RGA measurement
9 Repeat steps 8.1 and 8.2 in 25 °C-steps up to 150 °C
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• no additional impurities were present in the pure H2 and D2 samples;
• both binary H2 D2 and tertiary H2-D2-HD samples were prepared for each initial
molar ratio.
Analogously to the experiments described in Ref. [Sch14a], the loop was wetted/primed
with a sample of the same isotopic ratio to mitigate a possible shift introduced while
circulating gas the A-Loop.
In preliminary experiments, it was discovered that N2 could migrate into the sample via
the gas supply lines. This is likely caused by back diusion through the safety check valves.
The N2-level was on a sub-percent level but could be reduced below the minimum detectable
partial pressure of the RGA (1 · 10−10 mbar) by ushing of the lter stage suciently long
prior to lling the mixing vessels.
Any mixture of H2 and D2 will tend to its isotopologue ratio, governed by the balanced
exchange reaction
H2 + D2 2 HD (6.1)





A more detailed description of the equilibration process and the signicant role of tritium’s
radiochemistry is given in Section 7.3. Due to the low reaction rate of the rst order
equilibration reaction, an isolated mixture of H2 and D2 will only reach chemical equilibrium
on a timescale of months/years. Therefore, one can assume that the isotopologue ratio
does not change during sample circulation. Thus, the initial binary mixture was used to
determine the calibration factors RH2 and RD2.
Like in the Hyde setup, the mixture was circulated via an Pd Al2O3 catalyst reactor to
produce HD according to the chemical equilibrium reaction (Equation (6.2)). In order to
evaluate the temperature dependence of the equilibrium constant and the catalyst reaction,
the temperature of the catalyst was stepwise increased during the measurements.
After each step, a RGA-measurement was performed to verify that no impurities were
introduced during sample processing. During the RGA-measurements, circulation was
stopped in order to minimise pressure uctuations at the RGA-inlet. In case the RGA
spectra showed any impurity contamination, the gas was discarded and subsequently the
lter-ushing was extended by at least a factor of 2.
In Figure 6.2 the pressure, temperature and concentration proles of a typical sample pro-
duction are displayed. For better clarity, the priming procedure is omitted. The individual
traces display the following measurement data:
• RP100 and RP102 represent the pressure in the mixing vessels while RP106 represents
the pressure in the Lara-cell. During circulation, the pressure readings diverge due
to the dynamic pressure drop along the loop.
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Figure 6.2: Pressure, temperature, concentration and Raman signal prole of a typical calibration
run with stable isotopologues of ratio 50-50. Prior to the displayed measurement data, the loop
was primed with a sample prepared with the same molar ratio, circulated via the bypass and catalyst.
RT108 represents the catalyst inlet and RT109 the outlet temperature while RT101 is the temperature
in one of the mixing vessels. At each temperature step, circulation was stopped while recording an
RGA spectrum. No system calibration was applied.
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Figure 6.3: Sample calibration curves of binary and tertiary gas samples using arbitrary calibration
factors and equilibrium constants. The straight lines are for an ideal calibration factor of Rx = 1.
Applying the calibration factors introduces a shift for each isotopologue according to Equation (6.3).
Note that Q,P ∈ H, D, T.
• The temperature sensors RT108 and RT109 are located at the inlet and outlet of
the catalyst cylinder and RT101 reads the temperature of the mixing vessels. At
temperatures above 100 °C, it took longer for the outlet temperature to reach the set
temperature. The temperature sensors of the mixing vessels are positioned suciently
far away from the catalyst to be aected by the elevated catalyst temperature.
• Throughout loop evacuation the relative Raman signals uctuated marginally around
zero. After starting circulation, the sample is homogenised after ∼5 min and nearly
constant signals for H2 and D2 were observed, proportional to the initial pressure
ratio. No signicant HD signal was observed. When circulating via the catalyst,
HD is produced according to Equation (6.2) with a corresponding decline in H2 and
D2. At temperatures >75 °C, a continuous decrease of D2 and increase of H2 was
observed. This eect and possible causes are discussed in Section 6.2.3.
• The integral Lara-signal intensity was proportional to the gas pressure, which
increased linearly with catalyst temperature.





Q = H2, D2, HD (6.3)
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In Figure 6.3, the eect of calibration factors on the calibration curves is illustrated for
binary and tertiary mixtures of arbitrary isotopologues. For Rx 6= 1, isotopologue-specic
factors introduce a visible shift from the ideal curves according to Rx = 1.
The initial molar fraction is determined by the pressure and volume ratio of the mixing
vessels and the relative Raman signal is obtained by averaging the signal strength during
the corresponding circulation step. Details on Lara-signal processing can be found in
Section 6.2.2. By simultaneously tting the calibration curve to the data points the respective
calibration factors can be derived. For a binary sample, only the calibration factors of the
homonuclear isotopes can be measured. In contrast, a tertiary sample oers access to both
homonuclear and heteronuclear isotopologues. However, using distinct binary and tertiary
samples has several advantages. When using the binary sample, the determination of the
homonuclear calibration factors benets from:
(i) Increased SNR for the main sample components due to the suppression of the negli-
gible third isotopologues,
(ii) Lower statistical uncertainty of the calibration curve regression using fewer free
parameter,
(iii) No possible systematic eects introduced by the catalyst and equilibration reaction.
Using the tertiary sample, the calibration factor of the corresponding heteronuclear isoto-
pologue can be obtained and the results crosscheck with the binary sample.
The calibration factors can be derived from the Lara-signals with and without spectral
sensitivity correction:
(a) Without spectral sensitivity correction:
The derived calibration factors represent the absolute calibration factors Rx for the
system in its present state. These factors can be used for high accuracy composition
measurements within Trihyde, e.g. samples from other experiments. Although
these factors can be obtained with a relative lower uncertainty, they are neither
transferable to other systems nor can they be mitigated in case the setup is altered.
(b) With spectral sensitivity correction:
Applying the sensitivity correction given by the SRM-standard the derived factors
are the theoretical sensitivity factors necessary for the calibration process described
in Ref. [Sch13c]. These factor can be implemented in all other Tlk Raman systems
to improve composition measurement trueness. Since the gas sample uncertainty is
combined with the spectral standard uncertainty, the resulting uncertainty is higher.
Both factors are useful for composition monitoring using Lara-systems, although the
factor with incorporated spectral sensitivity correction is more important due to its general
applicability and relative ease of implementation.
All analysis was performed using the software tools pandas [McK10], scipy [Vir20] and
lmt [New14] within the Python programming environment (here Python v3.7.6). Pressure
and temperature readouts were recorded with a Siemens Simatic PCS 7, which was also
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used for process control of the experiment. The Raman spectra were recorded using the
software package LARAsoft version 1.2 as described in Ref. [Jam13c] and in Section 4.2.2.
6.2.2 Evaluation of the measurement uncertainty
Uncertainty associated with the properties of gas samples
The sample composition uncertainty is derived from the uncertainty budget given in
Section 5.2.4. For stable gas samples it is dominated by the following factors:
• Gas purity:
The initial purity of H2 was given as >99.9999 % by the manufacturer and conrmed
via RGA. For D2 the initial purity was stated as >99.8 % with the remaining 0.2 %
assumed to be HD. The HD content was conrmed via Lara-measurements calibrated
using the existing calibration factors as well as RGA-measurements.
During long-term circulation in the commissioning phase, no change in isotopic
composition was observed, hence gas-wall-interactions or leaks could be excluded.
By evacuating the loop to <1 · 10−3 mbar the residual loop pressure contribution to
the sample is less than 1 ppm.
• Temperature:
Both gases were fully thermalised after lling the mixing vessels as conrmed by
the constant temperature and pressure readings, allowing the assumption that both
gases are at the same temperature prior to mixing. As long as the gases are within
1 °C, the contributing uncertainty is less than 0.3 %.
• Pressure:
The stated uncertainty of the pressure sensor is σp = 0.12 % of the actual reading(not
for full scale, as is frequent specied) Since the pressure ratio and not the absolute
reading is important for the molar fraction, all sensors were zero-adjusted prior to
each individual run, as specied by the manufacturer.
• Volume:
The uncertainty of the mixing vessel volume is σV = 0.2 %, as derived in Section 5.2.4
with.
Using these values the estimated uncertainty for the initial molar fraction of the gas sample
is of the order 0.4 %, according to Section 5.2.4. This value is below the uncertainty stated
in Chapter 5 due to the absence of radiochemical gas-wall reactions, as well as reactions
within the gas sample.
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certified region±1σ confidence curve
Figure 6.4: Condence interval of the NIST luminescence standard SRM 2242. Within the certied
spectrum, the 1σ uncertainty interval is given by fth-order polynominal, while the extended region
with increased uncertainty is given as a dataset. The parameters for both regions are provided by
Ref. [Nat19].
Uncertainty of the relative Raman signal intensity
For each Lara spectrum the scattered light was integrated for 60 s unless otherwise noted.
In order to convert the CCD signal to a Raman spectrum, the following basic processing
steps, as described inSection 4.2.2, were performed using LARAsoft:
(i) Dead pixel removal;
(ii) Cosmic ray removal;
(iii) Baseline subtraction;
(iv) Spectral sensitivity correction:
Depending on whether the absolute calibration factors or the theoretical sensitivity
is measured this step is optional. In order to correct for the wavelength depending
eciency of the optical setup, including the CCD detector, collection optics and the
bre bundle, the SRM standard [Nat19] as described in Section 4.3.1 is used to record
a reference spectrum. The uncertainty band for the SRM2242 standard is shown in
Figure 6.4. Full details on the calibration procedure can be found in Ref. Zeller1; a
summary is given in Section 4.3.1. The combined spectral uncertainty is given by
the luminescence standard and the calibration procedure [Nie18].
1G. Zeller: ‘Development of a calibration procedure and calculation of the uncertainty budget for the
KATRIN laser Raman system’. Master’s thesis. Karlsruhe Institute of Technology, EKP, 2017, available
online at katrin.kit.edu.
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Figure 6.5: Q1-branch intervals for all hydrogen isotopologues used during calibration. The interval
width is determined by a prominence factor of 0.98 for each isotopologue individually, see the main
text for further explanation. For concentration measurements, the integral signals were used.
In order to convert the recorded spectra to peak intensity values, the Q1-branches for each
isotopologue were integrated within a specic wavelength interval. Given the sucient
separation between the vibrational branches, these integrals can be used quantify the
individual branch intensities. However, overlaps from S1- and O1-lines are possible, e. g.
S1-D2 and O1-H2 are within the Q1-HD integration interval. These overlaps be corrected
for by measuring the signal ratio between the S1-lines as well as the O1-lines and the
Q1-branches respectively for a single isotopologue. The derived overlap intensities are
subtracted from the aected Q1-branch.
In order to obtain reproducible and transferable intervals, the peak widths were determined
by using the peak-prominence-function from SciPy’s signal module)2. The prominence of a
peak describes how much a peak stands out from the baseline within a specied interval
and is dened as the vertical distance between the peak and its lowest contour line. The
prominence value P describes the relative dierence between the peak maximum and the
baseline minimum3.
This procedure was selected as results in reproducible integral intervals and is not inuenced
by the individual peak shape. Thus, the procedure is applicable to all Lara systems used
at Tlk. A value of P = 0.98 was chosen as a combination of maximum signal strength,
2Within this work, the function scipy.signal.nd_peaks() as implemented in the package v1.5.2 was used.
3Further details of the function and implementation can be found in the SciPy documentation (see https:
//docs.scipy.org/doc/.
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robustness against baseline noise and independence of search interval. The resulting peak
intervals are shown in Figure 6.5.
In contrast the analysis performed at Katrin uses individual shape-ts to each Q1-branch,
which has the advantage of being less susceptible to beam walk or drift of the system. This
is important for the long-term stability needed in Katrin operation; on the other hand,
this methodology may add t uncertainties. During the relative short sample preparation
and analysis times in Trihyde, which are on a scale of hours to a few days, the integration
of the peak intensity is preferred method. Without the shape-ts, only the shot-noise of
the intensity signals needs to be considered.
The wavelength calibration of the spectrometer was done using a Ne-calibration light
source, in order to enable the unambitious identication of the individual branches (see
reference [Lai20] for line positions of tritiated isotopologues). However, the wavelength
calibration accuracy has no inuence on the sensitivity calibration, as the integration
intervals are derived from the prominence values and not from user-selected wavelength
intervals.
For the calibration data points, the weighted relative Raman signal was averaged during
each of the individual measurement steps summarised in Table 6.1.
Uncertainty of the calibration curve determination
In order to retrieve the calibration factors, the model function as described in Equation (6.3)
is tted to the calibration data points given by the relative Raman signals and initial molar
fractions. This was done by simultaneously minimising the residuals for all isotopologues
using the Python package lmt4 [New14].
Due to the correlation of the calibration factors and the small sample size, a bootstrap
resampling method was used to estimate the statistical uncertainty of the regression [Efr83;
Efr93]. This approach is analogous to the data analysis applied in reference [Sch14a].
For the bootstrap sampling the data points were independently and randomly resampled
with replacement, meaning the same datapoints can appear multiple times in the new
bootstrap sample. For each calibration dataset, at least 104 data sets were resampled with
uniform probability distribution. The calibration curve, as described in Equation (6.3), is
retted to the bootstrap sample and the resulting distribution is used as an estimate for the
mean value and uncertainty width of the Lara calibration factors.
In order to also consider the uncertainties of the initial molar fractions, the complete
dataset is shifted by the composition uncertainty, as derived in Section 6.2.2, in both
direction on the x-axis and resampled respectively. From the resulting new mean values,
the larger dierence between the new and the unshifted value is used as an estimate of the
4Within this work, the function lmt.minimizer() based on the Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm as imple-
mented in the package v0.9.13 was used.
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(b) with spectral sensitivity
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binary mixtures. The initial molar fraction are determined by
the pressure ratio in the mixing vessels. The Raman signal are derived by averaging the individual
Q1-branch intensities after the gas sample was homogenised and the intensity remained constant.
After applying the spectral sensitivity correction, the shift introduced by the theoretical intensity is
clearly visible. The model function is given in Equation (4.38).
systematic inuence on the sample composition. Given a similar Gaussian-like distribution
of the shifted bootstrap resample, the shift does not change the statistic uncertainty and is
therefore a usable estimate of the largest possible uncertainty of the gas sample composition.
This approach can be further rened in the future to consider the individual uncertainty
contributions, which will in all likelihood lower the stated uncertainty.
6.2.3 Experimental results of the LARA calibration factors




In Figure 6.6 the calibration curve for the binary mixture of H2 and D2 is shown, with and
without spectral sensitivity correction. It can be seen that the model function Equation (6.3)
describes the dataset quite well. While the non-corrected curve appear resembles a linear
function, the spectral sensitivity correction introduces a distinct bend. This suggests
that the correction factors for spectral sensitivity and theoretical transition strength are
comparable in size, but of opposite signs.
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binary calibration data. In order to evaluate the
statistical uncertainty of the calibration factors each calibration curve is resampled and retted. The
width of the resulting distribution gives an estimate of the statistical uncertainty of the t parameter.
Note that the data sets include spectral sensitivity correction.
The resulting absolute calibration factors derived without correction are
RH2 = 1.0065± 0.0016 (6.4)
RD2 = 0.9935± 0.0017 (6.5)
The absolute value of an individual calibration factor is not of physical importance for
relative quantication, but the ratio between to calibration factors is. The particular ratio
here is found to be
RH2/D2 = 1.0130± 0.0024. (6.6)
This means that without applying any sensitivity correction the H2-concentration is over-
estimated by 1.3 % compared to the D2 values. These particular results are only applicable
for the setup in the state that was used during the measurements, but the low uncertainty
value of 0.24 % demonstrates the achievable composition accuracy with Trihyde.
For illustration, the distributions for the bootstrap resampling results are shown in Figure 6.7.
To a good approximation, the observed distributions are Gaussian; their width can be sued
as an estimator for the statistical uncertainty of the calibration factors.
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DT-tertiary mixtures. Note that no spectral sensitivity
correction is applied. Due to the atomic ratio shifts detected in each run, introduced by the Pd Al2O3-
catalyst, the model function (dashed line) does not match with the calibration data points.
Using the same analysis approach for the spectrally-corrected datapoints, the resulting
factors are
RH2 = 1.0840± 0.0057 (6.7)
RD2 = 0.8986± 0.0036 (6.8)
RH2/D2 = 1.2063± 0.0080 (6.9)
As expected, the application of spectral intensity correction using the SRM standard results
in a higher uncertainty of the resulting calibration factors. The value reported in Ref.
[Sch14a] is RH2/D2 = 1.151± 0.051, which is about 5 % larger than the Trihyde value derived
here, but within the uncertainty band.These factors can be crosschecked with the additional
factors obtained during the measurement campaign including the radioactive isotopologues
(see Chapter 7).





Performing the same analysis steps for the equilibrated, tertiary gas sample results in the
calibration curve shown in Figure 6.8. Note that only the calibration curve without spectral
sensitivity correction is displayed.
Despite describing the general shape of the calibration curve, the data points do not match
the model functions. The resulting calibration factors RH2 = 0.877 and RD2 = 1.307 dier from
the values obtained from the binary mixture by more than 40 %.
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This deviation is likely caused by chemical diusion processes in the catalyst5. In this
context, several observations can be made:
(i) The relative atomic fractions of H and D, which are derived from the relative signals
Sx of the individual isotopologues, dened as:
SH = SH2 +
1/2 · SHD (6.10)
SH = SD2 +
1/2 · SHD, (6.11)
showed a sharp drop of SH by up to 30 % in each run, when starting to circulate the
mixture via the bypass. In case of a non-accumulating catalyst, which only reacts the
gas sample into chemical equilibrium, the SH and SD should remain constant. If there
is some gas exchange with the catalyst the atomic ratio could change. The priming
step during sample preparation (see Section 6.2.1) was implemented to minimise
eects introduced by such behaviour, which proofed to be not eective. This eect
may be caused by
(a) Outgassing of D2 stored in the catalyst material originating from the priming
step:
This is unlikely since no observed increase of D2 or HD concentration is observed
when circulating a pure H2 sample. It is also unlikely to be gas trapped between
the catalyst pebbles due to evacuating the complete loop to <1 · 10−3 mbar;
therefore, residual gas are only at the ppm-level.
(b) Stronger adsorption of H to Pd:
The dissociation energy of EH2 = 4.362 kJ mol−1 at 25 °C is about 2 % smaller
compared to ED2 = 4.4436 kJ mol−1 [Hol17].
Hence the dissociation pressure, which describes the pressure of gas in equi-
librium with the solid at a given temperature, is smaller for PdH compared to
PdD [Bes03]. Therefore, it is more likely for Pd to adsorb H instead of D.
(ii) As shown in Figure 6.2, at temperatures>75 °C a continuous, diametrical trend for the
H2 and D2 data was observed while the HD-concentration was constant. This suggests
a thermally activated diusion process of either D2 into the bulk, or H2 outgassing
from the catalyst. In dierent experimental runs, priming the catalyst material at
dierent temperatures before sample preparation, no change in behaviour observed
any longer. This behaviour was also not observed by heating a non-equilibrated
binary mixture via the mixing vessels heating system while circulating the gas in
the loop. All this makes it rather dicult to study the thermal dependence of the
chemical equilibrium constant Keq.
In order to produce well dened tertiary gas sample in chemical equilibrium, the relative
atomic signals must not change during the equilibration process. Therefore, the values
5L. Fasselt: ‘Calibration of a Laser-Raman-System with accurate gas samples of inactive hydrogenisotopo-
logues’. Bachelor’s Thesis. Karlsruhe Institut für Technologie, ETP/TLK, 2019.
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factors derived in Hyde and Trihyde.
HYDE TRIHYDE
value σ (%) value σ (%)
RH2 1.013 0.4 1.006 0.16
RD2 0.969 0.3 0.994 0.17
RH2/D2 1.045 0.7 1.013 0.23
derived during this campaign cannot be used for Lara calibration. In reference [Sch13c],
no relative atomic signal shifts on that scale were not reported during experiments at Hyde,
which also used a catalyst moderated equilibration process.
A likely cause of these shifts is the choice of catalyst material. In Hyde a 0.5 wt.−% Pt Al2O3
catalyst was used instead of a 20 wt.−% Pd Al2O3 catalyst. Due to the unfavourable isotope
dependent properties of Pd compared to Pt, the catalyst initially used in the Trihyde setup
was not suitable to produce calibration sample in chemical equilibrium. Note that the
adverse eect was even amplied by using a relative higher amount of catalyst material,
which was larger in relation to the processed gas volume. Changing an appropriately scaled
amount of Pt Al2O3 catalyst material showed a strong decrease in the atomic ratio shift,
but did not completely suppress it.
In order of the general objective, the determination of the calibration factor of the ra-
dioactive isotopologues, and the already performed verication of the non-radioactive
factors in Hyde (including HD) to an adequate level , no further studies in regards to
stable tertiary mixtures were carried out during this work. In consequence, a dierent,
non-catalyst approach to prepare the tertiary samples of radioactive isotopologues had
to be investigated, as described in Chapter 7. A more detailed study of the inuence of
catalyst material and geometry on sample preparation could be undertaken at a later stage,
as the design and instrumentation of Trihyde allows a straightforward change of the
catalyst assembly.
6.2.4 Comparison of TRIHYDE results with predecessor
experiment HYDE
For comparison, all calibration factors from the Hyde6 and Trihyde campaigns for the
stable isotopologues are collated in Table 6.2. Note, however, that the absolute values of
the calibration factors are not transferable between systems due to their setup dependant
nature. But note, too, that the uncertainties in Trihyde are reduced by a factor of three.
6S. Rupp: ‘Proof of concept of a calibration method for the laser Raman system for KATRIN based on the
determination of the system’s spectral sensitivity’. Master’s thesis. Karlsruhe Institut of Technology,
2012, available online at katrin.kit.edu
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This can be attributed to the following main improvements of the setup:
• Streamlined mixing vessel geometry:
In Hyde the mixing vessels are constructed in an inverted T-shape while the Trihyde
vessels are of single-cylinder ow-through design. This avoids non-ow pockets in
which gas may not mix and can contribute to an unwanted discrepancy in molar
concentration. Due to the more eective mixing during circulation, the homogenisa-
tion time in Trihyde is about 5 min while in Hyde it takes about ve times longer.
Hyde also required regular changes in valve conguration to to push gas through
the cylinders [Sch13b].
• Reduced volume uncertainty:
Using a dedicated volume determination setup, optimised for the mixing vessel
volume, reduced the volume uncertainty from 0.5 % to less then 0.25 % [Köl11].
• Reduced pressure reading uncertainty:
In Trihyde, the pressure in each mixing vessels is measured by two temperature
stabilised sensors with overlapping measurement range of (1000 to ∼10−2) mbar. All
used sensors have a relative uncertainty of 0.12 % of reading (compare Section 5.4.1).
This is an improvement over the Hyde setup, in which the pressure was measuring
using a single sensor with an absolute uncertainty of 0.3 mbar, regardless of the
pressure reading.
• Additional gas purity measurements:
During the Hyde campaign only the initial gas purities provided by the supplier were
carried forward into the uncertainty estimates; in Trihyde the initial gas purities
are actually veried by RGA measurements in each run. Furthermore, in Trihyde
the gas lter stage (see Section 5.3) ensures the highest available purity, which my
otherwise be diluted before reaching the mixing vessels. This was not implemented
at Hyde, thus the actual composition of the initial gas was only assumed.
6.3 Evaluation of the results with reference to the
experimental procedures using tritiated gas
mixtures
For a successful operation of the Loop with tritiated gases, the observations and lessons-
learned during the H2-D2 campaign need to be assessed. In general, the procedures and
operation of the loop used here are also applicable to tritium operation; key are the following
points:
(i) The observed homogenisation time of (5 to 10) min of a sample during circulation is
assumed to be independent on the isotopic composition. Hence, the time interval pre-
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sumed to be the same for tritiated mixtures and the homogenisation be dierentiated
from chemical reactions within the tritiated gas sample.
(ii) A sucient ushing of the lters needs to be performed to ensure no impurities
in stable gases, which also needs to be veried for each prepared sample by RGA
measurements.
(iii) For binary mixtures, the lower systematic uncertainties relative to the Hyde setup
allow for the higher margins of uncertainty associated with tritiated mixtures.
However, due to the observed shifts in relative atomic ratios introduced by the catalyst
material, the existing setup and procedures are unsuitable for tertiary gas samples (simply,
the calibration is not suciently accurate). In order to nd a suitable method of preparing
tertiary mixtures of tritiated isotopologues in chemical equilibrium, two options can be
considered:
(i) Perform an in-depth study to nd and characterise a suitable catalyst material and
procedure that ensures a stable relative atomic composition and consistent equilibra-
tion;
(ii) Appraise the equilibrium reactions of all hydrogen isotopes, as discussed in the
literature, in order to ascertain whether the proposed process(es) produce accurate
and predictable molar ratios [Uda92b].
In both cases, the general systematics and kinematics of processing tritium need to be
characterised before calibration sample preparation can commence (see Section 7.1.2).
6.4 Conclusions
With determination of the H2-D2 calibration factors, the commissioning of Trihyde using
stable gases is complete. The overall outcome of this commissioning phase is that general
sample preparation procedure, as well as the analysis strategy are deemed to be suitable
and applicable to tritiated samples.
Using a similar procedure as in Hyde, the absolute calibration factors RH2 and RD2 were
determined with a relative uncertainty level of <0.2 %, which equates to a threefold reduc-
tion in uncertainty compared to Hyde. However, note that the tabulated numerical factors
are only valid for the actual Trihyde system and may dier for setup alterations. This
improvement is primarily a result of the reduction in pressure reading uncertainty and the
mixing volume uncertainty. This demonstrates Trihyde’s capability to analyse as well as
to provide stable gas samples from or for other experiments within the Tlk.
The low uncertainties levels achieved thus far may serve as an excellent baseline for
analysing tritiated samples, which will inevitably introduce further uncertainties from:
• Initial sample composition,
• Isotope exchange reactions and impurity production,
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• Multiple possible reaction chains,
• Gas-wall interactions.
Comparing the obtained theoretical sensitivity factors to the values derived in Ref. [Sch14a],
both values agree to within 5 % to each other, and within their respective uncertainty inter-
vals. The observed deviation can be attributed to the uncertainties in the SRM calibration
procedure as well as assuming the largest possible uncertainty during analysis. Using
the results from the remaining isotopologues, it can be veried whether this deviation is
signicant or is an artefact associated with the listed factors.
The Pd Al2O3-catalyst material introduced serious shifts in the atomic ratio of the sample;
therefore it is deemed unsuitable to provide accurate samples in chemical equilibrium.
A change to the same catalyst material used in Hyde showed improvements, but still
exhibited noticeable deviation from the initial molar ratio. As a consequence, the sensitivity
factor for RHD could not be veried. Notwithstanding, the general trueness of the current
factor used for the theoretical sensitivity correction was already suciently veried by
Schlösser [Sch14a]. Since HD is not a major constituent of the Wgts-gas column, and the
current values already full the Katrin-requirements, no further investigations regarding
the stable isotopologues were carried out in the scope of this work.
Based on the experience gained in the H2 D2 campaign, the following modications for
tritium operation were identied:
(i) During this campaign, a sample with the target molar ratio was prepared before the
actual calibration sample in order to ‘prime’ the system. However, this procedure
showed to detectable improvement in the system’s accuracy and can thus be omitted.
As a consequence, a more economic use of tritium gas is anticipated.
(ii) Initial gas purity must be veried using both RGA and Lara in each run due to
possible changes in composition introduced by isotope exchange reactions as well as
impurity buildup.
(iii) Sample preparation in chemical equilibrium and given molar concentration needs to
use a non-catalyst process without shifting the atomic ratio of the sample. Deviations
in the atomic ratio can be detected in situ and allow for characterisation of the
self-equilibration process.
In conclusion, the Trihyde setup surpasses its predecessor HYDE in accuracy, as well as
in capabilities, and can be used to improve the Lara calibration trueness necessary for
composition monitoring at Tlk. Besides improved systematics and instrumentation, the
system is well equipment to tackle the issues posed by tritiated mixtures.
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Following the studies for the stable hydrogen isotopologues discussed in the previous
chapter, the novel possibility to determine the theoretical sensitivity factors for the radio-
active isotopologues are described. The chapter is divided into two main parts: First, the
necessary experiments to characterise the use of T2 in calibration samples. Subsequently,
the calibration measurements for the Lara system are presented. The chapter concludes
with a discussion of the calibration results within the framework of the Katrin experiment
and an outlook on possible future studies with the Trihyde-facility.
7.1 General overview
7.1.1 Summary of procedures using tritiated gases
In general, the procedures are based on the results from the measurements utilising the
stable isotopologues H2 and D2; however, additional eects associated with tritium need to
be taken into account. All measurements performed in the T2-campaign shared the ultimate
objective to determine the theoretical spectral sensitivity correction Rtheo of the tritiated
isotopologues. In order to achieve this goal three main aspects have to be addressed:
1. Process commissioning of the primary system and the secondary containment,
2. Evaluation of systematic eects introduced by tritiated gases in the primary system,
3. Production, measurement and analysis of calibration gas samples for all tritiated
isotopologues.
The sequence of individual steps on the road from commissioning to nal Lara-system
calibration and verication is summarised in Figure 7.1. These steps were implemented
to address the additional challenges introduced by tritiated calibration gas samples, as
identied in Ref. [Sch14a], including:
(i) Fulll all technical and process requirements for tritium handling,
(ii) Evaluate achievable isotopic purity and Helium content in any inital T2-sample,
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Process commissioning







Isotopic purity of Tts

















Calibration of the Lara-ystem and experimental verification
of the Raman line intensities of tritium
Figure 7.1: Overview of the measurement goals in the T
2
campaign. The item in blue is executed
without tritium, the green items all include tritium measurements.
(iii) Study the self-equilibration of pure-gas mixture, induced by radiochemistry, and
adjust sample preparation,
(iv) Evaluate impurity formation due to gas-wall interactions in the system.
In order to address these four challenges, the following measurements were performed:
After successful integration of Trihyde within the tritium-processing Tlk infrastructure
(see Section 7.1.2), preliminary measurements were performed with increasing T2 partial
pressure. Initial measurements started with less then 1 mbar while circulating the gas
sample in the mixing loop. These long-term measurements helped to estimate the achievable
T2-purity after gas transfer from Tts to Trihyde and from the P-Loop to the A-Loop. The
contribution of both impurity buildup, e.g. formation tritiated methane, CO and CO2 from
interactions with the stainless steel [Kan64; Mor77], as well as isotope exchange reactions
in gas-wall interactions [Aka08] were studied using the LARA2 and RGA systems.
When producing tritiated gas samples, in contrast to the non-radioactive gas samples,
the major dierence is the process of self-equilibration ([Uda92a; Gan99; Saz11]; also see
Section 7.3). This process is vital for producing mixtures in chemical equilibrium for two or
more isotopologues on a reasonable time scale; during this time it has to be guaranteed that
the stability of the gas sample is not aected. The dynamics of this process may also depend
on experimental properties like wall surface quality, turbulent ow through the circulation
pump and excitation from the Lara laser; how all these contribute to measurement results
in the actual system setup needs to be investigated. Measurements with H2 T2 as well as
H2 D2 T2 have been performed at dierent pressure levels to nd a suitable parameter
set for producing the calibration gas within reasonable equilibration time constant τx.
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Table 7.1: Overview of the measurements performed with the tritiated isotopologues. The isotopo-
logues given are the initial, non-equilibrated isotopes. The stated maximum ll pressure in the loop
can be higher than the mean pressure in the mixing loop while circulating the gas. For this general







35 to 43 Change of initial T2 sample concen-
tration while circulating with in-
creasing partial pressure
T2 1500 5 to 30
52 Self-equilibration in the equicon-
centrated sample of all three iso-
topes
T2,H2,D2 100 100
53 to 66 binary calibration points H2 T2 T2, H2 1000 100
63 Self-equilibration in the equicon-
centrated sample of all thee isotopes
T2,H2,D2 1000 300
68 Estimation of the initial DT concen-
tration by adding D2
T2, D2 400 75
71 to 82 D2 T2 DT calibration factors T2, D2 550 500
86 to 98 H2 T2 HT calibration factors T2, H2 900 500
In order to evaluate the initial T2 gas sample composition independent of the Lara calib-
ration factors, a modied method of standard addition (MSA) based on Ref. [DIN13] was
developed and tested (see Section 7.2.2). This was performed for DT only, since due to
gas purication via gas chromatographic isotope separation, this isotopologue initially
dominates [Nef98]. In this measurement, an initial T2 sample was iteratively diluted with
D2 to increase the DT signal in a controlled manner. Using a linear regression, the initial
concentration was estimated without relying on calibration factors of the system. In com-
bination with RGA-measurements, the T2 -sample composition estimate and its uncertainty
were utilised in the calibration measurement.
For Lara calibration, two datasets for each combination of H2 T2 and D2 T2 were re-
quired:
(i) a binary dataset with only the initial isotopologues not in chemical equilibrium,
(ii) a tertiary dataset with all three corresponding isotopologues in chemical equilibrium.
Each datapoint was generated following the procedure described in Chapter 6, where the
two gas species are individually analysed prior to mixing and then circulated suciently
long to achieve a homogenised and equilibrated gas sample. The H2 T2-campaign was
performed twice at dierent pressures to evaluate the inuence of pressure on the equilib-
ration constant τx. An overview of the general measurement runs and allocated time is
given in Table 7.1.
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7.1.2 Commissioning of Trihyde using tritiated gases
The commissioning of the Trihyde-experiment incorporated two steps:
1. Technical commissioning phase,
2. Scientic commissioning phase.
In the technical commissioning, all connections to the Tlk infrastructure were established.
This included the T2-transfer-line from the Tts[Dör05], the exhaust-gas-transfer-line
to Caper [Bor05] for high impurity level gases, and a connection of the primary and
secondary containment to the Zts [Bes08]. All of these connections were tested to the
required maximum acceptable integral leakrate of less then 1 · 10−8 mbar l s−1 by either
helium leak test or pressure test [Bes08]. The secondary containment was tested by
a pressure test to a leakrate less then 0.1 Vol.−% h−1 starting at a pressure dierence of
10 mbar. These tests were performed before operating the connection valves to any of the
tritium processing facilities. After successfully establishing all connections, the second
containment environment (pure N2, with O2 levels limited to (1.5 to 2) %) and the Trs for
controlling the glove box activity level were commissioned.
Following the technical commissioning, in the scientic commissioning phase key questions
regarding Lara calibration were investigated, with the emphasis on initial gas composition
and eects of self-equilibration inside the mixing loop.
7.2 Experimental determination of the initial tritium
purity
For each campaign a single batch of T2 was transferred from the TTS to Trihyde and stored
in the buer vessel BV003. Due to interactions with the stainless steel walls containing
H2 and C as well as tritium decay, the gas composition will change over time [Mor77;
Gil80; Dic90]. In order to reach the necessary uncertainty level, these changes must be
investigated before Lara-calibration samples could be prepared.
A gas sample for calibration measurement does not need to be 100 % pure, but its impurities
need to be known at the level of 1 % or better. These measurements focused on the initial
sample composition transferred from the Tts and composition change during the mixing
process. In order to achieve this, both Lara and RGA-measurements were used.
7.2.1 Impurity build-up during sample preparation and
measurements
In rst experiments after commissioning of all infrastructure necessary for tritium pro-
cessing, the change in gas composition was monitored over a period of approximately
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1500 hours (62 days). The mixing loop was initially lled with 1 mbar T2 to perform a basic
functional test of all devices measuring radioactivity, i. e. Bixs and ionization chamber
(IC). The pressure was then progressively increased up to 30 mbar in order to study the
formation of impurities and evolution of sample composition.
In order to evaluate the subsequent impurity formation has on sample composition, the
relative Raman signals of tritiated hydrogen isotopologues and tritiated methane as well as
the pressure reading at BV005 (RP100) and the Lara-cell (RP106) are shown in Section 7.2.1.
During normal operation the gas was continuously circulated via VA005, hence the dierent
pressure levels at dierent A-Loop locations. To increase the loop pressure during gas
injection, VA005 was stopped and both sensors read a similar pressure, although RP106
shows a systematic oset of about −6 mbar.
Initial isotope exchange reactions from gas-wall interactions Due to the low gas
pressure inside the sample-cell, the Lara signals show a poor signal to noise ratio. Thus,
the relative signals likely underestimate the T2 fraction and overestimate the other fractions,
e.g. HT and tritiated methane. However, the relative signals can be used as an estimate of
the sample composition change while circulating in the A-Loop.
Over the period of the complete run, a constant decrease in T2- and increase in HT-
concentration was observed. This is mainly attributed to exchange reactions with the
available H2 reservoir in the stainless steel walls. The HT content only increased at a
rate of less than 0.1 % h−1; but this is still large enough to impact on the calibration runs
(run time normally longer than 50 h). No increase in DT levels is observed due to the
low concentration of D2 in the stainless steel walls despite the preceding experiments
using H2 and D2. Combined with observations from long-time circulations of >600 h (see
Section 7.3.4), the isotopic exchange reaction due to gas-wall interactions had no signicant
eect on gas sample quality.
In order to estimate memory eects, after about 200 h the Lara cell was evacuated, which
showed no signicant residual T2 signal. During maintenance work on the system, the
optical cover of the Lara appendix was removed for about 1 day after 240 h. This lead to a
perceived increase in the T2-signal due to the detection of room light within the Lara cell.
The spectrum of the installed lighting features a uorescence line close to the Q1-branch of
T2; this leads to a perceived tritium signal.
Characterisation of the inuence of tritiated methane formation Another pos-
sible impact on gas purity is the formation of tritiated methane, which needs to be charac-
terised. On account of the low SNR and insucient spectrometer resolution, two broad
wavelength intervals were integrated to give an estimate on methane production:
• CXT3 (X = H, D): (585.7 to 589.9) nm,
• CT4: (583.2 to 585.2) nm.
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Figure 7.2: Pressure and concentration proles during initial tritium circulation. RP100 represents
the pressure in BV005 and RP106 measures the pressure inside the Lara cell. RP106, in addition to a
general oset of about −6 mbar, measures a smaller pressure compared to RP100 when circulating
the gas due to position close the inlet of VA005 (compare to Figure 5.5). When the pressure in
the Loop was increased by only lling BV005, the circulation pump was turned o. This leads to
the ‘spikes’ at the beginning of each pressure step. The Lara signals for methane are integrated
wavelength intervals, as given in the text. No distinction for dierent methane isotopologues (e.g.
CHT3, CH2T2, CDT3 . . . ) was possible because of insucient spectral resolution. Note that when
the Lara cell was evacuated for background measurements (around the 240 h mark), the signals
uctuate around zero and the relative signals do not represent the molar fractions of the gas sample.
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(a) RGA mass spectrometer measurement































Figure 7.3: Methane production during initial T
2
circulation. For the RGA-measurements (a), the
ratio between the 6 u and 24 u signal is used as an indicator for tritiated methane CT4. The linear
regression slope is (2.843± 0.065) · 10−4 h−1 The methane Lara signal (b) is derived by integrating
over a broad wavelength interval containing several tritiated methane lines. In both diagrams, no
correction for instrument sensitivity was applied. Due to a lack of calibration factors, the signal
strengths can only be used as a qualitative indicator, but not for composition quantication.
Since no sensitivity correction nor isotope signal separation was applied, these values were
only used as an indicator for methane production, but not for quantication.
In order to crosscheck the chosen wavelength intervals and signal trends, the Lara signals
were compared to the mass spectrometer measurements during the phases with gas pres-
sures >10 mbar (see Figure 7.3). Due to the associated gas loss of the RGA measurement
inside the loop, RGA measurements were performed periodically for ∼10 min at an inlet
pressure of 1 · 10−4 mbar. As an indicator for methane production, the signal ratio between
6 u (T2) and 24 u (CT4) was used, but no ionisation intensity correction was applied. The sig-
nals at 20 u and 22 u (CHT3, CH2T2) show an analogous trend; however, these signals should
be treated with caution since they could result from an superposition of the equi-mass
species CH2T2/HTO and of CHT3/ T2O, respectively.
Both devices show a similar trend and can thus be used to crudely estimate the rate of
production; accurate quantication was not possible.
A linear t to the relative RGA signal at 24 u shows a slope of (2.843± 0.065) · 10−4 h−1.
Assuming a pure T2 sample and a circulation time of about 3 days, this would result in a
relative methane production of about 0.015.
This notable initial methane formation is likely due to:
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(i) Low T2 pressure in the Loop:
When forming tritiated methane in gas-wall interactions, a lower pressure results in
a lower ratio between gas volume and reaction surface. Thus, the relative methane
formation is higher for lower gas pressures compared to higher pressures. During the
preparation of the calibration samples, the gas pressure was at least tenfold higher
((250 to 500) mbar), which reduces the relative impact of methane formation on the
sample composition.
(ii) Pure T2 sample:
Using pure T2 will have a higher formation rate compared to mixtures with lower
tritium partial pressure due to the higher ratio between T2 molecules and wall surface.
Thus, formation rates are likely to be lower during calibration sample preparation.
(iii) No prior exposure to T2:
Based on the reaction between the tritium molecules and the available carbon reser-
voir in the stainless steel wall, this reservoir depletes with each methane formation.
Therefore, is is likely to observe lower formation rates in subsequent measurement
campaigns after tritium exposure.
In conclusion, an initial increase in methane levels was detectable, but is not likely to
impact calibration measurements. This was conrmed during the D2 DT T2 campaign,
see Section 7.4.3 for details.
No trace signals of CO or CO2 were observed during all measurement runs, neither in
initial gases nor during sample preparation.
7.2.2 Evaluation of the initial sample purity using the method of
standard addition
The sample production for Trihyde relies on high purity initial gases or well dened initial
gas compositions. These are easy to provide for the non-radioactive isotopes, but become
a challenge for gases with tritium content:
• The P-Loop is able to separate decay-helium from the initial T2-sample, but can-
not change the isotopic compositions for hydrogen isotopes. The initial T2-sample
composition is therefore that provided by the Tlk-infrastructure. Utilising a gaschro-
matographic process, the Isotope Separation System (Iss) separates the individual
isotopologues by retention time via a capillary [Nef98]. Due to rather similar reten-
tion times, the gas column pushed through the capillary has a overlap between the T2
and DT fraction. Depending on the process parameter(s), a small but non-negligible,
fraction of DT will be present in all samples and must be considered for sample
preparation in Trihyde.
• As shown in the previous section, the initial gas composition changes over time and
is inuenced by storage time and circulation time. Therefore, the gas composition
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Figure 7.4: Schematic overview of the method of standard addition. Procedure: Starting with an
‘unknown’ relative concentration cini, known amounts ∆c of a standard are added, resulting in
relative signal increases ∆S; the axis intercept of the data t yields the numerical value for the initial
impurity as cini = x·∆c. The requirements for the applicability of this procedure are given in the text.
of both radioactive and stable reagents was measured before every calibration run.
Although the Lara system is suitable to quantify the initial isotopic composition,
solely relying on the Lara system to determine gas composition for the calibration of
the Lara system would lead to circular reasoning. Thus, the initial gas composition
must be estimated by addition methods. The RGA gives a good estimate of non-
hydrogen impurities and is capable of identifying individual hydrogen isotopologues,
but is not able to reliable quantify molar fractions to meet Trihyde requirements.
A possible solution to obtain an initial estimate and conrmation for Lara measurements
is the method of standard addition (MSA) .
This method is commonly used in impurity analysis and uses the signal increase due to
controlled concentration increase. An overview of the principle is shown in Figure 7.4,
based on the standardised procedure dened in Ref. [DIN13].
A standard of the minute amount of an initial impurity is added step-wise and its molar
fraction thus increases by a known amount. Using the dierence in signal strength as-
sociated with each addition step, a linear calibration function can be derived in units of
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the added standard. The absolute value of the initial impurity is then determined on the
derived calibration scale.
Amongst others, for the applicability of the method the following requirements must be
met:
• the standard is available with high purity,
• a linear correlation between standard added and concentration increase,
• precise addition of the standard is possible,
• a linear correlation between standard concentration and measurement signal strength.
Applying this method for DT is challenging, since DT is not available as a single isotopo-
logue in high purity and the added amount of DT is not constant due to the self-equilibration
process in tritiated gases. However, the absolute Lara-signal strength is proportional to
the molar DT fraction, which is one of the basic requirements for this method.
In order to address these shortcomings, a modied method of standard addition (MSA) was
developed to make it applicable for DT measurements1:
• Instead of DT, a well dened amount of D2 was added,
• DT is auto-generated within the sample itself via self-equilibration and can be estim-
ated using Equation (7.15) as well as Keq given in Figure 7.8.
The pressure in the loop and the relative Raman signals are given in Figure 7.5. First, the
buer vessel BV005 and the Lara-cell were lled to 600 mbar of the gas sample used in
the D2 DT T2-campaign and analysed via Lara and RGA. Subsequently, the buer vessel
VA006 was lled with 10 mbar D2 and the two components circulated for at least 12 h.
The mixed gas was then compressed into BV005 and the remaining loop is evacuated to
<1 · 10−3 mbar. The signal ‘spikes’ visible in the relative Raman signals at the beginning
of each step are due to this evacuation step . In this period, only the baseline noise was
detected and the relative signals do not represent a molar fraction. After each step the
procedure is repeated, each time adding 10 mbar of D2. Due to the limited compression
factor of VA005, not all gas was transferred into BV005 and the overall gas pressure drops
in each subsequent step, as shown in the rst row in Figure 7.5.
As expected, the isotopologues D2 and T2 react to DT while the other isotopologues only
show a baseline signal. The maximum DT-concentration in chemical equilibrium is reached
for an initial D2 concentration of cDT =0 .5. If the D2 concentration is increased above 0.5, the
associated equilibrium concentration of DT decreases, as shown in Figure 6.3. As a result,
the equilibration reaction slope is reversed in the last reaction step shown in Figure 7.5.
Due to the decreasing gas pressure and thus decreasing absolute Raman signal intensity,
the baseline noise for the H2, HD and HT signals increase with each step.
1J. Braun: ‘Development of a modied standard addition method for determining the isotope reatio of a
tritiated gas sample by Laser-Raman spectroscopy’. Bachelor’s thesis. Karlsruhe Institut of Technology,
2020.
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Figure 7.5: Pressure and concentration proles during MSA procedure. After the initial sample of
600 mbar T2 from the P-Loop is measured, incremental amounts of 10 mbar of D2 are added and the
mixture is circulated to achieve a reasonable equilibrium. The loop was evacuated to <10−3 mbar
after each step, noticeable by the ‘spikes’ in the Lara plots when only baseline noise was detected.
Due to process-related gas loss, the signal-to-noise ratio decreased after each D2-addition. Note, that
a maximum concentration of DT is reached for a 50:50 ratio of D and T and subsequent addition of
D2 will reduce the DT concentration (as illustrated in Figure 6.3).
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Figure 7.6: Standard addition method for estimating the initial DT-concentration before mixing.
The relative DT signal after each D2 -addition is estimated from an exponential curve of the self-
equilibration. The change in cDT is given from the pressure ratio of the mixing vessels, the com-
position of the previous gas mixture and the Equation (7.15). The large uncertainty for 5×∆c(D2)
is due to the short measurement interval available for extrapolating the Raman signal in chemical
equilibrium.
For all steps, no constant relative Raman signals and thus chemical equilibrium was reached.
This is due to the low gas pressure and associated long equilibration time constants Thus,
the relative Raman signals in equilibrium were extrapolated by a weighted exponential t
to each step. A detailed description of the equilibration reaction and the justication for an
exponential t model are given in Section 7.3.
In order to estimate the change in DT concentration ∆cDT, an initial value for DT is
necessary. Assuming a D2-level below the detection limit of the LARA2-system, this gives
an initial molar fraction of 0.0002. Based on the chemical equilibrium ratios, the resulting
fraction of 0.97 T2 and 0.0278 DT were derived. All other isotopologues were not considered
during this measurement. For each addition step, the resulting equilibrium and the derived
change in DT concentration ∆cDT were calculated. It was shown in a numerical analysis
that a reasonable assumed initial molar composition can improve the result, but is not
essential. When assuming an initial theoretical absolute pure T2 sample, the MSA procedure
is still able to experimentally determine the correct concentration in the actual sample to
within a molar fraction of 0.0025.
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In Figure 7.6 the uncalibrated, relative Raman signals in dependence of ∆cDT are shown. In
order to use only addition steps with increasing ∆cDT, only the data points up to cD2 =0 .5
are considered. All data points follow a linear trend, as required for a successful MSA
procedure. However, the relative Raman signal around ∆cDT = 0.42 shows a signicant
higher uncertainty compared to the other data points. This is due to the short circulation
time from which the equilibrium concentration is extrapolated; nonetheless the data point
is compatible with the general linear trend.
In order to consider both uncertainties due the extrapolated relative Raman signal in
chemical equilibrium in y-direction and the estimation of ∆cDT, a linear t using an
orthogonal distance regression algorithm (ODR), as described in Ref. [Aig73], was applied.
The resulting t parameters are
RDT = (0.8793± 0.0044) · ∆cDT + (0.027± 0.013). (7.1)
This gives an estimate for the initial DT concentration independent of the Lara-calibration
factors of
cDT = 0.031± 0.015. (7.2)
This value is comparable to estimates and empirical values of cT2∼0.98 encountered in
other experiments [Dör05]. Considering the modications to the general MSA, a stated
uncertainty of 50 % is acceptable. This uncertainty value is used as an estimator of the initial
gas purity uncertainty used in gas sample preparation and is therefore an conservative
value (see Section 7.4.1).
In summary, the method of standard addition is applicable for tritiated gas mixtures, but
can be further improved using the following procedure:
(i) Reduction of pressure loss in each addition step:
In each step the gas was compressed into BV005, but due to the compression factor
of ∼10 of VA005, about 70 % of gas was not transferred and thus lost during loop
evacuation. This could be improved by using a vacuum pump with higher compres-
sion factor and shorter piping: however, at present neither of the options can be
incorporated into the existing setup. A higher gas pressure would be benecial for
several reasons, like e.g.
• Increased SNR for the lower concentration values,
• Shorter self-equilibration time constants τx and thus reduced uncertainty asso-
ciated with the exponential t.
(ii) Reduced amount of D2 in each step:
Using smaller changes in ∆cDT results in a shorter equilibration time. This is due to
the smaller relative concentration change, thus reducing or avoiding uncertainties
associated with the extrapolation of the equilibrium concentrations.
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(iii) Higher initial T2-pressure:
Using an starting T2-pressure in BV005 of >800 mbar gives a better SNR and faster
equilibration times, thus lowering statistical uncertainties.
(iv) Longer equilibration times:
By circulating the gas sample for longer, a better estimate on the relative signal
strength in chemical equilibrium can be obtained. At lower pressures, this may lead
to impracticably long measurement times.
7.2.3 Implications of the initial T
2
gas purity for LARA-calibration
measurements
Combing the results of the previous two sections, it becomes inescapable that in each
measurement run one always needs to determine the initial T2-purity. The composition
change of undesired isotopologues (e.g. H2 in a D2 T2-mixture) was detectable, but had
no impact on the Trihyde goal of a sample uncertainty of 1 %. This is mainly due to the
relatively shorter sample preparation times of <72 h.
When comparing the H2 D2-measurements in Hyde and Trihyde, the initial gas purity is
the main uncertainty contribution of the gas samples.
It is advantageous to use a single batch of T2 prepared and transferred from the Tts
and stored in the P-Loop for all calibration samples of a single campaign. The initial
gas composition of the T2 sample for each calibration sample is shown in Figure 7.7.
The overall change in composition of the tritiated isotopologues is below 0.2 %, with the
major concentration shift happening in the rst 80 h; thereafter, the concentrations remain
virtually unchanged. This is likely due to an equilibration process with the available H2
and D2 within the stainless steel wall of the storage vessel of the P-Loop. The absolute
gas storage pressure was about 800 mbar, at least twofold the tritium partial pressure
used in sample preparation. In case of pure self-equilibration process within the gas,
the equilibration time constants could be shorter than the 6 h observed during sample
preparation (seeSection 7.3.2). However, the equilibration reaction is likely to be attenuated
when happening in gas-wall interactions. Thus, an equilibration curve with an conservative
time constant of 22 h is used to describe the gas composition in Figure 7.7.
Due to the processes of Iss, Tts and tritium storage in the P-Loop, the gas purity itself
cannot be increased beyond the system-inherent limits. In general, this does not pose a
problem for sample preparation as long as the following implications are considered:
(i) The tritium gas composition is measured for each sample preparation.
(ii) Only a single batch of tritium from the Tts is used since the gas composition is
reasonably constant after an initial change.
(iii) Any initial helium concentration can be removed by processing the gas via the
Pd-permeator in the P-Loop or Iss [Pen97]. The subsequent, relative 3He formation
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Figure 7.7: Initial T
2




campaign. The gases used in each cal-
ibration run are individually sampled and averaged for at least 60 min before mixing. Assuming
an equilibration process as observed during sample preparation, an exponential curve with a time
constant τx∼22 h ts the data reasonably well. Note that the actual τx may be smaller.
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due to tritium decay within Trihyde is about 1.5 · 10−4 d−1. This is insignicant for
a single preparation of about three days. Based on a calibration campaign of ten
samples, this results in an relative formation of c3He∼0.003 , which is well within
the general measurement uncertainty. Thus, a single batch with no subsequent gas
processing was used in the calibration runs.
In order to estimate the uncertainty of the initial gas samples for calibration, the dominating
value of 50 % of DT was used in Section 7.4.1 and impurity formation like methane or un-
desired isotopologues were not included due to their low impact on sample composition.
7.3 Inuence of self-equilibration in tritiated gas
mixtures
In order to analyse both binary and tertiary (e.g. H2 T2 and H2 HT T2) mixtures, the
calibration sample needs to proceed towards chemical equilibrium concentrations for the
reaction
X2 + Y2 2 XY X,Y ∈ [H,D,T]. (7.3)
These isotope exchange reactions in the gas phase have been extensively studied for the
stable hydrogen isotopologues; however, for the case of radioactive isotopologues being
involved only a small number experimental results have been published (see [Jon48];
[Mat52]; [Ter69]; and [Sou86]). According to Ref. [Gan99], the exchange reactions in the
gas phase are organised in several groups.
The rst group of reactions is the direct interaction of saturated-molecule interactions.
Due to the high activation energy and low probability of such a direct reaction, relying on
this process alone would results in intractable long sample preparation time [Bau66]. For a
mixture of stable isotopologues, this is the only possible exchange reaction. The associated
very long equilibration time makes the use of a catalyst necessary, which introduces further
uncertainties and undesired eects on sample composition (see Chapter 6).
In tritiated mixtures, the tritium decay enables additional radiochemical reactions, which
enhance the self-equilibration process. In principle, it is possible to use only these reactions
to bring the gas sample into chemical equilibrium within a practical timescale. As a
consequence, this procedure avoids any uncertainties associated with reactions with the
catalyst material. The following sections give an overview of the radiochemical processes
initiated by the tritium decay.
7.3.1 Introduction to self-equilibration processes
Further (secondary) processes besides direct interactions between the diatomic isotopo-
logues are ion-molecule and atom-molecule reaction chains. For ion production, both
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daughter products from tritium decay, i.e. 3He+ and the β-electron, can start the reaction
chain with Q = H,D,T [Gan99]:
Q2 + He+ Q +2 + He (7.4)
Q2 + e– Q +2 + 2 e (7.5)
According to [Tho58], these ions trigger the initiation reaction
H +2 + Q2 H2Q+ + Q (7.6)
Here, these and all following reactions are exemplied for hydrogen and tritium, but can
occur for all six isotope combinations. The subsequent chain propagation is described in
detail in Ref. [Saz11] for odd-numbered ion clusters with n = 3,5,7,. . .:
1. Addition of a molecule to an ion-cluster with vibrational excitation (denoted by (†)):
Hn–1T+ + H2 (Hn+1T+)† (7.7)
2. Dissociation of the excited cluster after collision with an hydrogen molecule
(Hn+1T+)† + H2 Hn–1T+ + 2 H2 (7.8)
3. Intramolecular isotopic exchange
(Hn+1T+)† Hn+1T+ (7.9)
4. Dissociation of the excited changed cluster
Hn+1T+ + H2 Hn+ + H2 + HT (7.10)
These reaction chains are terminated via
Q +3 + ( ) Q2 + Q (7.11)
Q +3 + ( ) 3 Q (7.12)
where (-) denotes either an electron, negative ion or wall interaction [Pyp78]. The reaction
rates of the single chains all depend on temperature, concentration gradient and pressure
of the gas mixture and determine the eective equilibration time τx.
Additional impurities ‘R’ can further inhibit or enhance the reaction, as studied in Ref.
[Aqu65; Uda92a]:
Q +3 + R RQ+ + Q2 (7.13)
RQ+ + Q2 Q +3 + R (7.14)
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Figure 7.8: Temperature dependence of the chemical equilibrium constant Keq. The constants are
calculated based on the spectroscopic data reported in Ref. [Pac14] using the method described in
Ref. [McQ00]. In this temperature interval the values agree with the numbers given in Ref. [Jon48]
within 1 %. At higher temperatures, deviations of up to 5 % were observed.
In Trihyde, likely occurring impurities are tritiated water species from residual moisture
and tritiated methane as discussed in Section 7.2.1. In reference [McC83], it is reported
that HTO has no eect on equilibration time, while the presence of CT4 as low as (50 to
150) ppm can signicantly slow down the process of equilibration. This is comparable to the
estimated CT4-levels during Trihyde measurements and may prolong sample preparation,
although one has to remember that the reaction rate has no impact on the resulting sample
accuracy.
Under the inuence of the aforementioned reaction rates, the mixtures tend to an equilib-





with [A] and [B] denoting the concentration or molar fractions of the reagents. These
constants Keq can be derived via the molecular properties of the isotopologues. First, the
translational, rotational and vibrational contributions to the partition function Qx at a given
temperature for each isotopologue x are calculated. The chemical equilibrium constant in
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where ∆rE0 is the dierence in energies of the ground states of the product and the reactants,
which is calculated from the bond dissociation energies of the species, and the universal
gas constant R For details, see Ref. [McQ00, Chapter 9], [Atk06, Chapter 17] and [Bar16].
Figure 7.8 shows the temperature dependence of the equilibrium constants used within this
work. The values were derived using the spectral data published in Ref. [Pac14], which agree
with the values reported in Ref. [Jon48] within 0.1 %, up to 500 K. A possible explanation
for deviation at higher temperatures between the values of reference [Jon48] and the
calculations used within this work is the dierent number of energy levels considered.
When only considering energy states up to v = 0, J = 10 , the calculated and published
values are identical. Including vibrational energy states up to v = 20 allows a more accurate
calculation of the equilibrium constants at higher temperatures, but ultimately, these
dierences have no impact in the temperature range of Trihyde.
7.3.2 Determination of the pressure dependence
The calibration sample preparation process has to full two diametrical requirements:
1. High pressure for optimal SNR in Lara signal,
2. Unambiguous distinction between the binary and tertiary composition of the calibra-
tion mixtures.
Since the reaction rates outlined in Section 7.3.1 can vary over several orders of magnitude,
depending on pressure, a suciently low pressure had to be found as process parameter
[Saz11].
In order to nd a suitable measurement pressure, two equi-concentrated mixtures at 70 mbar
and 300 mbar were prepared and circulated in the loop for up to 600 h. In Figure 7.9, the
rst 80 h are presented. The chemical equilibrium ratio is calculated for each equilibration
reaction according to Equation (7.15). For the higher pressure, the reaction ratios reach
their respective equilibrium constants Keq of 2.5 to 3.6 in less then 48 h (see Figure 7.8).
The lower pressure sample exhibits a similar trend but is several orders of magnitude lower
than the equilibrium value. In order to reliably determine the associated equilibration
time constants τx, the mixture would have to be circulated for an unacceptable long time.
Nevertheless, one can estimate that the time constants are at least in the order of days
to weeks. Eventually, the sample will also tend to the same equilibrium state and the
curves of both samples will terminate at the same equilibrium constants for each respective
isotopologue.
In order to further investigate the eect of pressure on equilibration time, the time constants
observed from H2-T2 at four dierent pressures are shown in Figure 7.10 and the data points
collated in Table 7.2. The stated pressure is the combined pressure from both mixing vessels;
it does not represent the circulation pressure in the loop, which is much lower at the level of
only about 30 %. For each isotopologue, the equilibration time is derived from an individual
exponential t according to Equation (7.17).
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Figure 7.9: Equilibration process in equiconcentrated gas samples at 300mbar (continuous) and
70mbar (dotted). The ratio is an indicator for the equilibration process status and is equal to the
equilibrium constant Keq after a suciently long time has elapsed (see Equation (7.15)). The value is
calculated for each mixed isotopologue from the relative Raman signal intensity. Each equilibration
reaction has its individual but similar characteristic time τx which is strongly inuenced by pressure.
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Figure 7.10: Pressure dependence of the self-equilibration time constants τx for 50:50 H2:T2 calib-
ration samples. The time constants were derived from individual ts to each isotopologue. Based
on Ref. [Saz11], the equilibration time constant is an exponential function of the system pressure.
For better clarity, the data points are collated in Table 7.2.
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mixtures in the range from (200 to 1000)mbar.
The total pressure is the combined pressure of both mixing vessels before the gases are mixed. The
system pressure during the subsequent circulation is lower by ∼30 %.
Equilibration time constant
System pressure (mbar) τT2 τHT τH2
200 4.034± 0.010 4.038± 0.009 4.089± 0.011
500 1.532± 0.003 1.491± 0.002 1.467± 0.002
500 1.709± 0.002 1.683± 0.002 1.680± 0.002
1000 1.338± 0.002 1.357± 0.002 1.387± 0.002
According to Ref.[Saz11], the equilibration time constants have an exponential dependence
on the system pressure, which agrees with the observations within this work. When
increasing the system pressure, the equilibration time decreases. However, the observed
time constants are roughly two orders of magnitude higher than the published values,
which are in the order of seconds.
This deviation can have a multitude of reasons:
• systematic eects associated with system setup;
• inuence of the gas circulation in the loop in contrast to a static sample;
• impact of impurities on reaction chains;
• incorrect reaction chain models.
These inuences can be further studied with the setup.
Based on this experience, a sample preparation pressure of ∼500 mbar was chosen as a
trade-o between measurement time and the availability of binary and tertiary samples.
7.3.3 Determination of the time constants
For the hydrogen isotopologues the kinematics of self-equilibration can be described by a
rst order reaction equation and therefore the concentrations of reagent molecules should
follow an exponential curve [Gan99]. Consequently, the mole fraction development yx for
each isotopologue in a mixture of only two hydrogen isotopes is given by
yx(t) = Ax · e−t/τx + Cx (7.17)
with τx the characteristic time constant and Cx the equilibrium concentration ratio.
This function is individually tted to each isotopologue in every calibration sample, with
an example curve of 60:40 T2:D2 shown in Figure 7.11. In all sample preparation runs using
D2 and T2, the following was observed:
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gas sample in a typical calibration run. For
each point the relative Lara signal is integrated over 60 min. The solid curves represent ts with
a single exponential function with an similar time constant τx for each isotopologue, in the range
(6 to 14) h. For HT, the data deviates from a single exponential function and suggest a secondary
exponential distribution, see text for details. Note that no t was performed to H2 because the signal
is at the noise level and no meaningful trend can be extracted.
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(b) D2 DT T2
Figure 7.12: Inuence of the concentration gradient on the equilibration time constant τx . Each
isotopologue concentration in tted individually by an exponential function after mixing; the initial
D2-concentration is given by the pressure-volume-ratio before mixing. The divergence at the higher
initial D2 concentration can be explained with higher tting uncertainty (the equilibration time is
longer than the eective measurement time).
(i) No additional H2 formation was observed and the relative Raman signal remained
at the noise level, which is equivalent to a relative concentration of ∼10 ppm. As a
consequence, no meaningful trend can be extracted.
(ii) Due to the presence of HT in the initial tritium gas, the formation of HD and
associated decrease of HT was observed. On account of the large concentration
dierence between cTcH and cDcH, only HD and no H2 were formed.
(iii) The progression of the main components D2, DT and T2 is well described by the
respective exponential function and the equilibrium concentration ratio.
(iv) For HT, an additional slope was identied which was also conrmed in long-term-
experiments (see Section 7.2.1 and reference [Fis11]). It is interpreted as being due to
second-order gas-wall interactions with the hydrogen reservoir given by the stainless
steel walls. However, this has no impact on the Lara calibration samples due to the
comparatively slow time constant and amplitude.
In order to shed light into the kinematics of the equilibration process, in Figure 7.12 the time
constants τx are plotted as a function of the concentration gradient. The time constants
are derived from a single exponential t to each isotopologue.
At the time of writing, there was no experimentally validated description of reaction rates in
dependence of temperature, pressure and concentration; only few theoretical calculations
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are available [Gan99; Saz11]. These state that the reaction order with respect to the molar
tritium fraction is 0.5, which would result in a root-shaped dependence. However, the data
shown in Figure 7.12 suggest a more complex dependence:
(i) In the H2-T2-campaign, the overall time constants are about a factor of ve shorter
than those observed in the D2-T2 campaign. For all samples, the results of the
individual ts agree within 2.5 %, suggesting that no other equilibration reactions
contribute signicantly. The deviation of the time constants for a tritium content of
10 %, which results in a slower reaction, might be caused by unidentied impurity
residues, which may adversely aect the equilibration reaction [Uda92a].
(ii) During the D2-T2-campaign the dependence can be approximated by a linear function
which would correspond to an reaction order of 1. The deviation from the expected
behaviour my be due to various eects:
• Fitting inaccuracies associated with long equilibration time constants:
For low T2-concentrations the equilibration time is longer compared to higher
concentrations and the measurement time was not sucient to record the end
of the process. This can also explain the parameter deviation for all three
isotopologues which is not present in the reaction amplitude parameter.
• Reaction inhibition by CT4:
As observed by McConville et al., minute impurities of CT4 can slow down
the reaction rates by up to an factor of 10 [McC83]. The T2 -gas used to prepare
the 90:10 D2 T2-sample was stored in the P-Loop buer vessel the longest and
therefore is likely to have the highest CT4-level in all samples. These impurities
did not signicantly impact the sample composition, but could have altered the
equilibration time constant τx.
In conclusion, the observed unexpected concentration-dependence of the reaction rates
show that the reaction kinematics are more complex then expected. The exact reaction
orders and impurities inuences are not consequential for Lara calibration, but might be
further studied with the Trihyde experiment at a later stage.
7.3.4 Experimental study of self-equilibration of all six
isotopologues
In order to verify the exponential reaction order of the equilibrium exchange between
two isotopes, an equiconcentrated mixture of H2:D2:T2 was prepared and circulated at an
combined pressure of 300 mbar for 800 h. The rst 100 h of the concentration development
are displayed in Figure 7.13.
These reactions cannot solely be described by a single exponential function (see Equa-
tion (7.17)), since every isotope participates in two reaction channels simultaneously. For
illustration, the relative Raman signals of T2 during the equilibration process are shown in
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Figure 7.13: Equilibration process in the equiconcentrated gas sample at 300mbar. For each point
the relative Lara signal is integrated over 60 min. The solid lines represent tted with an double
exponential functions, as described in Equation (7.18) with time constants in the range (2 to 27) h.
For illustration, the relative Raman signal for T2 on a logarithmic scale is shown in Figure 7.14.
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τ 1 = 8.2 h
τ 2 = 17.8 h
Figure 7.14: Equilibration process of T
2
in an equiconcentrated gas sample at 300mbar on a logar-
ithmic scale. The concentration in chemical equilibrium of cT2 = 0.125 was subtracted in order to
illustrate the dierent time constants. If the equilibration process could be described using a single
exponential function, one would expect a single linear slope.
Figure 7.14. One can easily identify the two independent slopes of the respective reaction
channel.
In the case of rst-order reactions, both channels can be described represented by dual-
exponential functions of the form
yx(t) = A1,x · e−t/τ1,x + C1,x + A2,x · e−t/τ2,x + C2,x (7.18)
as described in Ref. [Uda92a]. The resulting concentration ratio of the sample can be
calculated using Equation (7.15) and the so-called ‘reactor series method’ described in
Ref. [Mei69], which assumes a series of dedicated hypothetical catalysts for each reaction.
Similar to the curves in Figure 7.11, the model function matches the concentration evolution
rather well and supports an reaction order of one.
Table 7.3 gives the decay t parameters for all six individual ts. These can be grouped
in fast and slow reactions, with time constants of ∼8 h and (20 to 30) h time constant,
respectively; this is in line with the results from the equilibration using only two isotopes.
As a result, one can assume that the individual equilibration processes can be described as
1st order process. Thus, for gas mixtures that have not yet reached the equilibrated state,
the molar fractions in chemical equilibrium can be extrapolated using exponential ts.
Once equilibrium is reached after about 100 h, a quasi-linear slow increase in HT, HD
as well as corresponding decrease in T2, DT is observed in the remaining 700 h of the
measurement run; this is in line with the results reported in Ref. [Fis11].The atomic ratio
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Table 7.3: Equilibration time constants of the equiconcentrated gas sample at 300mbar. The equi-
libration time constants are derives from dual exponential ts to each isotopologues, as described in
Equation (7.18).
Isotopologue τ 1 τ 1
H2 7.70± 0.11 19.6 ± 1.6
HD 7.44± 0.03 27.1 ± 5.8
D2 7.64± 0.15 16.41± 0.79
HT 7.66± 0.10 16.45± 0.81
DT 8.16± 0.11 15.53± 0.51
T2 8.25± 0.18 17.80± 0.97
during these processes changed by a factor of ∼10 faster than the estimated ratio change
from tritium decay, further suggesting that these reactions are not equilibration reaction
but diusion processes. Again, these processes were neither signicant nor were they
considered during Lara calibration sample preparation because their contributions were
small and the associated time constants were very large.
7.4 Experimental determination of the calibration
factors for T
2
, DT and HT
The goal of this section is to both determine the absolute calibration factors for the LARA2
system as well as the theoretical sensitivity factors Rtheo for tritiated isotopologues. After
describing of the experimental and analysis procedure, the results are discussed in the
context of the Katrin experiment.
7.4.1 Description of the experimental procedure and the analysis
strategy
The measurement procedure was similar to that used in the preparation of the stable-
isotopologue sample, as described in Chapter 6. However, it diered in three important
aspects:
• Based on the ndings in Section 7.2.3, the composition of each individual gas was
measured using Lara and RGA. In all measurements, the non-hydrogen components
were below the RGA detection limits of ∼0.01 %.
• No priming / wetting of the loop was performed since no catalyst was used and no
atomic ratio change during sample production was observed (<1 · 10−4 h−1).
• Only the process of self-equilibration was used to accomplish chemical equilibrium.
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Table 7.4: Overview of sample preparation procedure for tritiated isotopologues. The steps are
similar to the procedure outlined in Table 6.1, but omitting the priming and catalysing steps.
Step Procedure
1 Evacuate complete vacuum system to <1 · 10−3 mbar
1.2 Record Lara dark spectrum with shutter closed
2.1 Flush gas lters to remove trace amounts of N2 or other impurities in H2
and D2 gas
2.2 Fill BV006 to target pressure with H2 or D2 ((50 to 450) mbar)
2.3 Fill Lara-cell and BGA to >400 mbar
2.4 Subsequent gas purity measurement with Lara, RGA, and Bga for>60 min
3.1 Evacuate LARA-system and piping to <1 · 10−3 mbar
3.2 Fill BV005 to target pressure with T2 ((50 to 450) mbar)
3.3 Fill Lara-cell and Bga to >400 mbar
3.4 Subsequent gas purity measurement with Lara, RGA, and Bga for>60 min
4.1 Evacuate all piping to <1 · 10−3 mbar
4.2 Open valves between BV005 and BV006 to check for pressure reading oset
4.3 Circulate gas via pump until gas sample is homogenised and in thermal
equilibrium ((24 to 72) h)
4.4 RGA measurement after completion of the equilibration process
4.5 Evacuate complete vacuum system to <1 · 10−3 mbar
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A detailed overview of the measurement procedure is given in Table 7.4. The most dening
measurement parameter is the selection of the target pressure during circulation. A higher
pressure improves the SNR and the quality of the Lara signal, but also leads to signicant
shorter equilibration time constants, which may impact calibration-analysis for the non-
equilibrated mixtures. Lower pressures enable good separation of the non-equilibrated
phase but result in unacceptable long self-equilibration times which introduce additional
tting uncertainty and increase uncertainties due to impurity formation (e.g. 3He). A
combined target pressure of 500 mbar was chosen as a trade-o between equilibration time
and signal strength.
An overview of a typical calibration sample production is shown in Figure 7.15. Similar
to measurements of the stable isotopologues described in Chapter 6, the homogenisation
time was about 5 min, marked by the maximum concentration of T2. The self-equilibration
process started instantly after all valves were opened, but did not change the isotopic
composition by more than 0.1 % during the homogenisation phase.
During the self-equilibration phase, the Lara-spectra were integrated over a 20 min interval
to smooth the curve and reduce the noise level. For each isotopologue, an exponential
function, given in Equation (7.17), was tted. Based on the obtained equilibration parameter,
the initial binary and the nal tertiary relative signal strengths were derived.
Depending on which data set is used, the uncertainty of the Raman signal includes
• Poisson-noise for event count rate,
• statistical uncertainty from the t parameter,
• uncertainty of the spectral sensitivity correction from the nist-standard.
The fractions of the gas sample were determined using the pressure ratio of the mixing
vessels and chemical equilibrium constants, given in Figure 7.8.
In order to obtain the resulting equilibration isotopologue concentration, the function as
shown in Equation (7.17) was tted to the calibration data.
Based on the description in Equation (6.3), the calibration factors Rx for a binary T2 Q2
mixture were derived by the model function for the relative Raman signal Sx and initial
molar fraction N i:
ST2 =
RT2 ·N iT2
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ture. In each run, gases were analysed using Lara, RGA and Bga to verify the initial gas purity.
Subsequently both mixing vessels were lled to the desired target pressure which sum up to 500 mbar.
Afterwards, the gases were circulated continuously until the end of the run to homogenise and
equilibrate the mixture. A detailed description of the measurement schedule is given in Table 7.4.
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Here the reaction extend ξ describes the amount of heteronuclear molecules that have
formed during the equilibration process. This amount depends on the equilibrium constant




















for K 6= 4 [Sch14a].
The calibration curves for binary and tertiary mixtures were derived by the same procedure
as the stable calibration samples (see Section 6.2.1). In addition to the general gas sample un-
certainties given by the Trihyde setup (see Section 6.2.1), the uncertainty of the T2-sample
composition was considered. All data points were shifted by the combined uncertainty in
composition (x-axis) in both directions and the same regression and bootstrap resampling
was performed. The larger dierence from the non-shifted results was used as an estimate
for the systematic uncertainty of the prepared gas sample composition.
The uncertainties in y- and x-direction are not correlated and thus can be combined using
classic error propagation to give the full calibration factor uncertainty.





In order to determine the calibration factors, two measurement campaigns were performed
at dierent pressures levels:
(i) 100 mbar,
(ii) 500 mbar.
These pressures denote the combined pressure in both mixing vessels before mixing,
hence the resulting circulation pressure was lower. Besides a higher pressure, the second
campaign also used a single tritium gas batch transferred from the Tts. All samples were
prepared following the step sequence summarised in Table 7.4. In order to evaluate the
reproducibility of the procedure, the 50:50 sample was prepared twice.
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binary mixtures. Each point is measured according to the
procedure outlined in Section 7.4.1. The relative Raman signal is determined by averaging the Lara
signal during the rst 60 minutes after sample homogenisation. The initial combined pressure
in the mixing vessels was 100 mbar. The model functions for each isotopologue are described in
Equation (7.20) and were tted simultaneously in order to derive the calibration factors.
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HT tertiary mixtures with applied spectral sensitivity
correction. The calibration curves were determined by the initial molar fractions and derived from
Equation (7.22). The relative Raman signals associated with chemical equilibrium of the mixture
are derived values, deduced from the asymptotes to the exponential data ts for the individual
isotopologues.
Binary H2-T2 samples In Figure 7.16, the resulting calibration curves from campaign
(ii) are shown, with and without spectral sensitivity correction. As expected, due to the
largest shift of theoretical intensities between H2 and T2, the eect of the spectral sensitivity
is rather prominent.
In order to determine the initial signal ratio, the relative signals after the homogenisation
phase, i.e. maximum T2-signal within 5 min of mixing, were used. Due to the strong
pressure dependence of the self-equilibration process (see Figure 7.10), the transition to
chemical equilibrium is slow enough to assume a constant gas composition during the
averaging time interval of 10 min.
This results in lower uncertainties compared to the sample from campaign (ii). Although the
higher pressure allows for a higher signal-to-noise-ratio, the progressing self-equilibration
and the need to describe the process via a model-function osets this advantage. However,
the calibration factors from both campaigns dier by less than 3.5 % and agree within their
uncertainty. Based on the fact that the values from campaign (i) are less likely to be aected
by the equilibration process, these should be used for system calibration.
Tertiary H2-HT-T2 samples During the rst campaign, due to lower loop pressure
and associated longer equilibration time, the sample was circulated via the same catalyst-
material used in Hyde(see Section 6.2.3) in order to achieve chemical equilibrium. Similar
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Table 7.5: LARA calibration factors Rx for H2 HT T2. Of physical importance is not the numerical
value, but the ratio between the factors. Due to the higher number of free parameters, the uncertain-
ties derived from the tertiary mixtures are higher. Note that the factors are derived from dierent
sample pressures for the binary (ptot=100 mbar) and tertiary (ptot=100 mbar) measurements.
without spectral correction with spectral correction
Isotope Rx σtot ∆sys σstat Rx σtot ∆sys σstat
H2 1.027 0.024 0.021 0.012 1.118 0.015 0.011 0.011
T2 1.004 0.017 0.014 0.009 0.887 0.015 0.010 0.012
H2 1.010 0.003 0.002 0.001 1.000 0.002 0.002 0.001
HT 1.058 0.025 0.014 0.020 0.969 0.011 0.023 0.016
T2 1.079 0.017 0.013 0.012 0.832 0.014 0.029 0.020
to measurements with the stable isotopologues, this introduced substantial shifts in the
atomic ratio of up to 50 %, varying in each sample preparation. Thus, these values were
useless for system calibration.
In the second campaign, the signal ratios for the equilibrium concentrations were de-
termined by tting an exponential function, as given by Equation (7.17), to the individual
relative signals. During the sample preparation time of 48 h, neither signicant additional
reactions nor shifts in atomic ratios were observed.
In order to obtain the calibration factors, the three functions given in Equation (7.22) were
simultaneously tted using a chemical equilibrium reaction constant Keq = 2.574. This
value was derived in Section 7.3 which agrees with the value reported in Ref. [Jon48].
During the regression, this value was kept xed.
All calibration factors for both mixtures are summarised in Table 7.5. The uncertainties of
the calibration factors derived from tritiated mixtures are about a factor of three higher
than those using only stable isotopologues (see Section 6.2). This is the result of the higher
initial gas composition uncertainty as well as the introduction of the self-equilibration
model.
In order to validate the absolute theoretical intensity, the ratio between the calibration
factors RH2 and RT2 can be calculated, analogous to the approach described in Section 6.2.
This gives a value of
RH2/T2 = 1.261± 0.021, (7.25)
which is slightly lower than the value obtained from theory and depolarisation meas-
urements of RH2/T2 = 1.285± 0.050 [Sch14a], although within the uncertainty. Using the
measured value for RT2, the ratio for RHT is found to be
RH2/HT = 1.083± 0.035, (7.26)
which agrees with the theoretically derived value of RH2/HT = 1.078± 0.033.
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binary mixtures. Each point is measured according to the
procedure outlined in Section 7.4.1. The relative Raman signal is derived from the y-intercept of
the exponential t to each equilibration reaction. Both curves given by Equation (7.20) are tted
simultaneously to quantify the calibration factors.
Based on the agreement between the experimentally and theoretically derived calibration
factors, one may conclude that the currently used calibration approach should also be valid
for the radioactive isotopologues T2 and HT. The impact of these values will be discussed
in Section 7.5.





The samples for the D2 DT T2-campaign were all prepared and analysed using the pro-
cedure described in Section 7.4.1. No signicant deviations in purity level or parameter
changes were observed, besides the already described higher self-equilibration time con-
stant compared to H2 T2 (see Figure 7.10).
Binary D2-T2 samples In Figure 7.18, the calibration curves of the binary mixture
in dependence of the initial D2-fraction are given, with and without spectral sensitivity
correction. The relative Raman signals were derived from the exponential ts, for the point
in time in which the homogenisation phase was complete, corresponding to the maximum
in T2 and D2 relative signals. In order to evaluate the reproducibility, a 50:50 sample
was prepared again after all other ratios were measured. Despite the higher systematic
uncertainty contributions in the equi-concentrated sample, no deviation was observed.
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DT tertiary mixtures with applied spectral sensitivity
correction. The data points are given by the exponential t to the self-equilibration curve of each
isotopologue. For the tting of the calibration curve, the chemical equilibrium constant at the given
temperature was xed and the individual calibration factors were free parameters (Equation (7.22)).
In contrast to the H2 T2 calibration curves shown in Figure 7.16, the dierence in shape
between corrected and non-corrected data is less pronounced. This is due to the fact that
the relative dierence between the sensitivity correction for D2 and T2 is lower by factor of
∼2.
Tertiary D2-DT-T2 samples For the tertiary mixtures, the equilibrium ratios of all three
isotopologues were calculated for their given initial values according to Equation (7.15)
and Equation (7.22). The chemical equilibrium constant value of Keq = 3.811, as given
by [Jon48] and calculated in Section 7.3, was used and not varied during the regression
calculation.
The resulting calibration factors are collated in Table 7.6. As mentioned in Section 7.4.2,
only the ratio between two factors is of physical importance, not the single numerical
value. Similar to the observations from the H2-T2-campaign, all non-corrected calibration
factors are compatible with a numerical value of Rx = 1. Since the lines of the deuterium
isotopologues are between the other branches, this was expected. The total calibration
uncertainties of about 1 % give an estimate with which precision the calibration samples in
Trihyde can be prepared.
In case of tertiary mixtures, the uncertainty is about three times higher than for binary
mixtures. This comprises the additional uncertainties of initial values, chemical equilib-
rium constant and other free parameters for the regression calculation. The dierence in
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Table 7.6: LARA calibration factors Rx for D2 DT T2. Of physical importance is not the numerical
value but ratio between the factors. Due to the higher number of free parameters the uncertainties
for the equilibrated ratio is higher.
without spectral correction with spectral correction
Isotope Rx σtot ∆sys σstat Rx σtot ∆sys σstat
D2 1.016 0.013 0.0089 0.0093 1.058 0.01 0.008 0.006
T2 1.001 0.011 0.0060 0.0095 0.962 0.015 0.009 0.012
D2 1.004 0.003 0.0026 0.001 1.001 0.002 0.001 0.001
DT 1.007 0.029 0.027 0.011 0.963 0.026 0.023 0.010
T2 1.004 0.039 0.0333 0.021 0.925 0.034 0.029 0.020
uncertainties of one order of magnitude for D2 and the tritiated isotopologues is associated
with the uncertainty of the initial DT-content, as determined by the Lara-system itself and
the uncertainties given in Section 7.2.2. This initial DT-content is due to the gas chroma-
tographic process in the Iss, which separates the isotopologues based on their respective
retention time in a capillary. As a consequence, a spillover of the DT fraction into the T2
sample is unavoidable.
The derived ratios of the calibration factor RH2/T2 for the binary and tertiary sample agree
within 1 %; however, due to the lower uncertainty of the results using only two isotopo-
logues, the values from the binary sample should be used for Lara calibration.
The dierence in uncertainty level before and after spectral correction is less pronounced
than encountered in the H2 T2-measurements. Note that all Q1-branch positions in this
campaign lie within the certied region of the NIST SRM standard and have an average
uncertainty below 0.2 %, hence the spectral sensitivity correction uncertainty is dominated
by the calibration process of the CCD-bins and not the standard [Nie18; Ake20b].
Up to now, all calibration factors have been established except the one for DT. As already
mentioned, the experimental calibration factor for a single isotopologue has no physical
meaning; the ratio between two factors are necessary for Lara calibration. In order to
derive the ratio RH2/DT, the ratio RT2/DT must be calculated rst. This ratio is then normalised
to the calibration factor of H2 using the RH2/T2 obtained from the binary H2-T2 measurements.
The derived calibration factor is found to be
RH2/DT = 1.200± 0.038 (7.27)
which is in very good agreement with the theoretical value of 1.203± 0.044. Compared to
the calibration factors derived for the other isotopologues, the uncertainty is higher due to
the uncertainty of the initial DT concentration and the applied normalisation to RH2.
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Methane formation during sample preparation Prior to the sample preparations
for this measurement campaign, it was shown that the formation of tritiated methane
is detectable, but does not noticeably aect the sample composition (see Section 7.2.1).
In order to conrm these nding, the trend of the relative Lara signals for methane is
analysed and compared to the expected formation rates. Using the total inner surface of
the setup and the outgassing rates reported in Ref. [Fis11], a relative methane production
rate of ∼4.9 · 10−6 h−1 was expected2.
For each sample prepared during the D2 DT T2-campaign, a linear t was applied to the
relative Lara signals SCXT3. The derived mean tting parameters are
SCXT3(t) = (3.1± 2.6) · 10−6 h−1 · t + (4.16± 0.45) · 10−4 . (7.28)
This formation rate agrees with the expected values derived from Ref. [Fis11]. The low
formation rate and low initial relative signal strength show that the formation of tritiated
methane have no noticeable impact on sample composition.
If methane formation was signicant, one would observe a change in the atomic ratios T,
H and D during the equilibration phase. In all sample preparation runs, which lasted up to
5 days, no shift in the atomic ratios was observed; thus conrming that methane formation
had no signicant impact on sample composition.
7.5 Comparison to literature values and implications
for KATRIN
While the calibration factors Rx without spectral correction can only be used for the LARA2-
system at Trihyde as is, the values obtained after spectral correction are deemed universal
for all tritium monitoring Lara-systems, including the system deployed at the Katrin
experiment. The theoretical sensitivity factors currently used at the Katrin experiment are
those listed in Ref. [Sch14a] and are based on theoretical calculations with the uncertainties
estimated from depolarisation measurements. For the stable isotopologues, the theoretical
sensitivities were conrmed in the Hyde-experiment.
Due to the good agreement between depolarisation and calibration gas sample measure-
ments, the calculated theoretical sensitivities for the radioactive isotopologues were used
to measure the source gas composition in the Wgts for the neutrino mass analysis during
the rst measurement campaign, see Ref. [Ake19]. As a consequence, the dominating
uncertainty for composition monitoring is the uncertainty derived from the depolarisation
measurements.
In Figure 7.20 the currently used Lara-calibration factors and the values obtained in
Trihyde are displayed together with their uncertainty bands. For all six isotopologues,
2A. Rein: ‘Estimation and analysis of impurities in calibration gas mixtures for the Tritium-Hydrogen-
Deuterium-Experiment (TRIHYDE)’. Master’s thesis. Karlsruhe Institut of Technology, IEKP, 2015.
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Figure 7.20: Comparison of Trihyde and literature values for the theoretical sensitivities of all
hydrogen isotopologues. The literature values and symmetrical uncertainties (colored bars) are
described in Ref. [Sch13b]. The Trihyde values are displayed as black bars denoting the combined
experimental uncertainty. Since no experimental values for HD were established within this work,
the RHD-values from [Sch13b] are shown.
both values agree within the uncertainty margins, validating that the currently used
calibration factors are indeed applicable in the composition monitoring of KATRIN, and
thus can be used for m(νe)-mass measurements.
The accuracy achieved in Trihyde lowers the uncertainty for T2 by a factor of 2.5, further
improving the trueness of the Lara monitoring capabilities for KATRIN. Despite exceeding
the Katrin requirements of 10 % trueness [Sch11] already with the values reported in Ref.
[Sch14a], the experimental validation was still missing.
Comparing the values for T2, the sensitivity value obtained in this measurement is about 2 %
lower than the current value, indicating that the current measurements overestimate the T2
content in the Wgts-gas. However, for a nominal gas composition with cT2 = 95 % and cDT =
5 %, the relative dierence in measurement composition between theoretical intensity values
from calculations and experimental values, is less then 0.1 %. This change in measured
compositing is well within the uncertainty of the gas composition monitoring in the Wgts.
As a consequence, this shift has no negative eect of the already performed neutrino mass
analysis and published value in Ref. [Ake19]. However, the updated calibration factor and
uncertainty should be used in future analysis.
Using gas mixtures with a lower T2-content, the eect would be more pronounced but still
rather small. In an hypothetical equi-concentrated T2 DT mixture the relative dierence in
composition measurement is about 1 %. Nonetheless, the reduced uncertainty is benecial
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not only in Katrin measurements but also for activity monitoring and accountancy at Tlk,
or other tritium processing facilities.
7.6 Conclusions
Respective the open issues identied in Section 4.3.3, the Trihyde experiment was primarily
designed to provide the experimental determination of theoretical Raman sensitivity for
tritiated hydrogen isotopologues. In order to achieve this goal, several preliminary studies
were carried out in order to evaluate and account for the additional systematic eects
introduced by the radiochemistry of tritium, i.e.
• Production of tritiated methane due to gas-wall interactions,
• Gas purity of the initial T2 -gas sample,
• Self-equilibration reaction of the prepared sample.
All of these questions were addressed during the H2 T2 and D2 T2 campaigns, and the
ndings can be summarised as following:
(i) Using a modied method of standard addition, the initial DT content for the actual T2 -
sample was estimated to be 0.030± 0.015. This demonstrates the general applicability
of using Trihyde to perform a MSA with tritiated isotopologues and the value
obtained is comparable to other estimates [Dör05].
(ii) Based on mass spectrometer and Lara measurements, the formation of tritiated
methane was observed, at the expected low levels. However, these had no signicant
impact on the calibration samples due to the pressures and timescales used.
(iii) A systematic study of self-equilibration reaction for tritiated gas mixtures was carried
out, conrming that the production of chemical equilibrated samples within an
acceptable time frame and without the use of a catalyst or other means, which can
potentially change the atomic ratio of the sample.
(iv) The calibration factors for all tritiated hydrogen isotopologues have been experiment-
ally measured with an uncertainty of about (1 to 3) %. Due to the increased systemat-
ics of the sample preparation and analysis, the uncertainties for the heteronuclear
isotopologues exhibit threefold higher values, in comparison to the homonuclear
species.
(v) All experimental values are compatible with the currently used values derived from
ab-initio calculations reported in Ref. [Sch13b] within the uncertainty intervals.
Despite the measured values for T2 being about 2 % lower than currently used, the
impact on composition for mixtures of >95 % T2 is negligible.
Based on these results, the calibration approach for source gas monitoring at Katrin,
which relies on an optical standard and theoretical intensities, is nally fully validated.
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All currently used values have been crosschecked and conrmed, using by accurate gas
samples of all six hydrogen isotopologues.
Thanks to the low uncertainty in the calibration factors derived for the current LARA2-
system, it henceforth can be used as an high-accuracy analysis tool for other experiments at
Tlk. This includes gas samples from Katrin loops and components, Iss and TTS samples,
as well as ongoing T2-loading experiments in various materials.
Using the experimental calibration factors, the calibration trueness of all currently deployed
Lara-systems at Tlk benets from the uncertainty reduction which improves composition
monitoring accuracy at each experiment, especially for lower T2 content.
With reference to the results presented here, the following improvements and additional
measurements are proposed:
(i) Estimate of the initial HT content via the method of standard addition.
As seen in the Trihyde campaigns as well as observed by Katrin loops operation, a
considerable amount of HT is produced during operation [Fis11; Ake20b]. In order
to obtain an additional estimate of HT-impurities and uncertainty besides sole Lara
measurements, the modied MSA can be performed in Trihyde with the following
improvements:
• smaller addition steps,
• higher pressures,
• longer measurement times.
(ii) Detailed study of self-equilibration rates.
Several studies on reaction rates have been reported which can be grouped into three
categories:
(a) Experimental studies; see [Dor54; Gen70; Uda92b],
(b) Theoretical studies or calculations; see [Mor67; Gan99; Saz11],
(c) Studies of the inuence of impurities; see [Tho58; Aqu65; Uda92a].
Using Trihyde, well-dened samples in regard to pressure and mole fraction can
be produced. Using such samples, in-situ and real-time studies can be carried out,
which can elucidate the inuence of the various reaction chains, and thus will aid in
the understanding of the general kinematics of the equilibration process.
(iii) Use Trihyde samples for round robin tests at Tlk.
Using the samples prepared for Lara-calibration, the recorded data can be used to
cross-calibrate and characterise other built-in analytical tools, like Bixs [Ake20c]
and Bga, to further expand Trihyde capabilities to analyse provided gas samples.
These samples can be distributed to other experiments at Tlk for a round robin
test, bench-marking all deployed analytical methods, especially chromatography and
ionisation chambers.
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(iv) Perform characterisation measurements with hydrogen and non-hydrogen mixtures.
Up to now, only samples prepared of hydrogen isotopes were used, despite the gen-
eral ability to use additional gases. Using a similar preparation procedure, samples
of e.g. T2 in He can be produced and used to characterise the performance of suitable
analytical methods, either for Katrin or possible future fusion reactors [Nis06].
In conclusion, the Trihyde-experiment is a valuable addition to the analytical tool set at
Tlk and can be used to further develop various tools and methods used for tritium sample
analysis, process control, and accountancy.
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Summary The observation of neutrino avour oscillations has shown that neutrinos
must have a nite, non-zero mass. This was the rst conrmed proof for physics beyond the
Standard Model of elementary particle physics, which in its basic form assumes neutrinos
to be massless. Although many experimental eorts have expanded our knowledge of the
oscillation parameters, no experimental approach has yet reached sucient sensitivity
to provide a denitive value of the neutrino mass. The absolute value of the neutrino
mass scale remains one of the fundamental questions. The answer thereof is required to
improve cosmological models as well as to help scrutinise theoretical extensions of the
Standard Model to account for neutrino mass generation. Dierent approaches can access
the neutrino mass scale, e.g. indirect methods like cosmological observation, searches for
the neutrinoless double-beta-decay or direct searches.
The most stringent direct experimental limit of m(νe) < 1.1 eV (90 % C. L.) for the eective
electron neutrino mass up-to-date was reported by the Katrin [Ake19]. The limit is derived
from high resolution spectroscopy of the kinematic endpoint of the tritium β-decay, which
is aected by the neutrino mass.
In order for Katrin to achieve the design sensitivity of m(νe) < 0.2 eV (90 % C. L.), it is
essential to minimise and account for systematic eects. One set of systematic eects is
associated with the gas composition inside the Wgts, which provides the β-electrons for
Katrin. Due to technical reasons, the molecular T2 inside the Wgts will always contain
residues of other hydrogen isotopologues (H2, HD, D2, HT and DT). As the gas composition
inuences the shape of the β-spectrum, it must be considered in the neutrino mass analysis
and hence continuously monitored.
At the Tlk, tritium-compatible Lara-systems were developed and constructed in order
to meet the performance requirements of Katrin. In order to achieve the Katrin design
sensitivity, namely a precision of ≤0.1 % and a calibration trueness ≤10 % for source
gas monitoring is necessary. For quantitative gas composition analysis, a system- and
isotopologue-specic response function must be obtained.
The required calibration factors are a combination of (i) the wavelength-dependant spectral
sensitivity of the optical setup; and (ii) the isotopologue-specic theoretical intensity.
In the current calibration strategy, the spectral sensitivity is measured via a traceable
optical standard SRM2242 provided by NIST. The theoretical intensities used are derived
from molecular polarisability tensors based on theoretical calculations by Schwartz et al.
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[Sch87] and LeRoy1, although without a stated uncertainty. These calculations have been
experimentally veried in depolarisation measurements by James et al. [Jam13a] for all
six hydrogen isotopologues. In a complementary calibration approach using accurate gas
samples, the calibration factors for the stable isotopologues H2, D2 and HD have been
veried in the Hyde, agreeing to within 2 % with the values reported by Schlösser et al.
[Sch13b].
In order to validate the pending, Katrin-relevant calibration factors of the radioactive
isotopologues T2, HT and DT, the new Trihyde was designed, constructed and commis-
sioned at Tlk, capable of providing accurate gas samples of all six hydrogen isotopologues
in chemical equilibrium via the manometric method. The design includes (i) all recom-
mendations based on experiences gained with Hyde; (ii) fulllls the safety requirements
for tritium operation; and (iii) was successfully integrated in the Tlk-T2-infrastructure.
In measurements using H2-D2-samples, the results of Hyde were conrmed, while simul-
taneously reducing the absolute calibration systematics by a factor of three. This is due to
combination of improved pressure diagnostics, reduced volume uncertainty, and a stream-
lined mixing vessel design. In addition, a mass-spectrometer (MS) and a binary-gas-analyser
to verify the initial gas purity are integrated in Trihyde.
Based on the successful commissioning using stable isotopologues, all challenges related
to tritiated gas samples were addressed within this thesis:
(i) It was shown that the anticipated formation of methane residues due to gas-wall
interactions was at an expected ppm/h-level, which is detectable but negligible for
the calibration gas sample preparation.
(ii) The initial tritium gas purity, which inevitably contains traces of at least HT and
DT, was estimated using a modied standard-addition-method, independent of Lara
and MS calibration. The results agreed with other estimates, thus they were carried
forward in determining the uncertainty budget of the gas sample.
(iii) Detailed studies of the self-equilibration process in tritiated mixtures showed that the
process is of rst order for each equilibrium reaction, e.g. T2 + HD HT + DT,
with a strong pressure dependence on reaction speed. The resulting equilibrium-
concentration agrees with the calculated values, although the concentration depend-
ence of reaction speed showed an unexpected behaviour which, however, did not
impact on sample quality. The self-equilibration process was successfully used to
produce accurate tritiated gas samples including the heteronuclear isotopologues in
chemical equilibrium by selecting a suitable process pressure, oering reasonable
reaction rates.
1R. LeRoy: ‘Recalculation of Raman transition matrix elements of all hydrogen isotopologues for 532 nm
laser excitation’. Personal communcation. Department of Chemistry, University of Waterloo, ON, Canada,
2011.
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(iv) Sample composition changes due to isotope exchange in gas-wall-interaction were
observed, similar to those reported in Ref. [Fis11], but were on a time-scale of>600 h
and therefore negligible for sample production in Trihyde.
These samples allowed for the rst direct experimental determination of the Lara-calibration
factors for the three tritiated hydrogen isotopologues, using both homonuclear samples as
well as heteronuclear samples in chemical equilibrium. All measured calibration factors
agreed with the theoretical predictions within the respective uncertainty intervals, valid-
ating the currently deployed calibration strategy used at Katrin. For the homonuclear
species, an uncertainty reduction of up to a factor of two was achieved, while the resulting
uncertainties for the heteronuclear isotopologues were unchanged. The observed dierence
of the theoretical intensity of T2 of 2 % leads to a relative concentration shift of 0.1 % for a
Katrin-like gas sample (>95 % T2), which therefore constitutes a negligible eect. Using
the experimentally determined values, the calibration trueness of all currently deployed
Lara-systems at Tlk can be improved.
By experimentally conrming the theoretical intensities used for source gas monitoring at
Katrin, these results provide the essential cross-check and condence level to ensure the
validity of the measured values utilised in neutrino mass analysis.
Outlook Trihyde is an important step to further rene the potential of Raman spectro-
scopic system for tritium related applications, not only limited to Katrin. One possible
renement is the unambiguous identication of tritiated methane, which up to now shows
discrepancies in predicted and measured Lara spectra [Eng92; Stu10a; Fis11].
Because of the ability to both produce and analyse in-situ gas samples, Trihyde can be
used in material studies, e.g. tritium-implantation in various getter materials. Supplied
gas samples, e.g. process gases from Katrin or experimental facilities at Tlk, can also be
characterised with complementary analytical methods.
With the option to include multiple analytical devices and provide samples in a wide
pressure and concentration range, Trihyde may evolve into an indispensable tool in the
development of new methods for tritium monitoring. Such samples can also be used to
benchmark dierent methods and perform a cross-calibration of the devices deployed at
Tlk, especially gas chromatography (GC) and Bixs. This would improve the accuracy
of tritium accountancy for the various sub-systems in the closed tritium cycle at Tlk.
Experiences gained could thus be transferred to other tritium processing facilities, e.g.
those needed for future fusion reactors.
Until now, only gas samples of hydrogen isotopologues have been studied. Trihyde
can easily be expanded to include additional gases in order to address other user cases.
These include tritium in helium, which is of particular interest in breeding blanket design
for fusion research [Bor13] and tritium in argon, similar to the purge gas of the Cps of
Katrin.
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In conclusion, using the Trihyde facility it was possible, for the rst time, to prepare
accurate gas samples of all six hydrogen isotopologues with tritium content on a technical
scale, thus giving a valuable tool to further expand tritium analytics to in-situ calibration,
characterisation and development of existing and forthcoming methods.
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